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From the
Editor-in-Chief

S ometime during the last several weeks, a nuclear war was simulated
in which a majority of the American population perished. What could

be the purpose of such an exercise? The simulation was conducted by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), as part of a
series of preplanned "emergencies" and emergency simulations, any
one of which could be used as the immediate pretext for FEMA to
become the outright dictatorial government of the United States.
The evidence proving the real purpose behind FEMA is abundant.
Only one day prior to the deployment of the sabotage of March 1979
at the Three Mile Island nuclear plant, the Carter administration
activated Presidential Review Memorandum 32, establishing FEMA.
National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski has control over
this apparatus, which has been authorized to bypass all constitution
ally mandated institutions to carry out all the emergency measures it
deems necessary. The emergencies could be an oil cutoff from the
Middle East, a rash of bankruptcies of major banks, or any of a
number of disasters already on the administration's planning board.
FEMA bears a striking resemblance to the emergency provisions
inserted into Weimar law to effect the "legal" coup d'etat by which
Hitler consolidated power.
Our Special Report, "Planning crises: from nuclear disaster to
nuclear war," was written by Kathy Burdman and Vin Berg under the
direction of U.S. editor Konstantin George. The report documents
the history of FEMA activities during the last year, the powers it has
and is prepared to exercise, and the "practice" in population-control
it has had in such preplan ned emergencies as Three Mile Island and
the New York transit strike.
We also note for our readers the lead to our International Report,
"Will the Soviet Union occupy Sinkiang next?" by contributing editor
Lyndon LaRouche. LaRouche analyzes the Soviet shift into a "hard"
war avoidance policy, and the Soviet's probable next move given the
provocations of the unbalanced controllers of the Carter administra
tion.
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Editorial

by Nora Hamerman

An evil omen

Any schoolboy knows that it has been a longtime

members of the Clearinghouse, which includes on

favorite pastime of the British oligarchy to study
the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire... as a

its advisory committee Rep. Henry Reuss of Wis

model. And therefore it is of great importance, not

thinking through seminars, dinners and discussion

only for any remaining American patriots who

groups, and publishes two newsletters on Capitol

understand why the American War of Indepen

Hill. They are now getting up an institute to do in

dence was fought, but for our international friends

depth research.

who know the British imperial method first-hand,

The Clearinghouse brainwashes congressmen

to take note of the fact that ancient Roman super

on behalf of the perspectives of the Club of Rome.

stitious practices are being revived on the Capitol

Speakers at their meetings bombard participants

Hill of Washington, D.C.

with talk of mind-body awareness, new conscious
ness, and changing lifestyles. Last month Marilyn

When the Roman priests examined the entrails
of birds and animals to determine their auguries,
the activity was called "haruspicating. " These

Ferguson, author of The Aquarian Conspiracy,

days, when V. S. congressmen and senators gath

briefed the group on why their new states of con
sciousness will make them victims of the conspira

er-as they frequently do-for meetings of"the

cy.

Congressional Clearinghouse for the Future, they

As a recent Clearinghouse newsletter reported,

are urged by their discussion leader to "haruspi
cate." Instead of entrails, they are told to "harus
picate with science fiction. "

one meeting discussed how "the world transition

And for several hours they intently analyze the
prophecies of Hal Clement, Ray Bradbury, and
Isaac Asimov. Asimov assures them that "if science
fiction is the literature of escape, it escapes to
reality."
The Clearinghouse was founded four years
ago-and is now directed by-Ann Cheatham, a
member of the Club of Rome-the organization
dedicated to promoting zero rowth. Cofounder of

g

and transformation from abundance to scarcity is
global and more than ever before, the inhabitants
of the earth must share its wealth. ... It is probable
that the problems are manageable with an excep
tional exercise of will." And to make sure that this
zero-growth outlook prevails, against the explicit
mandate of the V.S. Constitution for progress, we
have learned that the Clearinghouse plans to cam
paign to do away with the outmoded V.S. Consti
tution.
Perhaps some EIR readers are disgusted by this

the group was Alvin Toffler, author of two dia

little operation to subordinate the American Re

tribes against scientific progress, Future Shock and

public to the Club of Rome. We suggest you ask

The Third Wave. A frequent speaker at Clearing

Rep. Albert Gore, Democrat of Tennessee what he

house meetings, Toffler recently demanded on na
tional televsion that such advanced programs as

intends by chairing such a body. Or find out if your
congressman attends its meetings. Or, if you are

the U.S. space effort be cancelled because "What

not American, you would do well to brief your

right do advanced countries have to have technol
ogy not available to Third World countries?"

government on the fact that if V.S. congressional

Close to 200 senators and representatives are

EIR

consin. The Clearinghouse shapes congressional
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actions don't seem sane, the cause may be "harus
pication. "
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How Carter has produced
hyperinflationary recession
by David Goldman

Widely-circulated commentaries that the current week's

From the standpoint of conventional models this

events on the credit markets mark a turning point in

makes no sense whatsoever, since the input-output grid
of the economy is assumed to move in roughly the same
proportions during short-run periods. Last time, the

interest rates are premised on a fundamental misunder
standing of what the American economy currently is.
The bond market gained 5 percent on the long-term side

decline in total industrial production was comparable to

April 16 after Salomon Brothers' seer Henry Kaufman

the developments in housing and auto, the first two

made this evaluation. Chase Manhattan Bank lowered

sectors both times to take it on the nose. The fact that the

its prime rate the same day from 20 percent to 19%, and

total index did not move down-because chemicals,

Eurodollar short-term rates have come down by more
than 3 percent from their highs of two weeks ago.

machine - tools, aerospace, coal, and manufacturing

The argument that this represents an interest rate
peak depends on a model of the American economy

equipment rose-indicates that we now have a funda
mentally different economy. Different laws apply.
The anomaly of a steady rate of output of construc

during the 1974-1975 collapse, when the recession hit
more sharply than during 1929- 1931, and interest rates

tion materials coincident with the worst drop in housing
starts in 20 years-a 50 percent decline in six months-is

fell speedily. Instead, the model to look toward is Ger
many in 1935, following three years of Nazi "economic
recovery" methods. As EIR has emphasized in analyses

less of an anomaly considering that the legislation pre

of Carter budgetary and energy programs, and in the

construction of hundreds of billions of dollars worth of

pared by Rep. Moorehead of Pennsylvania is now in a
House-Senate Conference, and, if passed, will permit the

published results of EIR 's Riemann-LaRouche computer
econometric model, the Administration has enforced the
same policies that Hit�er's finance Minister Hjalmar
Schacht used during tne first five years of the Nazi
regime. The same consequences should be expected.
To preview the comprehensive survey of the problem
EIR will release next week, the following telling compar
ison of the last with the present "recession" makes the
story quite plain. The rates of decline of total manufac
turing and of major individual sectors are given in the
table.
6
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Rates of decline
9/74-3/75

9/79-3/80.

Industrial index

- 15%

- 0.4%

Housing Starts

- 19%

-50 %

Building materials

-2 1%

- 0.2%

Auto

-25%

- 16 %
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synthetic fuel plants. According to sources at the Federal

terms precise enough for our purpose here a crisis iden

Emergency Management Agency (see Special Report),

tical to the 1936- 1938 economic crisis.

the FEMA itself would then have authority under the

What does this mean for credit demand? To start

1947 National Security Act to allocate supplies to the

with, despite the behavior of the monetary aggregates,

construction of these monstrosities, because the Moore

total credit demand is still extremely strong, despite the

head Act places them under defense priority status.

50 percent reduction in mortgage issuance and much

Even though the actual rate of defense spending is

lower rate of consumer credit extensions. The most recent

probably falling in comparison to the final quarter of

week's bank lending figures show a strong rate of

1979, the level of anticipatory spending, particularly in

growth. The Federal Reserve's policy following the

aerospace, electronics, and machinery, nonetheless as

March 16 "shock" was, according to First Pennco econ

sumes a coming military buildup.

omist Joseph Bench, "exactly what they did after the

pollution abatement and energy-saving investments,

announcement last October." During the past two
weeks, the Fed has monetized about $3 billion in Treas

which now make up roughly 10 percent of all capital

ury securities, an extremely accomodative gesture.

Most important of all is the deadly combination of

investments, according to the Commerce Department

The simple fact is that if the Carter Administration

and McGraw-Hill numbers. However, this is a gigantic

wants a Schachtian economy, the Fed must either pay the

understatement. As we have noted, virtually all of the

bills for this-both in the form of increased credit expan

$60 billion in capital spending plans of the big three

sion and increased inflation-or force the economy

automakers during the next five years is oriented towards

through the sort of crisis that Prof. von Hayek and the

producing smaller, more efficient cars, as a matter of

Wall Street Journal have demanded, wiping out infla
tion-related capitalization through mass bankruptcy.

Environmental Protection Agency dictate. The same is
true in the aerospace sector, which, combined with auto,
makes up the only sector whose capital investment is
growing in real terms. The real effects on the aggregate
economy are considerable. For example, instead of the
usual 12 percent coefficient on the input-output grid
relating machine tool output to transportation industry
consumption, Commerce Department economists esti

To comprehend the current state of the economy, the
analyst must mentally divide it into two economies, one
moving into a Schachtian inflationary bubble, the other
forced down to record-breaking depths (e.g., auto and
housing). Thus far, the breaking of the second economy
has not been sufficient (and never will be sufficient) to
feed the demands of the first. Therefore the result will be

mate the machine builders are shipping 25 percent of
their units to the transportation sector. Prof. Seymour

either a crisis of inflation, in the form of a renewed rise in

Melman of Columbia University points out that the
dollar value of the units consumed by aerospace is much

capital goods sector, or a chain-reaction of bankruptcies.

higher, because the aerospace sector uses the largest and

prepared to bypass all existing state and Federal legisla

most complex machine tools.

tion (under the 1947 national security statutes) and, if
need be, to accomplish a vast banking consolidation

interest rates, combined with major shortages in the
As the Special Report documents, FEMA is already

We are, in short, six months into a full-fledged
Schachtian economy, and rapidly approaching the crisis

which would turn the American system of 14,000 private

point that the Nazi economy underwent in 1936- 1938,
when the productive resources of Germany were no

dian banking systems, with their national chains of a few

longer sufficient to meet the demands of Hitler's war

major banks, within a matter of days. Nothing in the

machine. We do not have free resources and free labor in

financial structure domestically will, by itself, prevent the
Carter Administration from continuing to follow in the
footsteps of Hjalmar Schacht.

the most important categories of capital goods-and this
is before projected demands of military production, syn
thetic fuel plants and so on.
Merely maintaining the military potential of the
economy at a credible, much less an efficient level, re
quires enormous effort. FEMA had to directly intervene
to prevent bankrupt railroads from scrapping lines that
lead to military bases, or carry military supplies.
As we published last week-and will elaborate in
detail in next week's Special Report-the result is that
the net available tangible product of the U.S. economy
(the Riemannian model's "S"') fell below zero during

commercial banks into a replica of the British or Cana

However, the economy-as a thermodynamic sys
tem-can only be depleted so far, and no further. Once
net free energy, or "S''', falls below the zero point, the
economy must cannabalize its productive resources at an
accelerating rate to meet the demands of "national autar
ky" investment, while the size of the productive sector
shrinks at an accelerating rate. The result is a formula for
a national breakdown of a type which the United States
has not seen before. Under these conditions the type of

1980, as a result of overhead and waste demands on the

emergency management the Carter Administration is
now employing to govern will only propel the country

economy's tangible output. This defines in scientific

faster into a dark age.

ElK
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International Credit

by Peter Rush

Japan's 'resource finance'
In the aftermath of the latest Iran crisis, Japan has resumed
international lending in a drive to secure access to oil and
raw materials.

A fter

almost a year's absence
from the international credit mar
k e t s , J a p a n , o ver t h e l a st fe w
weeks, has been engaged in a rap
id-fire series of new loans to oil
and/ or resource rich countries .
" Resource finance" is the new bat
tlecry in Tokyo�Japan' s response
to the escalation of the Iran crisis.
1) The Japanese government
offered visiting M exican Industry
Minister Andres De Oteyza 5 100
m i l l i o n in o ffi c i a l g o ve r n m e n t
loans as part o f a larger package
of private loans for the 52 billion
Las Truchas project on the Pacific
coast . In return , Japan wanted
Mexico to up its oil shipments to
Japan fro m the c urrent 100,000
barrels per day to 2-300,000 bpd.
According to M exican sources ,
Oteyza was open to discussing ex
panded oil shipments to Japan
provided the latter cooperates in
projects in Mexico ' s industrializa
tion plan . The discussion will be
r e s u m e d w h e n P r i m e M in i s te r
Ohira visits M exico the first week
in M ay.

2) After a decade of stalling,
the Japanese government and the
M i tsubishi group reached fin al
agreement in early April on going
ahead with a 52 billion petrochem
ical project for Saudi Arabia at Al
Jubayl . In return , the Saudis, who
already provide 30 percent of Ja
pan's oil , agreed to increase their
supply by 200,000 barrels per day.
The government, rather than Mit
subishi, had been responsible for

8
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the earlier delay . The petrochemi
cal plant, with a combined million
tons per year product, could be on
line by 1985.
3) A package of 5650 m illion in
private and government loans to
Brazil directly tied to resources for
Japan was agreed upon during the
visit to Tokyo of Brazilian Trans
port Minister Elizeu Resende in
the first week of April . The pack
age includes 5 100 million for iron
ore expansion, 5300 m illion for a
railroad to facilitate export of soy
beans, and 5250 million for a rail
road to faci litate a J ap anese- fi
nanced steel proj ect. In certain cas
es, the funds may not be released
until June.

Prior to this series of loans�
with additional loans being nego
tiated right now�Japan had made
almost no loans since last spring,
due to a virtual prohibition by the
Ohira administratio n . The govern
ment stated the ban was necessary
to preserve the supply of foreign
exchange that was rapidly being
e r o d ed by t h e r u n on t h e y e n .
Reserves had fallen from 532 bil
lion in November 1978 to only 526
billion in April 1979. In fact, be
hind the ban lay Washington's in
sistence that U . S .-Japan friendship
was h urt by· the huge growth in
low-interest loans to the tune of
5 15 billion per year set by Ohira's
predecessor Takeo Fukuda .
Despite the further' fall of for
eign reserves to only 5 18 billion in
March of this year, the Finance

Ministry deci ded to lift the ban.
As one Japanese banker confided,
"Japan is now using its lending
capacity to ensure future supplies
of oil and raw materials-we don't
know what will be the result of the
Iran crisis-this is reso urce fi
nance ." Besides the co untries men
tioned above, V enez uel a , China
and perhaps Indonesia are prime
loan targets .
T h e n e w F i n a n ce M i ni s t ry
guidelines, as quoted in the April
1 Nihon Keizai Shimbun. specify a
total of 58 billion in international
loans in the year beginning April
1, half the rate of fiscal 1978 under
F u k u d a . They also speci fy that
there will be case-by-case approval
of loans by the M inistry and that
many of the loa n s will be done
j ointly with the World B an k .
Since t h e guidelines were used,
new developments have put a snag
in the plan. The yen , previously
floating for m onths at around 240245, has dropped to 260 per dollar.
As a result, according to one bank,
the guidelines for 1980 have been
reduced to about 54-5 billion. Ad
ditionally , certain loans negotiated
by private b a n k s h a ve n o t been
approved by the Finance Ministry .
It is likely, however, that the
reduction m ay be only temporary .
The renewed Iran crisis has terri
fied resource-less Japan that it may
be cut o ff at a n y moment from
adequate oil and raw materials .
Japan will find it necessary to ex
tend billions of doll ars of loans to
secure supplies . This does not mean
a return to the Fukud a policy of
lending for industrial development
in the Third World , but if Ohira
wants to be re-elected Prime M in
ister next December he will find it
difficult to m aintain lending at the
minimal 54-5 billion level .
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Transportation

by Steven Parsons

Rail deregulation: a defense need?
The Department of Defense and the Federal Emergency
Management Agency have their fingers in both rail
legislation and railroad bankruptcies.

T he

country's major railroads
are agitating for full deregulation
o f thei r i n dustry-going far be
yond the relaxation o f the regula
tory codes contained in the Rail
road Transportation Policy Act of
1980 passed by the Senate April l
-on the grounds that deregula
tion will promote healthy compe
tition among carriers and result in
better service for shippers. In ac
tuality, railroad deregulation-al
lowing the railroads free hand at
rate-m aking, mergers, abandon
ments, and so forth-is one prong
of an ongoing restructuring of the
nati o n ' s rail system , which , far
from being determi ned by " fr ee
market forces," is planned, co n
trolled from the top, and highly
anti competitive.
As a case in point, investiga
tions by EIR into the bankruptcy
reorganization of the Milwaukee
Road and t he Rock Island rail
roads, which have t raditionally
provided essential service to the
nation's grain belts, reveal that the
restructuring of those railroads is
being clo sely m onitored by the
Department of Defense in its Rail
roads for National Defense pro
gram. The determination o f which
lines formerly serviced by the M il
waukee Road a n d Rock Island
Line will be preserved i s being
made on the basis of hypothetical
national defense needs, in disre
gard for the requirements o f the

10
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nation's grain farmers.
According to a DOD official
involved in the program , both the
Milwaukee Road and Rock Island
are regarded by the DOD as criti
cal connector lines, providing ac
cess to M almstrom Airforce base
in M ontana in one case, and Rock
I sland Arsenal in Davenport, Iowa
on the other. The purported goal
of the Railroads and the National
Defense program is to bolster the
civilian rail system's capacity to
satisfy military lift requirements in
the event o f nuclear war. Both the
DOD and the transportation de
partment of the new Federal Emer
g e n cy M a n a g e m e n t A g e n cy
(FEMA) are actively engaged in
this endeavor.

The importance that the DOD
is a t t a c h i ng to t h e M i l w a u k e e
R o a d and R o c k Island Line raises
a new set of questions about the
failure o f both of those railroads
and the flight to gain control of
the lines they service.
New evidence brought to light
in the M ilwaukee Road bankrupt
cy c a s e s t ro n g l y s u g g e s t s t h a t
beginning in 1970 the Burlington
Northern Railroad carried out a
precon ceived cam paign to drive
the Milwaukee Road out of busi
ness in the northern tier market
Montana, North Dakota, Minne
sota , Idaho , and Washington
where the Milwaukee Road was
the B urli ngton N orther n ' s s o le

competitor. This charge is leveled
in a memo written by former Mil
waukee Road attorney Tom Ploss,
who left his j ob over a dispute with
company officials on the release of
the memo to the Interstate Com
merce C om m i s sion. M i l waukee
Road general counsel Henri Rush
told the Journal of Commerce that
"a box of documents" which allege
that there was a concerted plan by
the BN aga i n st the M i lwaukee
Road has now been delivered to
ICC offices i n Washington, ac
cording to an April 11 report in
that newspaper. The memo report
edly states that upon the merger of
the G reat N o rthern Pacific and
Burlington lines into BN in 1970,
the BN management established
"an intricate and comprehensive
program to defeat and eliminate
all benefits to the Milwaukee Road
fro m the merger conditions by
p r e d a t o ry a n d a n t i c o m p et i t i v e
tactics...."
The memo continues: "BN il
legally intended and attempted to ,
and did, restrain commerce ... in
the Northern Tier market ... did
monopolize railroad traffic in that
market, and eliminated its only
competitor in that market, all in
violation of antitrust law."
The M ilwa ukee Road was
eventually forced to file for bank
ruptcy reorganization in Decem ber
1977. This past March 19, the ICC
rej ected both restructuring plans
put forward for the railroad, in
cluding one submitted by the New
Milwaukee group, which would in
volve partial acquisition of the rail
road by its former employees and
the communities for whom it is a
vital life line. In the meantime, the
Milwaukee Road has been selling
o ff its western lines-to the BN
and other m ajor railroads at dis
tress prices.

EIR
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Agriculture

by Susan B. Cohen

Can the cattlemen afford cattle?
Feed cattle is a high-cost investment to begin with; at 18
percent interest rates, it becomes very risky, indeed.

M ore

than three years ago a
Monfort of Colorado spokesman
told a television interviewer that
cutting back grain production to
conserve energy-invariably ac
companied by the M althusian de
mand to feed grain to people, not
animals-would require the U.S. to
build an enormous defense system
to try to protect itself from a world
th at will not tolerate the destruction
of the most productive agricultural
in dustry in history.
Several weeks ago , M o n fort,
the third largest meat producer in
the U.S., announced the l a rgest
.
quarterly loss in its history, and
closed down its Greeley meatpack
ing facility. Not too many weeks
before that, President Carter had
presented his guns-no-butter (no
bread, autos, houses, or beef, for
that matter) 1 98 1 budget.
We are a long way down the
road envisioned by the M onfort
spokesman in 1 976. The recently
acknowledged "return" of the cat
tle cycle to liquidation phase is one
dramatic i ndication of the crisis in
American agriculture.
The February 1 9 80 Depart
ment o f Agriculture " Livestock
and Meat Situation" report ought
to be sufficient to convince the l ast
true believer that the past year' s
p uffing of herd reb uilding was
wishful thinking-understandable,
perhaps, since the 1 6 percent de
cline in the cattle i nventory be
tween Jan uary I, 1 97 5 and January
I, 1 979 was the largest drop ever.
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From January 1 979 to Jan uary
1 980, a two percent increase in the
i n ve n t o ry h a d been p r e d i c t e d ,
based on the fact that by spring
1 979 cattle prices had climbed to
levels which began to make herd
expansion look financially viable.
Feedlots were paying $80-90 per
hundredweight for feeder cattle.
But the deteri orating eco n o my
pinched consumer foo d budgets
a l l the while production costs
soared. By August fed cattle were
selling for $65 per hundredweight,
and feedlots had already begun to
slow marketings and replacements.
Cattlemen began pulling in their
horns.
The January 1 , 1 980 cattle cen
sus showed that far from the 1 -2
million head increase, the cattle
population had grown over 1 979
by a mere 1 00,000 head. The n um
ber of intended replacement heifers
which actua lly entered the herd
during this period ran at 30 to 35
p ercent, a n d the calf crop was
down by 2 percent (or l.l million
fewer calves) from 1 978. Further,
the second-half 1 979 nonfed steer
and heifer slaughter was greater
than expected.
Feedlots are un questionably
terrifically squeezed at this time, a
fact to which the still unfolding
DES scandal is perverse testimony.
An industry source told Feedstuffs
m agazine that i t was l i kely that
cattle implanted with the synthetic
hormone DES, banned last No
vember on the grounds that it i s

carcinogenic, would t o p a half mil
lion before the dust settled because
of the intense competition in this
h ighly-leveraged industry.
The Texas Cattle Feeders As
sociation reported this week that
feedlot replacements in the Texas
panhan dle were down 1 6 percent
from year-ago levels. The Associ
ation expects that by mid-April the
feedlots would be only 60 percent
filled, a result of, principally, high
interest rates according to Associ
ation an alyst Chris Hyndmand.
A 600- l b . fee d e r c a l f t o d a y
costs about $486, Hyndmand ex
plained. If an investor fed the calf
for 1 20- 1 30 days on money b or
rowed at 1 8 percent, the cost o f
the m o ney alone would be $ 30.
Transportation costs and the un
predictability of government poli
cies make the high-cost investment
in cattiefeedin g an even greater
risk.
T h e s e d e v e l o p m e n t s at t h e
feedlot level will p u t more pressure
on the cow-calf men, reinforcing
the herd liquidation.
What this means at the dinner
table is "here today, gone tom or
row" as far as beef is concerned.
Supplies will be ample for some
months as producers liquidate, and
then supplies will fall and prices
will snap upward. A lready beef
consumption, the most potent and
efficient so urce of p rotei n , has
dropped about 20 percent s ince
1 97 6 i n the U.S. But observers
expect "heap meat" to end in the
fall, when the "crunch" hits. Sig
nificantly, an industry eco nomist
told a world meat trade conference
in Ireland this week that the rate
of growth of b eef consumption
worldwide would drop 25 percent
during 1 980-a projection he at
tributed to projected low economic
growth rates.
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World Trade

by Richard Schulman

Carter makes trade war his policy

To blame for provo k i ng the
protectionist
sentiment in the auto
If Europe and Japan don't go along with U.S. "sanctions"
industry and the UAW, however,
against Iraq, the U.S.S.R., and anybody else Carter might
is the Carter administration's pol
choose, then they'll face sanctions themselves.
i c y of h i g h - i n tere s t - r ate c r e d i t
strangulation . It i s collapsing auto
demand due to consumer-credit
c u t o ffs w h i c h is p r i n c i p a l l y to
"
.
steelmakers have commented on
blame for the auto industry's pres
he C arter ad mmlstratlon
"
ent plight, not foreign imports.
has told Europe and Japan to sup the shabbiness of the U . S . Steel
The administration now has the
port a U . S . boycott of Iran or face Corp. suit . Under U . S . antidumpa cut-off of auto imports into the
ing law, not only must a plaintiff unenviable distinction of being the
world's leading advocate of both
p rove that dumping t o o k place,
U . S . , " a top British official of the
"one-worldist" trade strangulation
but that material damage to the
International Institute of Strategic
U . S . industry actually was sufthrough the new Geneva GATT
Studies has been telling Wall St.
agreement (the "Tokyo Round"),
fered . With the antiquated U . S .
"insider" circles recently . The re
as well as "nationalist" trade war.
steel industry working at a high 89
port coincides with calls for auto
The unity of these seeming contra
import restrictions in the wake of percent of capacity, U . S . Steel's
dictions is geopolitics....;....t rade, mil
argument of damage due to import
the shutdown last week of three
competition is a dubious one.
itary, and political alliances such
Ford plants in the United States .
a s that o f the U . S . with China,
I n auto, it is the Ford M otor
The protectionist moves in the
Com pany and the Ford Motor diEgypt, and Israel to foster global
auto industry follow by j ust weeks
vision of the UAW which are playdeindustrialization .
administrati on-provo ked moves
ing the role that U . S . Steel and the
That this is the case is under
against European steel i mports
Commerce Department played a - lined by the patent insanity of the
and the cancellation of U.S. ex

T

ports of grain, phosphates, a n d
capital goods t o t h e Soviet U nion
on the pretext of retaliation for the
Soviet invasion o f Afghanistan.
The cancellation o f U . S . ex
ports to the Soviets has already
resulted in the loss of at least 55 to
5 15 billion in dollar earnings the
U . S . would have made during the
course of the upcoming Soviet five
year plan, according to the April
9 New York Journal of Commerce.
The administration and U . S .
steel industry have been playing a
Mutt-and-Jeff act to restrict steel
imports, with U . S . Steel launching
an antidumping suit against Eu
ropean steelmakers and the Com
merce Department i m m ediately
" retaliating" by cancel ling the
trigger-price mechanism (which
provided a means for regulating,
but not strangling imports) . B oth
s teel i m po rters a n d E u r o p e a n
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month ago in fomenting protect i o n i s t h y s t er i a . D o u g F ra se r ,
top UAW official, has been backing these efforts. During a recent
visit to Japan Fraser said: "If they
[the Japanese ] want to sell cars
there [i n the U . S . - ed . ], they ' ll
have to make them there . . . . I f
t h e y do n ' t build p l a n t s there, I
would have no hesitati o n to hit
them with import quotas . "
Volkswagon has j ust agreed to
build a second auto assembly plant
in the U . S . Datsun and Toyota are
i n n o p o s i t i o n to d o t h i s,

however. They currently have sufficient man ufacturing capacity in
Japan and , unlike Volkswagen, d o
not produce a single model but
rather a range of well-regarded
cars . To do so, they are dependent
on a configuration of unique parts
s u p p li e r s a l r e a d y s i t e d a ro u n d
them in Japan .

b a n on e x p o r t s to t h e S o v i et
Union, of which the principal vic
tim is the United States itself. The
N atio n a l Farm B u reau h as de
nounced the Carter ban on grain
exports to the U . S . S . R . as a n a
tional disaster. Shortly after the
F a r m B ure a u ' s a n n o u n c e m e n t ,
news reports have appeared detail
i n g how the S o v i e t s had fi l l e d
m uc h o f the c a n c e l l e d o r d e r s
through other nations .

All this underlines the fact that
the same administration which is
pointing the U . S . toward a military
war it will lose is doing the same
in the domain of trade war. This
suggests that Europe and Japan
would do well to call the Carter
administration's bluff on its de
mand for eco nomic warfare since
the administration is manifestly at
war with everyone, including the
U . S . itself.
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TradeReview
NEW DEALS

Cost

Principals

Project/Nature of D�al

Financing

Comment

52.5 bn

Canada from U.S.

Canadian government will buy at least
137 F-IS fighter planes from McDonnell Douglas.

Canadian
government
announcement
April 10

5600 mn

Austria/Yugoslavia

The two countries will cooperate on
major joint projects in third countries,
including, reportedly, a 5365 mn coalmining project in China, petrochemical plants in Algeria, and engineering
projects in Iran.

Outcome of 3day visit by
Chancellor
Kreisky to
Yugoslavia

$120 mn

Angola from Brazil,
France, and U.S.

Petrobras (Brazil), Total (France), and
Texaco (U.S.) will drill otT Cabinda
over the next 4 years with expected 3040,000 bpd production to be purchased
by them over 20 years. Angola compelled Texaco, active in area since
1966, to associate with Angolan, Brazilian, and French counterparts.

Contracts
signed

$SO.5 mn

China (Peking) from
Sweden

Svenska Varv shipyard (governmentowned) will build two SO,OOO ton deadweight oil tankers for China.

$45 mn

France/Brazil

The French Defense Ministry is buying
40 Brazilian Xingo training planes,
instead of competing U.S.-made Cessnas or Beechcrafts. The assembly of
French Puma helicopters in Brazil and
Brazilian purchase of Western Europe's Airbus are under negotiation.

French
government
announcement

East Germany from
Soviet Union

A 1,000 megawatt nuclear reactor will
be built in Stendal, 50 miles from West
German border.

Agreement
signed

Argentina/U.S.S.R.

1) Joint fi.heries research in Antarctic
and sub-Antarctic waters;
2) Possible Soviet sale of nuclear and
hydroelectric technology to balance
huge Soviet purchases of Argentine
grain and meat.

1) Agreement
signed
2) Top Soviet
trade
delegation in
Argentina

U.S. from West
Germany

Volkswagen will build a second car
assembly plant in the U.S. (probably
in Sterling Heights, Michigan).

Volkswagen
supervisory
board has
approved,
but U.S.
negotiations
are still in
progress
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Possibly through
Swedish gov't
credits

Order placed
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Business Briefs
Cities

Most municipalities
have budget troubles
A recent study by the Conference of
Mayors reported that of 100 large cities,
75 percent are in budget trouble and
expect serious funding shortages in the
next fiscal year. Eighteen of these, in
cluding Washington, D.C., plan large
municipal layoffs and service cuts. The
administration's planned $2.3 billion cut
in federal matching funds will intensify
the pressure.
Until recently the nation's leader in
housing starts and income, Washington.
D.C. is now beginning to feel the impact
of the national eco nomic situation.
Realtors there report the lowest M arch
sales since 1973, with new home pur
chases down 57 percent and a 20 percent
drop in savings and loan activity.

Banking

Carter administration
plans banking takeovers
Due to the increasing likelihood of
widespread bank fail ures, Carter ad
ministration officials are proposing ma
jor revisions in existing banking regu
lations to permit bank takeovers and
mergers across state lines, the Journal oj
Commerce revealed in an April 15 edi
torial. Wall Street sources say that the
effect of these changes will be to estab
lish a nationwide banking system similar
to that which exists in Britain, in which
six or seven of the largest commercial
banks will gobble up all the others.
According to the Journal, u.s. reg
ulators have proposed that out-of-state
U.S. banks be permitted to acquire fail
ing banks with total assets in excess of
$1.5 billion or if the bank in question is
one of the three largest in the state.
Commercial banks and savings and loan
institutions would also be allowed to
merge with other savings banks and
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t h r i ft i n st i t u t i o n s u n d e r t h e s a m e
conditions.
Although the administration is mov
ing slowly on the proposed changes out
of fear of a political backlash, Citicorp
may force the administration's hand, the
Journal adds. Citicorp has in recent
months exploited loopholes in existing
regulations to expand its operati o n s
across state lines. T h e bank has a n 
nounced it is moving some of i t s credit
card operations to S o uth Dakota to
avoid New York usury ceilings. Citicorp
has also j ust acquired a stock purchase
warrant to take a 27 percent interest in
a small Chicago bank, Central National
Chicago Corp. Citicorp has established
what amounts to a billion dollar bank
in M i ami, Florida, after merging its
Edge Act subsidiaries into one vehicle.
At present, the bank is only permitted
to engage in specific international trans
actions, but as a result of ex pected
changes in Federal Reserve rules, it will
also be able to do all kinds of banking
busi ness for corporations which can
show that they conduct a large amount
of international business.

Transportation

Trucking dereg
threatens industry
The trucking deregulation bill which
passed the Senate on April 15 contained
most of the worst features of deregula
tion under consideration, an official of
the American Trucking Association said
in an interview. Sen. Ernest Hollings
predicted that the lifting o f entry regu
lations on the hauling o f processed food
could cost the regulated carriers about
21 percent of their annual revenues. Also
noteworthy:
The bill phases out collective rate
making in the industry-"every man for
himself' will be the rule on rates.
An amendment sponsored by Sen.
W a r r e n M ag n u s o n ( D - W a s hi n g t o n )
which would have put the o n u s o n ap
plicants to show why they should be
able to gain entry to routes serviced by

regulated carriers was defeated. Instead,
protestants, the established carriers, will
have to prove that they will be damaged.
The bill contains no figures on min
imal insurance coverage that carriers
m ust carry. (The AT A believes that this
is an especially dangerous aspect of the
bill.)
The bill's one concession to critics of
trucking deregulation was its exemption
of traffic to and from small communi
ties. A study prepared by this magazine
last fall, "Trucking Deregulation, a dis
aster worse than Viet Nam," argued
that deregulation would result in the
dropping of unprofitable routes, leaving
thousands of small communities across
the nation literally stranded.
A House bill is still in mark up and
could take several weeks before it reach
es the floor of the House.

Industry

Auto layoffs approach
300,000 level
As of the dismissal of another 27,100
auto workers announced by Ford and
General Motors on April 15 and 16, the
number of auto layoffs in the U.S. is
fast approaching the 300,000 level. By
comparison, during the wo rst of the
1974-75 recession, around 220,000 auto
workers were out of work.
The number of layoffs is not the only
area where this collapse of the auto
industry has already surpassed the 197475 downturn, however. Of the 15,100
dismissals announced by the Ford Mo
tor Co., 9,000 hourly workers, most of
them in volved in manufacturing, are
being dismissed permanently, not laid
off. As a result they will not be entitled
to unemployment benefits, just a sever
ance pay check. Altogether, Ford will
be trimming its auto and truck produc
tion by another 14 percent in this sweep
ing retrenchment of its operations. The
c o m p a n y ' s M a h w a h) N e w J e r s e y
plant-its largest assembly plant i n the
country-will be shut down, along with
two smaller manufacturing plants i n
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Briefly
• EXXON is furiously courting

Dearborn, M i chigan a n d W i n d s o r
Ontario.
The company, whose North Ameri
can division is expected to lose another
$1 billion in the first half of 1980, ex
plained that it must trim expenses to the
bone to be able to finance $20 billion in
outlays for retooling for meeting federal
pollution standards by 1985.
General Motors is placing another
12,000 of its employees on "indefinite"
layoff, bringing the total number to a
staggering 100,000.
,
Chrysler, whose sales are running a
third below last year's dismal levels,
meanwhile is being threatened by Treas
ury Secretary William Miller that the
Chrysler Loan Guarantee Board may
veto the auto makers' $1.5 billion federal
loan guarantee package.
There is a growing recognition in
the auto and other blighted areas of the
economy like the lumber industry that
no mere cyclical downturn is unfolding.
Many of the plants that are closing are
never going to reopen.

International Credit

German banker says
worst is yet to come
A senior West German banker com
mented in Frankfurt April 14 on the
U.S. economy: "It's squeezed all over,
worsened by high interest rates, and we
see it rapidly worsening. Until now I
thought they'd set wage-price controls
to cover up the disaster until the elec
tions, but now?
"When B u n ker H u nt went, the
whole thing failed to crumble, because
some saner ones stopped it to prevent
the dam from breaking. But others,
many others will follow. It starts with
the thrift institutions, the brokers will
go. ... And slapping on exchange con
trols would simply mean a declaration
of bankruptcy. . . . What I wonder i s
how the hell they arrived there? Won't
the American population just topple this
administration? My God, they cannot
help but see and feel what is going . o n.
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. .. This Club of Rome propaganda is
not just give up material values, it's give
up your own self. ... "

Iraq, and urging the American
government to draw that country
into the Western camp. Former
chairman of the board J. K. Ja
mieson is telling friends that Iraq
has more oil than Saudi Arabia.

Employment

• A GERMAN BANKER says

Unemployment fund is
near bankruptcy
The U.S. unemployment trust fund,
which administers a series of 50 state
unemployment funds, is heavily in debt
and could go b ankrupt. The debt, esti
mated at between $6 and 510 billion, is
a legacy of the 1973-75 recession when
12 states' unemployment funds went
bust and were forced to borrow $3.7
billion from the federal treasury. More
over, the government-administered fund
had to borrow from itself, so to speak,
by taking another $7.9 billion from the
Treasury to be disbursed to states on an
emergency basis to cover extended un
employment benefits.
Less than one-fifth of this 1973-75
debt has been paid back. Some of the
states that borrowed in 1973-75 have
had great difficulty: For example, Penn
sylvania still owes 51.2 billion and will
now have to raise the unemployment tax
the state's industry pays from $42 to 560
tax per employee. Under current con
ditions, the increased tax will hasten
increased unemployment.
Another case: The state of M ichigan
has paid back what it owed from its
borrowing in 197 3-75, but has been
forced to borrow back $280 million to
cover its current 11.2 percent official
unemployment rate.
Technically, each time a state's un
employment fund goes bankrupt, the
Treasury has the authority to keep bail
ing it out with as much money as need
ed. But the current Milton Friedman
style, tax-cutting, b u dget- b a l a n cing
m a n ia n o w e n g u l fi n g t h e C o n gress
could well block the Treasury from dis
pensing the $20 to 530 billion that will
be needed to bail out the funds as the
next wave of m ass unemployment hits.
If that happens, the U.S. unemployment
system will be completely bankrupt.

privately that Chancellor Schmidt
will not play ball with Washing
to n ' s dem a n d s fo r s an c t i o n s .
"Schmidt is appeasing the U.S.
with nice words, and more words,
and still more words, but he's also
appeasing the Russians in more
important ways. This situation
where the U.S. is making enemies
all over the world can't go on, it
just can't." Shortly after the bank
er spoke, Schmidt called fo r a
freeze on Pershing Missile pro
duction-a NATO decision taken
in December that most displeased
the S o v i e t U n i o n - a n d h i s
spokesman Arnold Gruenewald
said the Chancellor was engaged
in arrangements for a summer vis
it to Moscow. Wasington officials
expressed "alarm," and wondered
whether Schmidt was not only ig
noring U.S. sanctions demands,
but also NATO military decisions.
• TOP EXECUTIVES at the

Houston headquarters of a Seven
Sisters oil giant held a knockdown
fight over computer econometrics
m od e l s l a s t week, c o m p a r i n g
EIR's Riemannian model t o that
of Data Resources, Inc. The fight
started when an economist used
the DRI model to simulate the
effect of a huge oil price increase
on the economy-and the com
puter projected no change what
s o e v e r . S o , t h i r t y e x ec u t i v e s
fought it out for hours.
• THE CHAIRMAN of a New
York clearingho use bank may
step down for what will be listed
officially as " medical reasons."
The banker broke down during
an "encounter session" held for
executives and required hospitali
zation.
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Plamrlng crises:
nuclear disaster
to nuclear war
by Konstantin George
Sometime during the past two weeks, a nuclear war was simulated in which
a majority of the American people perished. The simulation was conducted
by a secretive but highly active body that is already a "government within
the government," the Federal Emergency Management Agency. The
FEMA simulation was only part of an ongoing series of simulated disasters,
any one of which, like Hitler's Reichstag Fire, would make FEMA the
U. S. government in fact, with dictatorial powers.
Officials at the agency told EIR that FEMA has "full emergency
legislation on the shelf and ready to go," and that FEMA and Zbigniew
Brzezinski, National Security Advisor, are jointly preparing a "Federal
Master Mobilization Plan"-an entire military government-that would
take over the United States the moment a new Middle East war were
declared.
In fact, the recent nuclear war simulation began as a regional "limited
nuclear war" in the Middle East. A U.S.-Soviet nuclear exchange left
"Washington destroyed," said a high FEMA official. "Thirty-four agencies
and every department of government was moved. We at FEMA coordi
nated the entire relocation."
The purpose was not the handling of actual thermonuclear war,
however. Not enough population or resources would be left to relocate or
"restructure. " As a FEMA official concedes, "We were testing the mandate
our agency was given when it was established by Presidential executive
order last March. "
The executive order was handed down one day prior to the "accident"
at Harrisburg's Three Mile Island nuclear plant. The evidence is over
whelming that sabotage in the plant, followed by managed lies in the news
media, followed by a week or more of "crisis management, " was all
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Civil defense
personnel now under
the Federal
Emergency Manage
ment A gency engage
in monitoring
activities during a
simulation of a
nuclear attack on the
United States.
Photo: U. S. DoD
nothing but a "test" of F E M A ' s man date . Three M i le

ment adm i tted the Shah to the U n ited States . N o precau

Island was F E M A ' s first "simulated disaster . "

tions were taken to secure the em bassy and consulates in

U nder t h e m andate, F E M A h a s dictatorial power

Iran, or to provide security to j eopardized nationals .

over every operating level of government, i nd ustry and

Worse, the " m i litant" students holding fifty U . S .

ban king in the event o f natural disaster, energy crisis,

hostages i n Teheran are directly controlled b y a circle i n

or war -witho ut i n terference from C o ngress , the co urts

the U n i ted States m ost visibly headed b y fo rmer Attor

or even the Joint Chiefs o f Staff. A s Three Mile Island

ney-General Ramsey Clark, who conti n ues to be an

would indicate, " Reichstag Fire" i s the term that em

o fficial special representative o f the U . S . State Depart

bodies F E M A ' s modus operandi: create the crisis that

ment and the White H o u se itself.

brings you dictatorial power . And as the Persian Gulf

Although the I ran situation i s out of efficient control

focus of the recent ' n uclear war' simulati o n i n dicates ,

by the Carter administrati o n , it i s otherwise the case that

fo stering regio n al conflict and destabilizatio n in the

the admini stratio n ' s wil lfu l s o licitati o n o f the h ostage

Mideast, wi th its i mpen ding o utbreak o f war or cut-off

situation and subsequent exploitati o n of that affair i s a

of oil s upplies, is precisely the d ictatorship-triggerin g

p recise parallel to t he H i tler regi m e ' s use of the Reichstag

crisis toward which F E M A h a s b e e n b u i l d i n g fo r over

F i re -F E M A proves the comp arison i s warranted .

a yea r .

F E M A w a s created in M arch 1 979 by Presidential

Review M em oran dum 3 2 . PRM 32 w a s the Carter exec

Whence FEMA?

D uring the summer of 1 979, the U . S . Department of

utive branch ' s writing into statutory form of a proposal
earlier co-authored by the Tri lateral Comm issio n ' s Sam

State issued a m em o randum over the sign ature of Secre

uel P . Huntington , who argued that under conditions of

tary o f State Cyrus Vance, stating that it w as probable

glob al " fi scal austerity" m odeled o n Nazi fi n ance m i n is

that the en try o f the exiled Shah of Iran i n to the U n i ted

ter S chacht' s program , the tim e o f parli a m entary democ

States would provoke the taking of U . S . citizens h ostage

racy has come to an end in the Wes t . A version of

by the Khomeini d ictatorship .

" fasci s m with a democratic face" should be developed by

In October, 1 979, V a n ce capitu lated to combi ned

" h o llowing o ut" effective agencies o f government, re

pressures from H enry A. K issinger and Kissinger ' s trav

ducing them to mere facade . Within the "hollowed out"

eling checkb o o k , David Rockefel ler; the State Depart-

regions of government, special, appointive "emergency"
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agencies should rule nations and the world by methods
of "crisis management." Thus, each department of the
U . S . government now has an Emergency Coordinator,
accountable only to FEMA in time o f crisis.
PR M 32, or the Federal Emergency M a nagement
Agency, is precisely analogous to those emergency pro
visions inserted into Weimar Germany's law which were
employed to effect the process of 'legal coup d' etat' on

relocation of the labor force forms the core of its govern
ment program , which breaks down as follows:

* Oil rationing. "We don' t care if the Persian Gulf
shuts down," said a FEMA official . "We have already

developed plans to put into action for an oil cutoff. There
will be a federal rationing plan and we will convey the
plans to the state and local level. Rationing will totally

depen d on our coordination with local officials . "

behalf of the Hitler regime' s consolidation of power. In

* Nuclear evacuations. T h e purpose o f FEMA's nucle

fact, as one source close to FEMA's activity stated: " I ' m

ar scare around T M I was to begin conditioning the

talking about accepting elimination of civil rights, of
parts of the Co nstitution . "

pOflulation to the "probability of nuclear plant disasters
in the future that would necessitate mass evacuations,"

said an official . "We're applying FEMA's plans for

The FEMA program

popUlation relocation for the evacuation of all perimeter

Once a contrived crisis inaugurates FEMA's formal

areas around every operating nuclear power plant in the

dictatorship, fascist restructuring of the economy and

United States with emphasis on nuclear plants near to

1 9, F E M A assumed control over the following agen
cies:
1 . Defense Civil Preparedness Agency (DCPA) .

What is FEMA?
FEMA, the Federal Emergency Management Agency,
was established by Presidential Review Memorandum
32 (PR M-32), drafted in spring 1 978 by National

3. Federal Preparedness Agency (FPA).
4 . Federal Insurance Administration.
5 . National Fire Prevention and Control Admini-

stration .

Security Council staffer Samuel Huntington for NSC

6. Nation al Weather Service .

is authorized t o bypass a l l constitutionally mandated

8 . Dam Safety Coordinating Program .

chief Zbigniew Brzezinski. In an "emergency" F EM A

institutions to carry out all measures it deems neces
sary .

FEMA does not operate under the President di
rectly, but under the National Security Council .
The Executive Order that established FEMA man

dates an Executive Council within the National Secu

7. Earthquake H azard Reduction Program .

9 . Federal Emergency Broadcast System .
The FEMA reorganization shut out the Pentagon
and Joint Chiefs o f Staff from involvement in national

emergency action. All such functions are centralized
under the director of FEM A .

U nder the provisions o f Carter' s Executive Order

rity Council, called the Em ergency M a nagement

ignored by the Co ngress, the director of FEMA,

mittee, chaired by the FEMA director, incl udes the

over

Committee, as the crisis com mand center. This Com
National Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski, the

Assistant to the President for Domestic Affairs Stuart
Eizenstat, the Director of the Office of M anagement

appointed by the President, maintains total control

all federal agencies involved in crisis manage

ment from his chair on the National Security Counci l .

F E M A ' s official creation w a s followed rapidly b y

the marathon C a m p David sessions that began o n

and the Budget John McIntyre, and the NSC Assis

J u l y 6 a n d that resulted i n t h e well-publicized Carter

David Aaron .

tant personnel in to run the FEM A-cabi net interfaces .

John McIntyre held a White House press conference

can, Secretary of Energy. Duncan is a protege of J .

reorganization authority adopted by Congress in

Rand Corporation, the originating institution for the

tant for Po licy and Intergovernmental Relations,

On June 1 9, 1 978, President Carter and O M B chief

announcing the formation of FEMA under special
April 1 977 . FEMA gained official congressional ap

proval 60 days later, since Congress did not veto the
proposal .

Under the Brzezinski PRM-32 guidelines and the
provisions of the Presidential Executive Order of June
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2. Federal Disaster Assistance Administration.
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cabinet shakeup . The cabinet sh akeup brought impor

The new cabi net members included Charles Dun

Paul Austin, chairman o f the Board of Trustees of the

doctrine of "limited nuclear war ." Before the reorgan
ization, Duncan was H arold Brown's No. 2 man at
the Defense Department, where he was in charge of
overseeing the creation of the "strike forces" for
invasions of the M i deast.
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big cities. We' re going to run these evacuations from the
top down . . . We're already doing exercises on this to set
up in advance who does what to whom . "
* Urban dislocation. Characteristic of F E M A " fi nal
dry runs" was the just concluded New York City transit
strike, run through FEMA's New York Regional Emer
gency Operating Center in order to profile and pre
pare the populatio n for acceptance of austerity and
hardships. The transit strike, said a hired psychiatrist
who monitored popular response carefully, was only one
of a "series o f psychological shocks" that will force
people to develop a "sense of limits . "
* Militarization of banking and industry. F E M A ' s
Planning a n d Preparedness Office o f Resources h a s de
veloped a plan to restructure the entire U . S . economy,
markedly similar to House Banking Committee chair-

man Henry Reuss's "Omnibus Banking Act of 1 980,"
which Carter recently signed into law. All credit alloca
tion to banks, farms, or industries passes under control
o f the Federal Reserve, making chairman Paul Volcker
economic reichsfuehrer. F E M A ' s proposal would dis
mantle sections of industry, forcing mass relocations to
concentrate employment in war production and synthetic
fuels p r oj ects, analogous to Nazi Germ a n y ' s 1 9 3 6
Goehring plan . " We used o u r off-the-shelf plans to
create a new cabinet level Secretary of Defense Resources
to organize all reso urces throughout the economy," said
a F E M A source . " . . . We allocated on a priority basis all
m anpower, natural and industrial resources, and all
transportation and communications ." Like N azi Ger
many , m uch productive industry and farming would be
s hut down.
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tion . It lays out the entire infrastructure. FEMA set the
national pattern up that way because it is our job to

coordinate these things . These other departments like
Commerce, etc . don ' t have the m anpower in the field

offices that know the local and city governments, interact
with them daily, on a first name basis, like we do . So we

Gen. Frank camm

'Evacuating all,
allocating all '
The following interview with General Frank Camm, A sso
ciate Director of the Office of Plans and Preparedness in
the Federal Emergency Management Agency, was made
available to EIR by an independent journalist. The subject
was FEMA 's recent simulation ofa "nuclear war. "

Q:

I understand you did a "resources exercise" recently

with NATO?

naturally take over all liaison with local governments in
such a situatio n .
Then regarding the economic rehabilitation of indus
try we took off the shelf the plans we have to establish in
such a situation a new Cabinet-level officer of Defense
Reso urces to o rganize all resources throughout the econ
omy -that' s what we mean by a resource exercise. We
reorganized and allocated on a priority basis all financial
reso urces, manpower resources, natural resources, stra
tegic resources, industrial resources , transportation re
sources, communications resources . The nucleus for this
would be the present Office of Resources of Planning
and Preparedness. The new department would serve as a
super-version of the old World War II War Production

Board. We exercised this plan , constituting ourselves as

the Department of Defense Resources, and started allo

A : Yes, it was of course highly classified but I' can tell

cating everything .

tween the V . S . and the Soviet Vnion . We simulated a

Q : How was this h andled internationally?

government agencies and departments moved to another

with the alliance (NATO).

you this. There was a simulated nuclear exchange be

crisis in which a large group of people from 34 different

A : Oh, the DOD hand led the entire international end,

location to deal as government with the new situation .
This included DOE, 001, DOD, DOJ, every department

Q: What was so h ighly classified?

entire relocation and restructuring because that is our

was a very far out situatio n . We h a d a n u mber of

o f the government. We coordinated here at FEMA the

j ob -coordination at all levels, Federal, state, and local.
This occurred during j ust two weeks. We are still evalu

A : Oh, what was classified was the solutions to all this. It
dram atic sol utions proposed . Their nature is highly

classified. Especially classified is j ust what targets were

ating the results .

hit and how much we lost and how much had to be

For example, if Cincinnati was hit, wiped out, we had to

allowed to be .kn own .

Then we had to look at what was left of the co untry.

be able to calculate from the level of blast and radiation
envelope how much of the economy was lost-how many
machine tools we had left, how m uch energy resources,

how much transport infrastructure, how much of o ur

rebuilt where, and exactly how. That's what cannot be

Q : What are your next priorities, especially peacetime
priorities?

A : Right now our most urgent task is a real crash effort

national microwave comm unications grid had been

on the Radiological Emergency Preparedness Task

altogether because of radiation levels. We then had to

Three Mile Island) regarding planning for evacuation of

wiped out in that area. Certain areas became o ff limits

reorganize the entire national transport and communi
cations grid.
We were also liaisoning and reorganizing entire state

Force mandated to us by the Kemeny Commission (on
perimeters of operating nuclear power plants .
We have set up a new Radiological Emergency Pre

paredness Division within the Planning and Prepared

and local areas through FEMA's ten Regional Directors

n ess Office of Resources, which was formed by bringing

Federal agencies and departments, like Agriculture,

into F E M A to set up here. They are headed up by Robert

country, by the standard Federal Regions o f which there

division, will evaluate the efficacy of all the urban evac

offices in the ten Federal regions o f the nation . Most

Commerce, etc. have their organizations aro und the
are ten (see map) . In fact you can get all the departments'
regional offices in the V . S . Government M anual, Office
of the Federal Registrar, General Services Administra20
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1 2 officers from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Ryan , the new Division Director. This task force, or
uation plans of every maj or city in the V . S . where a
nuclear plant is operating to see if the popUlation can be
effectively evacuated in case of peacetime emergency .
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the National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals, Task Force on Disorders and

Terrorism. That committee, working closely with

How FEMA ran the scare
at Three Mile Island
Without fanfare-and without a word of coverage

in the national media-the Carter administration used

Richard Thornburgh, who then headed the Criminal
Division of the Justice Department, issued a lengthy

repoFt which spelled out a series of RAND Corpora

tion scenarios for largescale civil disorders and terror

ist extravaganzas . He then drew the conclusion that
complete crisis m anagement powers had to be institut
ed to deal with the increasing likelihood of "high

the occasion of the March 28 "disaster" at the Three

technology" diasters.

crisis management dictatorship within the White

ute-to-min ute liaison with another FDAA official,

Mile I sland nuclear power plant as a test run for their

House and the N ational Security Council. All evi
dence points to the conclusion that FEMA was the

From Harrisburg, Evenchick m aintained a min
Bill Wilcox . Wilcox, in turn, operated directly out of

the NSC. This com m and structure, according to both

inger, Brzezinski , and others organized the sabotage

eyewitness accounts and reports in both the Baltimore
Sun and Associated Press, m aintained total control

of the nuclear power plant near Harrisburg, Pa. ,

over all information and manufactured what the U . S .

"managed" the crisis that followed, and buried the

popUlation w a s told about t h e events a t Three-Mile .

command and control channel through which Schles

evidence pointing to the specific agencies and individ

Had the sabotage scenario carried through to the

uals responsible.

mass evacuations mooted by the then-governor of

manning an evacuation command post in H arris

would have superseded all other federal, state, and

The FEMA field crew, several of whom were

burg, was headed by Barry Evenchick of the Federal
Disaste.- Assistance Administration, now a compo

nent of FEMA. I n 1 976, Evenchick was a m ember of

Pennsylvania, Thornburgh , and the press, FEMA

local governmental bodies-with the exception of the
governor's office-and assumed dictatorial control

throughout the duration of the crisis.

The division must report to Carter by June 30 on how

plant, both the city's plans and our plans, and then

good the plans are, and formulate better ones.

upgrade. We have come up with a list of criteria, and we

We have all the expertise for this and we are going to
apply it, to see that the situation you had at T M I doesn't

have 1 50 FEMA people around the country with long

repeat itself, where people and agencies were milling

them to these localities to help the local governments

around with no coordination. We intend to use o ur

planning expertise from the military sphere to coordinate
all this. For example, i f we m ust vent a radioactive gas

cloud from the core, the DOE will have to deploy mobily

to keep track of the cloud, to warn and evacuate people

standing expertise on nuclear war and we' re diverting

develop these plans on a local level.

Q: What about the energy crisis resulting from a Mideast

war?

A : Yes, our next priority is planning for an energy

in the areas all across its path, to tell the Red Cross when

shortage. We don't care if the Persian Gulf shut down or

We're already doing exercises on this, to set up in ad

show the DOE how to run a rationing program . They

Next, we' re going to be addressing the future eco

coordinate such a thing with local officials. We have the

to set up evacuation of hospitals , mobilize ambulances.
vance who does what to whom .

nomic impact of this, but it's not very far advanced at
this stage. Of course the Emergency Electric Power
Agency is working on what would happen to surround

ing industry if an area lost its electricity supply but that

if every oil field in the U . S . shuts down . We're going to

don ' t have the staff, as I said before, on the field level to

expertise. We h ave already worked out the plans for an
oil blockade in case of general war . The fundamental
decision has been made that rationing will depend on

state and local agencies and the DOE can't coordinate

would be covered by the national electricity grid pretty

this . Rationing will totally depend on our coordination

We have a full program to evaluate the evacuation

ratio ning . We would convey the federal plans to the state

much . . .

plans of every city where there is an operating nuclear
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of local programs, and it will be total rationing, disaster
and local level.
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Noteworthy is FEMA Director John Macy's personal
role as a de facto member of the Carter cabinet. coordinat
ing daily with all cabinet secretaries.

Agency insider

'The colone ls will
run the Cabine t '
The following interview. with John Macy 's number t wo
man at FEMA John Nosita. General Director of Program
A nalysis and Evaluations. details the "Federal Master
Yobilization Plan. " for a virtual military government in
the United States. Under the plan. FEMA would jointly
coordinate with the National Security Council the opera
tions of all u. s. government agencies and the U. S. econo
my. The National Security Council's "hands-on " involve
ment signifies an emphasis on "military " .

Q : What will be the peacetime application of F E M A's
recent n uclear war simulation?
A : Oh, that simulation was only a part of the Federal
Master M o bilization Plan-we are continuing a series of
such sim ulations so that we have full emergency legisla
tion on the shelf and ready to go for use in any emergen
cy . The Federal Master Mobilization Plan is being devel
oped over time by a joint task force of the N ational
Security C o uncil (NSC) and FEMA called the " Mobili
zation Planning and Program ming Study" which was set
up personally by Zbigniew Brzezinski. When the M aster
Mobilization Plan is finalized, it goes straight to Brzezin
ski -that will mean F E M A is fully ready to take over in
the event of emergency.
Q: Does that mean that the Plan is applicable to any
emergency?
A : Certainly, the plan is totally comprehensive; it con
tains provisions for mobilization of all resources, indus-

Federal
Emergency
Management
Agency
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trial resources, fin ancial resources, energy resources . It
could be applied to a nuclear disaster. It could be applied
to an oil em bargo . It has the broadest applications.
Q: What is the structure of this Task Force?
A : The Study Task Force is headed up by Colonel Joseph
Stebbens of the National Security Council and General
Frank Camm, FEMA Associate Director for Planning
and Preparedness.
Q: And how does FEMA coordinate its work exactly
with the other agencies of the government?
A: Well, John Macy does it from the top, you know. He
sees the cabinet secretaries personally. H e goes around
and sees them every day. That' s what he does all day. He
goes around and visits with people . And you know that
they're talking about emergency management, that' s
their business .
Q : How does FEMA coordinate on the working level
with the agencies and Departments, don't you have
F E M A liaisons within the staffs at each agency, too?
A : There is a central emergency coordinator for each
Department of the Federal Government with a full staff
which liaisons directly with FEM A-that is, the Treasury
emergency coordinator, for example, h as an entire staff
under him in Treasury responsible for carryi ng out plans
developed with FEMA. H e would coordinate with Gen
eral Camm as head of Plans and Preparedness . There is,
similarly, an Emergency Coordinator within each of the
agencies of government; all located within the cabinet
secretary' s office . Bob Merchant, the Treasury Emergen
cy Coordinator, is in Secretary G . W . Miller' s office.
Similarly, there are FEMA Emergency Coordinators in
the offices of the secretaries of Energy, Commerce, De
fense, the Federal Reserve, Transpo rtat i o n , Labor,
HEW, H U D, Agriculture, the FCC, and so on.
Of co urse, once we're at war or any emergency hits, it
is those agencies-through their emergency coordina
tors -who carry out the President's emergency orders.
Once we' re at war with Iran-and we' d better be pre
pared, hadn't we, because we' re all going to be doing a
hell of a lot of walking-the President will act directly,
telling the Treas ury to seize Iran's assets and any other
financial action which may be necessary, domestic or
international financial action.
But we write all the plans beforehand . We tell Treas
ury what to do ahead of time, and during the process we
advise the emergency coordinator. We have full plans
with Treasury on the shelf for freezing assets, and on a
full range of domestic monetary policy-wage/ price
controls, credit controls across the board, rent controls,
you name it.
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Who is
FEMA's
John
Macy?
John W. Macy, J r . , the man cho sen by Carter to head
F E M A , is in complete agreement with the Co uncil on
Foreign Relations view that the decade o f the 1 980s
will be one o f "controlled disintegration" for the
wo rld' s economies, and that the future has little to
offer but scarcity of reso urces, natural disasters, and
global dislocation . Macy has been a member of the
board of the I n stitute for World Future Studies. The
institute ' s sister organization, the World Futures So
ciety, is holding its first conference in Toronto in July.
Panels at the conference include " Dying and the Right
to Die," "New Faces fo r Authoritarianism," and
"Friendly Fascism ."
M acy got his start working as director o f opera
tions for the Atomic Energy Commission in the late
1 940s under David Lillienthal, a leading proponent of
Bernard Baruch ' s po licy that peaceful uses of n uclear
energy must be prevented .
From 1 96 1 to 1 969, M acy was based at the White
House as Special Assistant to the President with re
sponsi bility for search and evaluation of candidates for
presidential appoi ntment. M a cy, in effect, was the
C F R ' s point man at the White House, selecti ng the
personnel who both ran and "crisis-m anaged" the
urban riots and other disorders that characterized the
1 96Os .
From 1 969 to 1 97 2 , M acy was president o f the
Public Broadcasting Corporation, controlled by the
British Broadcasting Company, that is, British intelli
gence .
From the PBC, M acy went directly to Iran . His
mentor, David Lillienthal, asked M acy to head up his
company, the Development and Natural Resources
Corporation, which was set up in Iran with money
from the New York investment banking house Lazard
Freres. The corporation was under contract to the
Iranian government to plan out development options
for the co untry, and it was during the height o f their
work that the destabilizations against the Shah began
and the K homeini option emerged . M acy was in I ran
throughout the chaos leading to the overthrow of the
Shah, and the installation of the Islamic regime.
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New York City

How FEMA ran
the transit strike
Fully one year before M ayor Koch announced his pledge
to "take a strike" and force the sh utdown o f New York' s
mammoth transit system, high-level closed door strike
planning meetings took place involving dollar-a-year
management experts, on loan from New York Telephone
Co . and Con Edison to the Federal Emergency Manage
ment Agency (FEMA) which supervised the New York
City Office of Civil Preparedness . Said one of the partic
ipants: "Do you think the strike would have lasted so
long if every detail and contingency hadn't been thor
oughly planned well in advance?"
The key to forcing the strike was the combined
interference of the New York Emergency Fin ancial Con
trol Board and FEMA, with the enthusiastic complicity
of Mayor Edward Koch . The Emergency Financial Con
trol Board is the financial policing agency that dictates a
strict fiscal austerity policy to the city . It is then imple
mented by the Mayor' s Office o f Operations Deputy
Director Eugene 'connell who is on loan from New York
Telephone Co.
Connell worked closely with Lt. H ogan of the Office
of Civil Preparedness, whose operations and tra vel budg
et is funded 50 percent by FEMA. H ogan and Connell
together went to Chicago to study the recent firefighters
strike there for ideas on strike breaking and crisis m an
agement .
During the same period, according to inside sources ,
the State of N e w York w a s notified that the Department
of Defense would pick up the tab if the National Guard
were called out during the transit and possible upcoming
fi re, police, and sanitation stri kes . FEMA was concerned
that the State' s fi n ancial situation might cause them to
hesitate if decisions were taken to escalate the scenario .
Going into the stri ke as planned, FEMA set up a special
six person "m onitoring" staff to oversee developments
and report back to Washington daily . Lt. H ogan of the
Office of Civil Preparedness set up a bunker command
center under tight security on the 1 4th floor o f Police
Headquarters . This Emergency Management Center in
cluded liaisons with every significant city and state agen24
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Bicyclists cluttered the streets during New York City 's transit
workers lockout-"making the city more like Peking. " the
goal as staled by Mayor Ed Koch . The i i -day strike was a
"dry run " of FEMA crisis creation and management.
Photo: NSIPS

cy as well as the area ' s public uti lities and the FEMA
desk .
Though the F E M A crisis management dictatorship
attempted to manipulate public opinion into an attitude
of defeat and resignation, a citizens group flooded the
city with a b umper sticker reading, "Don't be a Koch
Sucker," and 1 00,000 copies of a leaflet accusing Koch
of trying to turn the city into a new Peking . A number o f
trade union and community gro ups began distributing
copies o f the lea flet in b ulk , obtained from the
nonpartisan Citizens to Save New Y o rk . The con nections
between Koch and FEMA director John Macy became a
subj ect o f great interest among many city political layers.
One individual who speaks regularly to the Koch
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'We're getting the city
ready for much worse'
A leading New Y ork p sy chiatrist said last week during
the strike that New York City has undergone a "series
of psychological shocks" that is forcing the city's
populati on to accept "a sense of limits . "
The psychiatrist, w h o reportedly treats many o f
the New Y ork-based elite, said that "things like the
city's transit strike can alter people's consciousness ."
He noted that New Y ork h as had a series of shocks,
starting with the N ortheast power blacko ut in 1 965 .
"Then you had a transit stri ke ( 1 966), you had prob
lems with the Lindsay administration which created a
whole series of disasters and confrontations," said the
psychiatrist . '''Then you had the great fiscal crisis that
brought the population to the edge of disaster and
then let people h ang on the brink . This m ade people
totally aware of economic disaster and prepared them
for the to ugh times ahead. Now you have the transit
strike. You have had a period of shocks . Each builds
the psychological tension. Then you have a release
and build up the tension agai n . The mind is changed
by all this and that is how you develop a sense of
limits."
The strike, said the psychiatrist, has created a
theological consciousness. "That is what the sharing
is all about . We have changed m an from an urbanized,
isolated intellectual being into a communal animal . . .
This has been accomplished by a little shared trage y,

�

inner circle reported that " K och sees himself as a sales
man of austerity . He was deadly serious when he spoke
about New York becoming like Peking. He really be
lieves that stuff. "
Koch, running a city in which homosex uality, drugs
and perverse entertainments have multiplied dramatical
ly since he took office , is generally acknowledged to be a
very peculiar mayor, and the perfect tool for F E M A . He
returned from a recent visit to the Chinese capitol of
Peking even more peCUliar, and whenever he visited the
Brooklyn Bridge to watch bicyclists and roller skaters
flooding across to the downtown business section, he
thought he was back in China, said po lice sources .
As F E M A continued running the strike into its sec-
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o ver time . It is a unifying experience, like a mass drug
experience of sorts ."
" Koch, " he said, "is a lightning rod . . . a psycho
logical focal point. He focuses the emotional force . . .
He has adj usted well to his role-forcing people to
face harsh reality. "
B ut the New York City transit strike is embedded
in a much larger psycholog ical i ssue, he said." It is
much bigger than people here realize . . . You have to
t ake the long view. History is a horrible thing. It is
one awful development after another. The constant is
that man survives i n spite o f h imself, in spite of all the
pain and suffering. Look at Barbara Tuchman's book,
The Distant Mirror. The 1 4th century was a mess. One
perpetual crisis . I t i s like the book has a special
message for today, not that we will have a Black
Plague, b ut that we are entering a period of prolonged
crisis . It is a period of sacrifice, of retrenchment.
" You think that the strike is a psychological prob
lem . America is going to undergo a tremendous psy
chological overhaul. Americans are going to h ave to
give and I don't mean giving up some oil or a S unday
drive. I'm talking about the psychology of accepting
reductions or elimination of civil rights, of parts of the
Constitution, because that is what the future demands.
Of putting an end to this g arbage that everyone has
an equal chance.
"Quite frankly , I'm talking about deciding which
people are going to live and die. This is what Tuchman
really means. These are the questions of the future.
H ow will Americans handle this? This requires a new
psychology of a�cepting limits-like here in New
York . This period of crisis will last for maybe 200
years . "

o n d week, it fell t o t h e governor' s office to pick up
warning signals that real trouble was brewing among the
population. Said one source, "Koch and his political
advisors (FEMA) wanted the strike to teach New York
and the unions a lesson," and wanted it to continue in
order to "acclimatize" New Yorkers for a dramatic
round of deep new a usterity cutbacks in city services. The
cuts were going to be deep enough to "provo ke riots,"
according to one MT A source. People in the Governor's
office "started getting damn angry at Koch and his
obstinacy ." If the strike went on a little longer, riots
wo uld have started, especially in some ghetto areas par
alyzed by the transit lockout. "Then a ll bets are off," said
a source near to Governor H ugh Carey.
Special Report
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A fascist economy
with 'limited sovereignty'
by Kathy Burdman

By its own admission, FEMA is plan ning dictionary

Restructuring for the

1 9 80s" legislative package de

definition fascism for the United States . At the ready are

signed by Rep . Reuss . The omnibus bank ing part of

and Department of Defense Resources whose mandate,

before Co ngress or in draft stages. The Reuss package

plans for a Cabinet-level Secretary of Defense Resources
under "emergency conditions," is to " reorganize all
resources througho!lt the economy," including "finan
cial resources, manpower resources, natural resources,

industrial resources, transportation and communica
tion' .' (see interview above) . The powers described exceed

even the authority of the War Production Board of the

the package is already law, while the remainder is
b reaks down as follows:

Omnibus Banking Bill. All depository institutions are

required to keep reserves with the Federal Reserve, which

has emergency authority to raise reserve requirements
without notice or ceiling, and repeal all limits on interest
rates (Regulation Q). These powers give the Fed finger

World War II period-and they are applicable in peace

tip control over the banking system . Together with the

This is not a mere contingency plan . FEMA's "emer

on M arch 1 4, the bill enables the Fed to cut credit so

by President Carter, when he signed the " Proxmire

survive, while others like savings banks and the auto

time .

gency only" program has already been set into motion

Reuss Depository Institutions Deregulation and Mone
tary Control Act of 1 980. " Under this act, fami liarly
known as the "Omnibus Banking Bill" authored by Rep .

Credit Contro l Act of 1 969 which Jimmy Carter invoked
sharply· to the economy that only selected sectors will
industry are eliminated in the name of "anti-in flation"

or converted to war-production . The Credit Control Act
of 1 969, key to this p ower, was authored by Joseph

Henry Reuss and Sen. William Proxmire, both Wiscon

Russo, Financial Specialist at FEM A .

has been described as "power above the President and

level department would be established without legislative

sin Democrats, the Federal Reserve has been given what

constitutional government" to dictate credit fl ows and
so the future o f the entire U . S . economy. Federal Reserve
chairman Paul V olcker is scheduled to work closely with
FEMA "during a crisis . "
Since Volcker i s committed t o policies of industrial

Department of Trade and Industry. This new cabinet

authority, by presidential decree-the way FEMA was
created . . In the Reuss proposal, the new DTI would not
only take over all foreign trade functions, but would

control all domestic production . It would o versee "the
long-term restructuring o f industry, allowing some in

"controlled disintegration" as practiced by supranation

dustrial sectors to die," says a Reuss aide. "Those sectors

Monetary Fund, the Reuss-FEMA plan places the con

of government, industry, and labor, modelled on Ger

stitutional government of the U nited States in a position

many both before and after the war . " The word is

of "limited sovereignty" under the IMF and World

facsism .

rendered to V olcker . FEMA waits in the shadows .
The program to be carried out by FEM A ' s Depart

Reuss in April as H . R . 700 1 , this bill grants the Federal

al agencies like the World Bank and the International

Bank, mediated by the dictatorial authority already sur

ment of Defense Resources parallels the "Economic
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that will be saved will be organized into tripartite boards

Federal Reserve Reorganization A ct. I ntroduced by

Reserve full legal control over the Department of Trade

and Industry. Reuss told

EIR recently that the Fed would
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Congressman Reuss and Fed chairman
Volcker (righ t ) , chief collaborators in
FEMA 's plan for a dictatorship in the
U. S. on behalf of the 1M F.

have "an advisory role, serving as economic staffing for
all the departments of government, and to industry and
labor." Fed staff would make decisions which American
industries survive, through V olcker' s direct power to
al locate credit, or through the new department.

FE M A 's role
I nform ed observers recognize that Reuss' s Depart
ment of Trade and I n dustry , i nterfaced with the Federal
Reserve, is nothing but FEMA's "emergency" Depart
ment of DefeQse Resources. On the credit and banking
side, the Federal Reserve's current credit a n d high-inter
est policies were, in effect, authorized by F E M A . FEMA
financial man Joseph Russo n ot only authored the Credit
Control Act of 1 969, but recommended most of those
measures embodied in Reuss' s Omnibus Banking Bil l .
And as Russo poi nts out, it i s u ltimately F E M A a lone
that has all the autho rity required to carry out the Reuss
Volcker program o f credit allocation and deind ustriali
zation, under the N ational Security Act o f 1 94 7 .
Otherwise, F E M A could restruct ure the U . S. econo
my on the shortest notice through its Task Force on Oil
Supplis and Shortages headed by Deputy Energy Secre
tary John Sawh i l l . All it requires is a "crisis" involving
oil . In fact, as a FEMA source told EIR , general war or
even Middle East war or oil embargo would not be
necessary. Any military action, such as a U . S . mining of
I ranian harbors which Carter is now threatening, would
suffi ce to t rigger the e n t i re F E M A "em ergency re
spoRse" plan into action.
Said Gerald Rosen, Director of the State Department
Office of Rules and Energy, FEMA would take over the
U nited States on the authority of a supranational agency !
Anytime world oil availability falls by 7 percent, which it
would in the case of an Iranian shutdown or b lockade,
EIR
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the i nternation a l " Emergency Sharing Program" of
NATO's International Energy Agency empowers Ro
sen' s office at F E M A to divert U . S . oil s upplies to l EA
members in Europe and Japan . The oil shortage thus
contrived in the U . S . would launch FEMA's fascist
dictatorship, the agency then "allocating on a priority
basis" all oil and other energy supplies to U . S . industry,
and thus crushing prod uctive industries of its choice.
M ass evacuations and forced relocations of the labor
force wo uld then fol low .

FEMA bank. specialist

'We're the only ones with
the power to take over'
The following in terview with Joseph R usso, financial spe
cialist at the Planning and Preparedness Office

of

Re

sources under the Federal Emergency Managemen t A gen
cy indicates

that

FEMA ,

not

any o ther governmen t

agency, would t a k e over i n t h e even t of a banking crisis,
and work closely with Federal R eserve ChairmeIn Paul
Volcker to administer the u. s. ban k ing system.
Q : W hat are F E M A ' s fi n ancial programs from the war

simulatio n s wh ich could be applied to peacetime finan
cial emergencies?
A : We have full emergency legislation on the shel f for the
Office of Defense Resources (ODR), which we would
immediately put before C o ngress in any financial emer
gency .
Special Report
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Q : Could you give

me the specifics i f, say, Citibank does

go under?

A : We' re working on that. We' re heading up the task
force with the Fed and Treasury on abrogating the
McFadden Act (which prohibits interstate banking by

big banks and therefore allows for the existence of the
American regional banking system-ed . ) . The Bank
Holding Company Act could be ammended to allow
banks to go across state lines to buy up other banks
which are going bust . This will be especially useful in
Illinois, where the Chicago banks are now prohibited

from buying the downstate farm banks, many of which
are about to go under. Under this authorization, they

could .

Q:

at the Philly Federal Reserve, I had him have the Fed
make currency available to the banks.

Q:

What about the I ran assets freeze?

A : Sure, that was us, too. We had that geared up in
advance. We were, it j u st so happens, in the process of
reviewing the President' s powers and when the emergen

cy happened last N ovember, it allowed us to move in
quickly . We wrote the executive order, we have a regular
dialogue with Harry G uinter at the Fed and Stan Som
merfield at Treasury Office of Foreign Assets Control.
We j ust had that order on the President' s desk by 8 a.m.

In fact this s ummer we are having, through our
Training and Education Bureau, a seminar on "Instruc
tion in Programs for Emergency Management for Lead

What more generalized programs are in place for a
.

ers of the Financial Community," led by Dan Sullivan

A : This is mostly classified but they involve the readiness

nia to study what would be done in case of earthquake or

banking crisis?

concept of sharing for loss and solvency o f the banking

and F E M A out in Boulder, for all the bankers in Califor

other disasters in that region.

system -that is, we will oversee the equitable distribution
of resources which are left.
You m ust understand that FEMA is the only agency
left with the authority to impose emergency wage-price
controls and other emergencY credit measures . Our resid
ual authority is under the National Security Act of 1 947 ,
which delegated the authority to the old Office of Civil

Defense M obilization which left it to the Office of Emer

gency Planning, then the Federal Preparedness Agency ,
and now their successor, FEM A . We were the ones-I
was at the Office o f EmergencY Preparedness at the time,

who wrote the Credit Control Act of 1 969. I developed

the program during the K orean war, standby legislation
under which the President could impose credit controls .
Then in 1 969 it was m ade into a bill.
I was also responsible for the emergency implemen

tation o f wage-price controls in 1 97 1 . Even the Council
on Wage and Price Stability today is prohibited from

implementing emergency wage-price controls-FEMA
is the only agency with the authority left, under the NSA
of 1 947, to do so. We' re intimately concerned with all
problems of inflation, of international fi nancial behav
ior, of the entire psychological strategy of the fi nancial

system . I've forgotten m ore about in flation than most of

the current administration ever knew.

Q:

Iranian assets
How FEMA can create

a fmancial crisis
The Federal Emergency M anagement AaencY (FEMA)
has been using the I ran crisis since its inception to gain

control over U . S . international financial policY, and use

this control to maintain a hair-trigger on an international

banking crisis. This began with FEMA's instigating the
U . S . Treasury freeze November 1 4 , 1 979 of some $ 1 2
bi llion i n I ranian dollar assets held i n U . S . banks inter
nationally.
At any moment, FEM A ' s manipulations of these
assets through its agents at the U . S . Treasury could cause
mass withdrawals from international banks and a U . S .

banking crisis which could place large portions of the
U . S . economy under FEMA's "emergency crisis man
agement."

FEMA's manipulation o f the frozen assets has al

ready caused a run on the U . S . dollar as OPEC and other
countries shun America's currencY for fear of having
their international reserves frozen . It has therefore signif

Do you have plans to work with the Federal Reserve

icantly paralyzed the international banking system lead

A : Who do you think stopped the Philadelphia bank

have had to slash their industrializing programs to the

on emergency bank liquidity?

ing to cutbacks in funds to developing nations which

panic during Three Mile Island? Bet you didn' t even

bone.

know there was one-that's how we p lanned it. During

F E M A ' s banking polic� has come in two stages .

that time the m ajor banks in Philly were threatened with
a bank run . We stepped in-I ha ve my man on the scene

First, in November, FEMA instituted the entire asset
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freeze under a "national security classificatio n . " They
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threatened at the time to extend the freeze to all o f

OPEC's $ 1 00 billion dollar assets .

Then, this week the same FEMA Interagency Task

EIR-FEF India Conference

Force that froze the assets was authorized by President

The Industrial Development

Carter to prepare "The Iran Claims Settlement Act o f

of India - Its Potential, Its Necessity

1 980. " This legislation would authorize t h e actual seizure

May 5-6, 1980

of the Iranian assets for distribution by FEMA's agents

at Treasury to "all American claimants," a Treasury
source said. The threat is to extend this to all Third

Frankfurt am Main
Haus Palmengarten, Palmengartenstra'pe

World nations' assets.

MAY S

two weeks before we did," said Randolph Kau, FEMA's

Morning Reception at the invitation of
the Mayor of Frankfurt

" We at FEMA had plans to freeze the Iranian assets

"liaison" in Treasury Secretary G . W . Miller's office last
November. "I spent the entire two weeks on the phone

trying to kill the rumors we would do it. I was on top

from the beginning. When Iranian Foreign Minister
Bani-Sadr threatened to pull all Iranian deposits out o f

Session I
Indian Industrialization & Global Development

V . S . banks early in the morning of N o v . 1 4, t h e Treasury

Session U
A Blueprint for the Industrialization of India

and Fed Chairman Paul Volcker, personally. I handled it

MAY 6

night duty officer called me. I called Secretary Miller,
fro m the top, by prior arrangement."

FEMA's contingency plans at the time, Kau contin
ued, were to freeze the entire $ 1 ()() billion in 0 PEC assets

in V . S . banks. Asked if this was under consideration , he

said, "Of course , we wouldn't be doing our job otherwise."

FEMA's up-to-the-minute intelligence on where all

those petrodollars are located comes from the super

Session m

The future of Indian-European cooperation:
large scale industrial projects

Sessio n IV

Nuplexes: Seed-crystals for
India's industrialization

Panel

secret Natio q.a l Security Agency which monitors all
world telecommunications . "We didn't bother to rely"

Development based on
techology-transfer in the 1980s

fied on a national security basis . "

Conference fee: OM 400
Each Session: OM 100
Mail form to: FEF-EIR India Conf., Postfach 2448 ,

on regular Treasury data, Kau said . "Our data is classi

Now, the same F E M A Interagency Task Force is
writing Carter's "Iran Claims Act." The Act, when
rushed through Congress, will allow the Department o f
J u s ti ce ' s F or e i g n C l a i m s S e t t l e m e n t C o m m i s s i o n
(FCSC) to award claims t o V . S . citizens-hostages' fam
ilies , banks, any one at all-on all the Iranian $ 1 2 billion

in assets. Then the Treasury, on behalf o f FEMA, would

actually seize the assets, which up to now h ave only been
frozen , and take authority to disburse the funds to claim

ants.

"The actions we have taken ," said another Treasury
liaison to FEMA this week , "are preparatory to going to
war . . . This sets a precedent for all defaulting Third

World countries. We froze the Nazi and Japanese assets
during the war. We froze the DDR's a s sets, we even froze

the Red Chinese assets. But we never actually took title
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would then stand to be frozen and seized, he said.
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Will the Soviet Union
occupy Sinkiang next?
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. , Contributing Editor

Over the weekend of April 1 2- 1 3 , Helmut Schmidt;
Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany, angrily
compared the current world situation to that of 1 9 1 4 . He

comm unicating to sane elements of the U . S . command

the imminence of such a war .

The Soviet deployment into Afghanistan was such a

repoFted to large public gatherings that, then as now,

shock. M oscow notified Carter of that intended deploy

witlessly toward the kind of war n either presumably

Carter refused to negotiate that matter, and made no

current developments are impelling the principal powers
desires .
It is for that reason, a view shared among most

informed leading circles outside the United States, that

Washington's allies are showing increasingly open resist

ance to the cacophony of "decisions" spurting from the
mouth o f the mentally unbalanced puppet-president,
Jimmy Carter.
Unless World War III is triggered by a breakaway

ment appFOximately a week before it occurred. When

public statement o n this information until after the de

ployment had occurred, the deployment proceeded.
This deployment had three prominent strategic im
plications . First, short o f thermonuclear war, Washing
ton could do nothing militarily to reverse it. Second, it
underlined the more general virtual impotence of U . S .
capabilities on the Soviet Union ' s southwestern borders.

Third, it prepared a potentially ensuing occupation of

Israeli military adventure, or by Carter's military inter

the western, Sinkiang region of Communist China. Al

escalation in the global situation is a Soviet military

cance for possible World War I I I , its principal strategic

China .

primarily an attempt to communicate with Washington

Soviets shift to "hard"
war avoidance policy

tiations, and also those mediated through Western Eu

vention into the Persian Gulf Region, the likely next
occupation of the Western , desert region of Communist

Since sometime around Christmas 1 979, the Soviet

operational war-avoidance policy shifted qualitatively.

In response to what M oscow saw and reported as lunacy

though the deployment had substantial strategic signifi

significance was that of attempted war avoidance . It was
by actions, under conditions where effective direct nego
ropean leaders, had been repulsed by Washingto n .
The gist o f t h e "hard" signal i s : "You do n o t have

the capability to conduct a war-winning general war

deployment against Moscow . U nless you alter your pres

in the Carter administration itself, the Soviet leadership

ent geopolitical course that war will occur very soon."

dictates a series of operational shocks to the United

might be viewed as the 1 9 62 Cuban m issile crisis in

adopted a "hard" form of war avoidance p olicy, which

States. These measured risks of strategic deployment are

intended, hopefully, to prevent thermonuclear war, by
30
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The current "hard" Moscow war-avoidance posture

reverse. " Stop now, to avoid World War IlL"

Just as I predicted this change in policy during the
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spring o f 1 979, and indicated Soviet deployment into
Afghanistan as the expression of such a change, so I now
in dicate M oscow's deployment into Sinkiang as the m ost
probab le next such deployment.

How the assessment
is made
I have no crystal bal l . I am no Jeanne Dixon. I predict
nothing in the sense of predictio n associated with pro
fessed access to the con fi dence of Providence. I merely
indicate now, as in similar con nections in the past, what
the probable outcome of certain policies m ust tend to be.
In a half-hour nationwide NBC-TV broadcast on
election eve 1 976, I warned that the election o f Jimmy
Carter as president would lead the United States toward
thermon uclear war. I summ arized the Carter policy to
ward the developing nations' sector, and o utlined the
way in which this would lead to the brink of war. That
has occurred j ust as I warned . I also warned that a war
could occur under Carter as early as the summer of 1 977 .
We actually reached that state of affairs during 1 979, not
1 97 7 .
The combination o f those t w o points illustrates the
difference between a soothsayer and a scientist. I pre
sented an accurate, fully vindicated analysis of the con
sequences o f the predetermined policies o f a Carter ad
ministration. I in dicated the earliest point at which such
pol·icies would lead to the brink of war. When the Carter
administration slowed down the tempo of its geopolitical
thrusts for a period during 1 97 7 , after Moscow's brutal
EIR
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rej ection of Vance' s initial dem ands, the tempo of devel
opments leading toward war was slowed accordingly .
The kind of "prediction " I offered to a nationwide
viewing audience on Nov. 1 , 1 976 is exemplary of the
best "predictions" scienti fic analysis can offer, up to the
arrival of a condition of "singularity" in the elaboration
of a political-strategic process.
My "prediction" o f a Soviet move into Afghanistan,
made in spring of 1 979, is of the same character .
My "prediction" of a Soviet deployment into Sin
kiang has the same scientific character .
In assessing the Sinkiang option , the weight of anal
ysis lies within the domain of the kind o f military-stra
tegic analysis associated with von Schlieffe n .
I n Schlieffen's procedure, o n e ' s o w n military staff is
divided into two team s . One team plays the part of one's
own forces-command in a simulation of conflict, the
other team plays the part of opposing command. This
merely requires that, unlike the Pentagon's incompetent
ly design ed " Delta Proj ect," the team one deploys to
sim u late the probable adversary be competent to play
that part.
So Germany devised what became known as the
"Schlieffen Plan . " Schlieffen, representing republican ,
pro-France currents o f the German command, focused
on the problem of military methods aimed at breaking
France away from the alliance with Britain in event of
war. The Schlieffen thrust, as developed into World War
I , aimed primarily at destruction of the British Expe
ditionary Force on the northern shores of the continent,
International
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while rapidly gutting France's railway net to the effect
of blocking French military deployment. This would
have succeeded m ilitarily-and possibly also politically

govern ment of one is destroyed either by military defeat
or internal transformation .

In analyzing the military and related vectors of pow

during that war. A delay in execution o f p art of the

ers today , one must go beyond the surface, conscious

prescribed deployment, occurring for nonmilitary rea

professions of policy and perspectives, to adduce the

sons, enabled French forces to be deployed to block the

actually determining characteristics of perception and

final execution of the operation.

decision-m aking . One m ust adduce this in such a way as

This succeeded militarily during World War II. But
Nazi policy and character precluded the securing o f the
peace in the way intended by the Lazare Carnot-oriented
Schlieffen .
Since the case of the Schlieffen design illustrates the
combined political and military strategic con siderations

intertwined in such a method o f analysis, we should
examine summarily what actual German republican in
terests were during the first decade of this century .

Since the conspiracy including Benj amin Franklin,
General Lafayette and Lazare Carnot of the 1 8th centu
ry, the basic strategy of the transatlantic, anti-Britain

to define opposing tendencies, opposing such character
istics within the commands. The one characteristic is

momentarily predominant. The other might be brought

to the fore under appropriate circumstances .

Such interacting, underlying characteristics of deci

sion-making . m ay be variously unconscious or inade
quately conscious . Such consi derations may modify the
results in a secondary sense, but not in a primary sense.
The qualified strategic analyst treats the adducible
characteristics as primary, and takes into account the

effect of more superficial beliefs as a mere refinement
of the analysis .

American faction has been to unite continental Europe
in an entente against Britain . That was the policy of the
1 794- 1 797 leader of the First French Republic, Lazare

Carnot. That was the policy of Carnot's political heir,
Gabriel H anotaux , a century l ater.

Had German rep ublicans been in political command

saw and reported as lunacy in
the Carter administration itself,

of Germany during World War I , the military crushing

the Soviet leadership adopted a

of the British Expeditionary forces would have been

'hard ' form of war avoidance

followed by an immediate German- French peace nego

tiation explicitly premised on the H anotaux-Witte doc

trine of the beginning of that century . German military

forces in the East would have demanded the czarist

gove rnment's adoption of the policies of Czar Alexander
and Count Witte as the condition for peace .

Separated from that perspective, tire Schlieffen strat

egy is degraded to a mere parody of itself.

Whatever the Soviet leadership perceives to be the
determinants of its strategic interest, the actual strategic
self-interest of Russia as an industrial nation (commu

policy•

. . .

a series of operational

shocks to the United States . . . .

Afghanistan was such a shock."
It is from that vantage-point that the case of the

Sinkiang option is considered here.

The Anglo-American Axis
The adversary relationship relevant to World War I I I

nism to one side) is identical with that of Witte's Russia

is n o t primarily a conflict between the Warsaw Pact and

from the Atlantic to the Urals" is the only policy which

supran ational "One World-Utopian" and industrializ

on principle . The anti-British Carnot policy of " Europe
leads to the possibility of war avoidance liuring this

century.

NATO alliance . It is prim arily a conflict between the

ing facti ons.

The former, "One W orld-Utopian ," or oligarchical

If the United States command were not under British

faction is centered in the ruling alliance of Great Brit

lican command in the tradition o f Benj amin Franklin

allies in the ruling circles of the United States. Hence,

control , but under the leadership of a nationalist, repub

ain --- e .g. the Cecils, B arings, Rothschilds, and Britain's

and Abraham Lincoln (for example) , that Carnot-mod

eled perspective would be the reference model for the

although the oligarchical faction is distributed as a po
tent influence within numerous nations, incl uding the

European policy of the U nited States today.

neo-B ukhari ni st currents of the Soviet leadership, its

means, must be used either to secure peace on terms

the Anglo-American forces .

War, and related potential application of military

expressing a convergence of respective strategic self-in

.

"In response to what Moscow

terests, or deployment of the threat of military means by

o ne power against the other must proceed until the
.
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formal strategic power is concentrated in what is called
The control of Britain and the United States by this
oligarchical Anglo-American cabal is otherwise ex

pressed as a lliances of states as a four-power axis includ-
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ing the present governments of Britain, the United
States, Israel and Communist China.
The well-defined adversary of this axis-alliance is
those forces which are currently allied with the Giscard
Schmidt leadership of forces committed to establishing
high-technology cooperation among industrial and de
veloping n ations. The Soviet Union is n ot viewed by the
Anglo-Americans as the primary adversary of the mo
ment.
However, because of the Soviet Union's combined
military potency and its continued dedication to high
technology industrial progress , Moscow is the decisive
strategic flank for the Giscard-Schmidt-Ied efforts to
establish a high-techn ology global order of combined
East- West, North-South cooperation . Therefore, forcing
a state of intensified N ATO-versus-Moscow conflict and
also vastly weakening the Soviet Union have become the
immediately primary forms of action adopted by the
Anglo-Americans.
It is in the war-avoidance interest o f Moscow to
attempt to neutralize this by seeking extended economic
cooperation with Western continental Europe and Ja
pan. To the extent Western continental Europe capitu
lates strategically to A nglo-American pressure vis-A-vis
Moscow, M oscow's policy shifts toward accelerated
preparations for emphasis on war-avoidance by spoiling
the military bluff of the Anglo-American forces .
This h a s been the gist o f British policy since the 1 890s,
when its Russian policy was so defined "ge"politically"
for the case of czarist Russia. That policy has never been
altered . Furthermore, it has been Anglo-American policy
throughout the postwar period, most emphatically since
the 1 947- 1 949 period. Hence, the "Soviet adversary"
doctrine has been embedded in the entire institutional
ized U . S . policy from then on to the present date. All but
a handful of U . S . policy-makers are totally ignorant of
the true motive for postwar "Soviet adversary" doctrine,
but they are committed to that doctrine all the same.
The present intensi fication of that policy is chiefly a
byproduct of the successful institutionalization of the
"Aquarian" policies of the oligarchists in "Western"
institutions, especially during the 1970s . The Anglo
Americans have committed themselves almost totally to
the "zero technological growth" policies of the Club of
Rome, to the point they could not undo those commit
ments without demolishing massively the p resently insti
tutionalized, mass-based expressions of that "neo-M al
thusian" doctrine .
The implementation of that policy runs foul of resist
ance to the "New D ark Ages" degree of global economic
depression the oligarchical doctrine demands . With the
monetary collapse already far advanced, to take the
obvious measures for halting the depression would mean
not only abandoning the Club of Rome-typified policies,
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but giving great, institutionalized strength to policies
directly contrary to the " neo-M althusian" policies'
emergence in the future.
So, the tempo o f the monetary crisis makes intolera
ble to the "One- World Utopians" the resistance to neo
M althusian policies by the S oviet Union, by s ome devel
oping n ations, and among some leading forces of the
capitalist industrialized nations.
Thus, the largely brainwashed military and political
institutions' of the U nited States are committed to the
perception of the neo-M althusian policy as a fundamen
tal interest of the U nited States .
The war-avoidance policy of the Anglo-Americans is
a gradual erosion of the Warsaw Pact, under which
conditions M oscow, the Anglo-Americans presume, can
be induced to adopt policies of "zero techno logical
growth" and thus be weakened at least at the same rate
that the "New Dark Age' s" o nset is wea kening the
combined economic and military capabilities of the
"Western a llies . " Kissinger'S and Brzezinski's expressed
determin atio n to use the Catholic Church as a vehicle for
revolts in Eastern Europe, and to spread " Islamic fun
damentalism" into the I slamic population of Central
Asia are exemplary of this.
This aggressiveness, stated p ublicly by Kissinger,
Brzezinski and others, combined with ongoing efforts to
impose an I M F-World B ank supranational control over
the developing sector, represents the immediate, "geo
political" trigger of World War I I I .
Whether or n o t the Soviet command views this matter
with adequate comprehension, the correlatives of the
oligarchists' p resent "geopolitical" deployment consti
tute a rapid approach to the obj ective conditions for
World War I I I in Soviet perceptions .

Soviet policy characteristics
The Soviet state is, and is committed to remaining,
an industrial society committed to continued basic sci
entific and technological progres s . It is also committed,
strategically to the integrity of the Warsaw Pact, and to
a degree of mili tary neutrality in the Southern Hemi
sphere which approximates what M oscow views as an
adequate offset to geopolitical containment. Further
more, since the 1 962 Cuban missile crisis, Moscow has
been and will continue to be committed to maintaining a
war-winning advantage for the contingency of general
war .
Any effort t o a lter those parameters means a Soviet
countermeasure in the direction of willfully risking
World War III .
The Afghanistan case
All of the reasons given for the year-end deployment
into Afghanistan so far are truthful, but do not add up as
International
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a whole to the whole truth . Truthful statements and truth
(in the scientific sense) seldom adequately agree.
It is probable, almost certain, that no Soviet official
knows the underlying reason for the deployrm:nt into
Afghanistan .
That was a decision taken in response to a number of

as a strategic element in the force-equation. So to speak,
it "tears up the China card ."
I t does bring the possibility o f World War III. How
ever, Brezhnev was already disposed to give Carter "30
minutes to decide" on such succor to Peking during the

month of January of this year, and the strategic situation

accumulated developments, including the implications

has deteriorated qualitatively since then. The imminent

itself. The capitulation of Chancellor Helmut Schmidt to

against Syria, and threat of V . S . military operations in

the deployment of Pershing II missiles significantly

the Gulf region already constitute more likely triggers of

tipped the balance in favor of Soviet demonstrative

World War I I I than the Sinkiang dep loyment. Whereas,

of the deteriorating internal situation in Afghanistan

action . The V . S . commitments to equip Peking with
modern boosters and targeting capabilities was a more
immediate pressure for such demonstrative action . Pe
king deployments for a new invasion of Southeast Asia
were also immediate considerations. The Carter admini
stration' s succesive actions, in putting Khomeini in pow
er, and in then "orchestrating" the taking of V . S . citizens
hostage by Khomeini, was also most relevant.
None of these reasons, nor all o f them combined,
caused the deployment. The deployment was caused by a

unleashing of an Israeli "breakaway ally" operation

a Sinkia ng deployment which did not trigger World

War III woul d change the world situation qualitatively,

to about the same effect as the 1 962 resolution o f the

C uban missile crisis .

It is unnecessary to list the contingencies of present

developments, in addition to the I sraeli and Gulf situa

tion , which contribute to motivating a Sinkiang decision .

The Southeast Asia and Assam situations are leading
am ong such typical contributing considerations. We are
very close to the circumstances in which a Sinkiang

qualitative shift in the geometry of the strategic situation ,

operation wou ld become a " characteristic" action.

core Soviet interests .

How it hangs in the balance

onstrative sort . It m ust be, preferably, a measured action

most away from the moment of truth. This could be

from detente to im minent actions against points of hard

This situation demanded measured action of a dem

which would not trigger military confrontatio n with U . S .

forces, and yet i t must pro duce a qualitative enhancement
of Soviet deployment against China and V . S . actions in
the Middle East.
In view of the strategic advantage which Soviet forces

At this m oment, we are in the order of a fortnight at

changed, but it is the situation since Carter' s actions of
this weekend . (The new Cossiga government in Italy is
the mediating cause for the present deterioration of the
situation . Those, including Dorothean Piccoli, who ca

pitulated to V . S . pressure. to prevent a new Andreotti

have over the military capabilities of the "Western al

government, will bear an awful moral b urden for their

and Brzezinksi's bluff," thus pressuring realists toward

developments .)

lies," the move also had the character of calling "Carter' s
negotiating a resumption of detente.

In other words, the Soviet action was not a single
objective "specific response," but a "characteristic" stra
tegic response to the changed geometry of the overall
strategic situation .

ministration into an internal crisis, and the Carter ad
ministration ' s capability of exploding the Gulf region to

shut off the petroleum supplies of continental Europe

tion into immediate "lame duck" status, and prevents

A modern Schlieffen , looking at the Sinkiang option

through the borrowed eyes o f the Soviet command,

would select a Soviet deployment into occupation of
strategic beauty . "

There is a balance, at this moment, between Western

continental Europe' s willingness to push the Carter ad

and Japan . If Europe acts to bring Carter' s administra

The Sinkiang option

China' s western desert regions as

corrupt actions, if war erupts because of the current

In

action o f "great

T h e operation is ideal for Soviet military capabilities,

both the Gulf and Israeli operations afoot, there will be

a cooling off o f the strategic situation.

Otherwise, the Middle East already qualifies as the

1 9 1 4 Balkans o f 1 980.

U n less forces led by Giscard and Schmidt have the

temerity to denounce the Carter administration openly

permitting armored mechanized forces and supporting

as "lunatic," the m atter is left entirely in the hands of the

in a sparsely populated region where "nonmilitary com

calling the bluff o f Carter, et al . will prove the last choice

arms to conduct the desert equivalent of "naval warfare"

plications" of logistics and security are at a relative

minimum .

Such a deployment immediately neutralizes Peking
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Soviets, giving M oscow no choice but to hope that
of successful options for preventing war. In that geome

try, such operations as preemptive action into Sinkiang

become "characteristic" responses.
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Iran crisis: 'Reichstag fire'
and blackmail of Europe
by Robert Dreyfuss

The Carter administration has begun a headlong drive

a "ri sky bluff," and that Washington was "brandishing

toward a "Cuban missile crisis"-style thermonuclear

a torch near a p owder keg . "

Persian Gulf, timed to erupt between late April and M ay

the U . S . press, is tantamount t o placement of a Soviet

confrontation with the Soviet Union over Iran and the

T h e Soviet statement, which was hardly noticed i n

I I, for the purposes of blackmailing Western Europe and

military u m b rella over the Persian Gulf and Iran.

Japan into submitting to Anglo-American political and

"Washington is aiming not only at aggravating its con

economic dictates .

flict with Teheran," said Pravda. "Judging from every

have made it clear that the issue between the United

well as America's allies who depend on oil deliveries from

In official statements, American government figures

States and Europe h as little, if anything, to do with Iran,

thing, it is venturing a risky bluff: blackmailing Iran, as
the Persian Gulf, with the threat of direct military inter'

but is instead a test o f the cohesion ofthe NATO alliance .

vention . "

Moscow would not tolerate American military interven

ern Europe and Japan in the position of being forced

Despite repeated warnings from t h e Soviet Union that

tion into the Persian Gulf, Washington told t he Europe

ans-both privately and in blunt, undiplomatic televised

interviews-that Europe's refusal to mimic U . S . political

and economic sanctions against Iran would result in a
decision by Washington in favor of "unilateral action,"
i.e., the use of military force against Iran .

That action, the Europeans were told, would result in

That American strategy, warned Pravda, "puts West

participants in a game which is designed to strengthen

the shaken position of American imperialism in the Near
and Middle East. " Among our allies, said Pravda, "the

prospect o f being deprived of Iranian oil doesn't provoke
any enthusiasm, especi ally not in Tokyo, B o n n , or
Paris."

A commentary from the Soviet news agency Tass,

a forced shutdown o f the oil production o f the Persian

issued the same day, declared that in Moscow' s opinion

economy .

pretext for carrying o ut an invasion of the Persian Gulf.

Gulf, with disastrous effects on West Europe's industrial
According to sources in Paris and Bonn , Western
Europe pointed out that any unilateral m ilitary action in
the Gulf would not o nly result in a strategic disaster, but
probably would lead to Soviet intervention in Iran . Zbig
niew Brzezinski, the president' s national security adviser,

the United States is using the crisis in Iran merely as a
Washington, said Tass, is seeking to give the impression

that it has exhausted all peaceful means and that only
recourse to force remains. "But they must be ready to see
this policy turn against themselves," concluded Tass.

replied that "it is now up to Europe to prevent the

Threat of confrontation

Frankfurter Rundschau.

refused to change course and, if anything, escalated its

outbreak of World War I I I , " reported the West German

Soviet warnings
The Soviet Union' s Pravda warned April 1 1 that

President Carter' s threats to invade the Persian Gulf are
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Undeterred by the Soviet warnings, the Carter regime

threat of using force in the region .

Top administration officials even acknowledged that

the Soviet U nion had built up enormous, mobile force
immediately north of the Iranian border. Speaking in a
International
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televised interview, Brzezinski asserted that "there are
reports, credible reports, of a Soviet buildup in the
Transcaucasian Military District" north of Iran that, he
said, were "in some patterns reminiscent of the Soviet
buildup north of Afghanistan" last December, before the
Soviet intervention there.
Yet, according to Washington analysts, the United
States has set a May 1 1 deadline for European compli
ance with U . S . demands for sanctions and breaking
diplomatic relations with Iran . Otherwise, reports the
Boston Globe, Carter is ready to order a n aval blockade
of Iran , halting vessels coming from or going to Iranian
ports in the Arabian Sea. Such action would be ordered
despite the urgent danger that the Soviet Union would
attempt to break the cordon sanitaire by sailing a cargo
ship toward Ir:m.
At the same time, American officials began an unend
ing stream of invective and rough language concerning
Europe' s alleged refusal to live up to its commitments as

part of the Atlantic Alliance . President Carter, speaking
to the American Society of Newspaper Editors, issued a

arrives in Paris. According to Helmut Sonnenfeldt, Tri
lateral Commission member and Kissinger protege, the
Soviet Union has placed a "precondition" over talks

with Western Europe to stabilize the Gulf situation: "The
Europeans have to lobby in Washington to get the
Americans not to escalate militarily in the region ."
But the consecutive visits of Egypt' s Anwar Sadat

and then Israel' s Menachem Begin to Washington un
derscored the American commitment to make matters

worse . Both Israel and Egypt are viewed as the corner

stones of a new, NATO-style Middle East pact that
would have as its first task the implanting of a permanent
U . S . military presence in the area . Sadat, j ust before he

left, told an interviewer that he would be happy to offer
the U . S . facilities for direct intervention into the Gulf.
The small Gulf states like K uwait and B ahrain, along
with Saudi Arabia, "are shaking," said Sadat. As he
spoke, the commander o f the U . S . Air Force General

Lew Allen was reviewing facilities in Egypt on a tour of
the Middle East .

virtual ultimatum to Europe and Japan: "I expect them
to comply with the political and economic sanctions
against Iran ," said Carter, adding that otherwise the
U .S . response "may well involve military means . "
The following day, Deputy Secretary of State Warren
Christopher announced on the ABC-TV " Issues and

Answers" that regarding Europe, "Washington is look
ing for action, not words . " Also on April 1 3 , Senate
Foreign Relations Committee Chairman Frank Church
attacked Europe for what he called its "policy of ap
peasement."
In Europe, Undersecretary of Defense Robert W.

Komer, the administrator of the Phoenix Project during
the Vietnam War, met with the NATO M ilitary Commit

tee in Brussels to present a brutal set of demands. He
requested the · immediate acceleration of n uclear and

conventional weapons "modernization," the buildup of
military reserves , war m ateriel stockpiling, and NATO

rights to requisition the capacity of West European
commercial airlines for military airlifts in the Middle

East.
The Soviet Union responded with some pressure of
its own on Europe. On April 1 5 , President Brezhnev

West Germany
pressured to join
in war policy
by Rachel Douglas

The C arter administration and the supranational i nsti

tutions that co ntrol it are spari ng no effort to press West

Germany into line with their policies . The im mediate
issue is whether Chancellor H elmut Schmidt's govern
ment will join Carter in economic sanctions against I ran;
b ut what is at stake is the survival o f the Franco-German
alliance for economic recovery and preserving peace.

Despite the fact that West Germany's leaders know,

and h ave said, that the world is now on the very brin k of
World W ar III, thanks to the C arter administration's

conduct o f foreign policy, they appear to be yielding to

the extreme pressure. Despite the fact that the Germans

issued an urgent personal invitation to Chancellor Hel

were shocked and outraged at C arter's latest ultimatum

that was merely taken under consideration "depending

through the undiplom atic channel of a TV interview,

the Soviet Am bassador to Paris Stepan V. Chervonenko,

G erman participation in the sanctions "inevitable. "

mut Schmidt of-West Germany to visit Moscow, an offer

on the climate of East-West relations." The same day,

speaking to the Diplomatic Academy in Paris, broke

tradition and delivered a harsh speech in Russian, charg

ing that the "brutal hardening" o f American policy had

collapsed the basis for arms limitation talks in Europe.

And on April 22, Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko
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to them on boycotting Iran , delivered this past weekend

leaders of Schmidt's own party are reportedly calling
T w o d ays a g o Handelsblatt newspaper, the mouth

piece of German industry, leveled an unprecedentedly
blunt editorial attack on Washington's failure of leader
ship and decl ared th at the Bonn government will not
growl on command like a dog at an obedience school .
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But the West Germans are being brought to heel behind
what Handelsblatt scored as "dilettantism" contributing

to a "security risk."

In the U ni ted S tates, the press of the Council on
Foreign Relations-centered "Eastern establishment" has
targeted Schmidt as the weak link in continental Eu

rope's resistance to C arter's policies, especially now that
Italy is under the thumb of a new government that is

congenial to Was hi ngton and London . A series of edito
rials such as "What Is An Ally?" ( Washington Post. April
1 1 ) and "Allies Are What Allies Do" (New York Times.
April 1 3) put Schmidt on n otice that, even if he wished to

sit tight while C arter's overseas endeavors p layed them
selves out, he would not be allowed to.

fourth of its 20 German participants will be FDP execu
tive committee members . Furthermore, as the Bilderberg
consp iratorial group will elevate i ts first new president in
20 years: W alter Sch eel of the FDP.

Strauss, who had a glowing reception from Carter
and elite policymakers in Wash ington last month, h as
gone on the offensive against Schmidt . Seizing on
Schmidt's warnings about the world moving inexorably

towards war, Strauss accused Schmidt of playing "a

pitiful game m ixed of megalomania and irresponsibili
ty ," prepari ng to take West Germany out of NATO, and
forcing the country to choose either "war or total capit
ulation . "

Helmut K o h l , t h e Christian Democrat leader, told

his p arty's presidium that Schmidt was to blame for
"drastic deterioration" in relations between Bonn and

An inside-outside job

West Germany is a bullseye for Washington and

Washington .

London because, with France, it is a fou nder o f the
European Monetary System , the institution for fi nancial

stabilization and potentially a global trade and develop

ment-based economic recovery . Without Germany, they

surmise, the French will be isolated and ineffective.

In an April 1 3 column on the European community's
declining to go along with C arter's sanctions against
Iran , the

New York Times' Tom Wicker specified ,

"Chancellor Helmut Schmidt appears to be t h e key t o

the case, n o t only because h i s n ation is t h e m o s t powerful

of the allies, b ut because he also seems the most inclined

to take action ." Schmidt should be privately "brought
around," then turned loose on France, concluded Wick
er .

, Ger many is not
A mer ica 's shepherd dog '
The West German business daily Handelsblatt published
the following editorial on April 14. It was headlined:
"Europe and the U. S. A . -Entente Triste. "
Often enough, history takes place across the back
doorstep. Contrary to the m aterialist historical concep

The operation to bring Schmidt around-or down

tions of the communists, it takes p lace because a German

straightforward: if, failing European endorsement o f the

politics; or because a Bohemian corporal becomes a

blockade of I ran, West Germany would face a cutoff i n

gentleman who h ad hooligans for alliance partners and

is a classic inside-outside job. The external leverage i s
sanctions, the U . S . went ahead with unilateral military

its o i l supplies from Iran just as certainly a s it would b y

Kaiser insists on i mposing a " bodyguard" spirit on
megalom aniac; or because an American president was a
they rem ained loyal to him even a fter victory was

applying sanctions .

achieved.

ment. For this purpose, an A nglo-American fi fth column

is because people' s leaders were schizoid, criminal or

The inside effort aims to topple Schmidt's govern

consisti ng o f the environmentalist "greenies, " opposi

tion candidate Franz Josef Strauss, and Schmidt's own
coalition partner, the Free Democratic Party .

The FDP, whose tiny n um ber of seats in p arliament
is the margin for the government m ajority, i s functioning
as a lever of influence and blackmail against Schmidt.
His Foreign M i n i ster ,

FDP leader H a n s - D ietrich

Genscher, is always the first to second the latest demands
from Washington that are couched as a requirement for

"Atlantic solidarity . " The threat of FDP withdrawal

from the government, to ally instead with the Christian
Union opposition p arties, is always implicit.

Tomorrow a meeting of the elite Bilderberg Club will

convene in the West German city of Aachen. Fully o ne-
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Wars are tragic, when they happen , especially when it

merely n aive . The world is in a crisis today because a

Persian scholar who was born at least 1 ,000 years too late
wants to m ake'1he Koran the rule book for a people. It is

also in crisis because a Red Czar in Moscow believes he

h as the right to domesticate a free people with helicopters

and tanks . B ut it is also in crisis because an unfortunate

constellation of perso nnel in the Western world has

prevented the formation of an entente cordiale to re
spond to these events .

To put the matter most clearly: the security risk to us

all is immense indeed, when the American President,

Carter, who n ever knows whether he would rather be a

M ethodist preacher or a b ulldog, deals with his alliance

partners in ultimata, as h appened this weekend, and
International
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when such an ultimatum is even delivered via a press
interview .
That is a bit too much diletantism . In 1 980, telephone
calls can be patched thro ugh at the speed of light . If
Carter thinks he has to deliver an ultim atum to the
Federal Republic thro ugh a press conference, specifying
that the Federal Republic is supposed to act the way the
U . S . A . wants it to act within a certain time span, this is a
policy which would lead to dismissal in any international
company .
It is naturally the duty of the Germans to represent
American interests without reservations and, more to the
point and in the interest of the hostages in Iran, without
any "ifs" or "buts . " Naturally, too , the Federal Republic
must reject invasions like that of the Russians into Af
ghanistan in its own interests, even at the expense of its
idea-or idee fixe?-of an understanding between East
and West . But since such a policy signifies increased risk

strategy, and both sides speak with insufficient frequency
about their basic goals and interests . . . .
We have abstained from mi litary action . Fo; a long
time, h owever, we have declared our readiness to partic
ipate in economic sanctions on a European-wide basis,
with the quali fication that we do not consider them
practical. Since this is a matter of American hostages ,
however, this must be an American decision . . . .
The interests of the Soviet Union m ust also be taken

into consideratio n in this situation. Only once, and that
was three months ago , has the Soviet Union called for
the freeing of the h ostages. I deeply feel that this is

insufficient. I believe that the Soviet Union is holding

open the possibility of its 0
mili . ry intervention,
especially in the event that the United States becomes
militarily active. The Afghan occupation has consider

ably improved the Soviets' position for such an interven

tio n . For its part, the SOY

fJnion m ust hope that Iran

for the Federal Republic, its government should at least

seeks to align itself with tde U . S . S . R . Euro pe' s interests

government is not a German Shepherd dog which bares

national law, and naturally we also have an interest in

be able to expect that these risks be calculable . The

are above all to preserve peace and the system of inter

its teeth on the command of "sic ' em . " One m ust con

the continued flow of oil supplies . And our vital interests

vince the government that a concept is rational . An
ultimatum is not persuasion . Helmut Schmidt is right:
the leading powers o f the East and the West are presently
sailing without a compass. There is a great danger that
they will run aground.

in the alliance require solidarity with the United States
even if the economic damage is greater for ourselves than
for others . . . .

Afghanistan neutrality
If the U . S . S . R . was compelled by its own security

requirements to invade Afghanistan, at the very least this

was a strong exaggeration of its own security needs. If
they believed that the wo rld would accept this as a move
internal to the Soviet sphere of influence, this has proven

Schmidt: 'superpowers
are moving toward war '

a dangerous miscalculation. Assisting a sol ution to the
Afghanistan problem can only involve a combination of
diplomatic press ure on the Soviet Union, measures which

the Soviets consider face-saving, steps guaranteeing the
j ustified security interests of the U . S . S . R . This is the

What follows are excerpts from West German Chancellor
Helmut Schmidt 's April l l address to a Hamburg confer
ence ofhis Social Democratic Party.

background for the European Comm unity states' pro
posal to guarantee the neutrality, independence, and
integrity of Afghanistan. I do not expect too much from

the concept o f neutralization, because it is impossible to
Policy concerns over world peace make it difficult for

me to concentrate on the electoral ra'Ce. Unlike the
situation in the summer of 1 9 1 4 that led to the First
World War, today the military no longer plays a decisive

enforce neutrality from the outside.
I read a few days ago in the widely circulated Ameri

can foreign po licy j ourn al Foreign A ffairs, one scholar
comparing today' s situation with the situation in 1 9 1 4 .

role. Yet military doctrine continues to have great signif

This comparison i s n o t far-fetched. In 1 9 1 4, too, none o f

We have four spheres of crisis to contend with : the

events took only a few months to develop to the outbreak

icance, especially for the Soviet Union.

Mideast, the hostage seizure in Teheran, the continuing
Soviet occupation of Afghanistan, and the danger of a

gigantic arms race stemming from the fail ure to ratify

the involved powers wanted a world war. Although then

of war, nobody should be confused today j ust because

the process is slower . . . . As Defense Minister Apel has
said, " From which cannons do we shoot once the prop

SALT II and the Soviet refusal to negotiate on medium

aganda guns have used up their ammunition? We do not

sides, however, there exists no adequate war-prevention

this. "

term missiles . Neither world power wants war; on both
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need a tough, muscle-flexing policy ! We are fed up with
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O n May 1 , Japanese Prime Minister M asayoshi Ohira

will be arriving in M exico City for a three-day state visit
of the greatest strategic importance for both n ations. For
Japan , it comes at the point of maximum danger to its
s upply of vital energy since World War II, as a direct
co nsequence of the Carter administration's pressure on
Japan to break ties with I ran, which provides a full 1 0
percen t o f Japan's oil. I f Japan (and Western Europe)
don't brea k with I ran, Washington is threatening, the
U . S. will unilaterally b lockade parts of the Persian Gulf,
which would cut o ff vital oil supplies for A merica's allies .
B ut on the other hand, if J apan follows Washington's
orders and breaks relations with Iran, Khomeini and Co.
will u ndoubtedly retaliate by suspending oil deliveries to
Japan .
In either event, Japan is likely to get the Iranian 1 0
percent o f its oil supply cut off i n the coming weeks. So
guaranteeing increased deliveries of M exican crude has
become paramount for them .
For M exico , the Japanese negotiations are also criti
cal. M iguel de la Madrid, Mexico ' s Minister of Program
ming and Budget, announced late this week the adoption
of a three year Global Development Plan which calls for
the investment of $ 50 billion of oil revenues in massive
in dustrial and infrastructural proj ects. M exico is looking
to Japan and Western Europe as the crucial providers of
the capital goods necessary to m eet this plan.
I n addition to the Ohira summit, President Lopez
Portillo will be travelling to France, West Germany,
Sweden and Canada in late May, to try to line up oil-for
technology accords with those countries as well .
For M exico , more is at stake in these negotiations
than its traditional policy o f diversifying trade away
from excessive dependence on the United States. Highly
reliable sources in Mexico have told EIR that President
Lopez Porti llo is currently totally reviewing the nature
an d strategic potentialities of M exico' s ties to Japan and
Western Europe . This is being done in light of the
eco n omic collapse besetting the U nited States and Wash
ingto n ' s persistent strategic insanity-euphemistically
referred to in private by one Mexican cabinet minister as
"systematic imprudence . "
Thus, much i s riding on the Ohira-Lopez Portillo
s ummit for b oth sides . If things work out, Japan could
well get as m uch as 300,000 bpd of Mexican oil, three
times as much as the M exicans have so far agreed to. In
return, Japan will play a maj or role in meeting Mexico ' s
capital needs, including direct participation in t h e con
struction of industrial ports in dimensions that can 'only
be descri b ed as u n precedente d . I f everything goes
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through as it is now being negotiated on the highest
lev�ls of the two governments, most

EIR readers-and

world governments !-will probably be stunned by the
scope of the accords . The strategic implications for
North-South relations will be no less sign ificant.

MEXICAN VIEW

But will it go through?

To hear Prime Minister Ohira tell it, everything is
hone y an d rose� . Yesterday, he predicted to visiting
.
.
Mexican Journahsts that " M exico and Japan are going
to be eternal friends," and that "there is no factor
between M exico and Japan to impede mutual under
standing and reciprocal confidence."

But Mr. Ohira was being less than totally frank with
the M exican reporters. The fact of the matter is that the
s heduled summit talks could as easily be an unmitigated

�

disaster as a great success. The reason for this is twofold:

first, Ohira will be stopping through Washington

before

he arrives in M exico City; and second, he is reported to
be �ringin with him a proposal for Mexi co to join a

�

Pacific Basm Comm unity .

Japan has historicaaly molded its foreign policy to
American demands. But Mexico , in a word, is profound
ly distrustful of Washington's intentions, and believes
that the Carter administration's motives are to sabotage
independent oil-for-technology accords between Mexico
and Japan . Throughout the Lopez Portillo administra
tion, Washington has maintained a policy o f strident
opposition to Mexico' s ambitious industrial develop
ment plans, and has tried to convince the Europeans and
Japanese that M exico is "American turf' and that they
should keep out. Washington will also be using the
Iranian blackmail to try to whip Japan back into line
across the board.

If Ohira reflects this in any way, or tries to obtain

Mexican oil

without committing Japan to transfer of

technology to Mexico, Mexico will un questionably take
its orders for capital goods-and

its surplus oil-else

where: to France, to Spain, to West Germany, and so
forth.

As for the Pacific Basin Community proposal, Mexi
can officials are profoundly hostile to the concept , since
they equate it with Washington's " Hemispheric Energy
Reserve�' and similar proposals designed to appropriate
Mexican oil for America's strategic designs . As we ex

plain below, if Ohira attempts to make this proposal the
basis of the M exican-Japanese negotiations-either on
his own initiative or under Washington's duress-then it
is also likely that he will go home empty-handed.
In a word , M exican-Japanese relations h ave reached

a crossroads after three years of intense negotiations.

Whether or not they go forward from here depends

largely on how Prime Minister Ohira handles the im

mense pressure he will with certainty be subj ected to by

There is

�

�o

question that M exico is looking to Japan

as pote tlally one Of its prime partners in develop
.
ment. SlOce Pemex director Jorge Diaz Serrano laid

out a strategy 1 8 months ago to diversify Mexican oil

exports into a 60-20-20 percentage breakdown with

th e V . S . , Europe and Japan respectivel y, negotiations
.
With Japan have grown rapidly in scope and intensity.
The first milestone was set in August 1 979 when
'
Mexico agreed to sell Japan 1 00,000 barr ls per day in

�

exchange for a first found of transfer · of technology
deal s . I

?

December three maj or Japanese trading

compaOles acceded to Mexican wishes and formed a

single consortium to negotiate participation in the $2
billion expansion of the Las Truchas steel mill on

M exico ' s west coast. M exico annouD<;ed in mid-Feb
ruary it definitively wf uld proceed with the proj ect.
At the end o f M arch , Toshio Doko, the head of

the mo st powerful industrialist association in Japan ,
.
the Keldanren , arrived in Mexico for 3 days of talks .

And a week later the Mexican Industry Minister, de

Oteyza, left for Tokyo for five days of discussions. His
approach was "flexible ," according to sources on both
sides. His primary goal: locking up the financing and
technology for Las Truchas.

The Mexicans have made it clear to the Japanese:

"no

technology,

no oil ." Last summer, the Mexi

cans dangled up to 200,000 barrels per day in front of

the Japanese. When the Japanese dragged their heels
on the corresponding financing and technology pack
ages, they ended up with only half that amount.

M exico i s well aware that Japan h as a lways

"cleared" its moves into Latin America with Wash
ington . As one State Department official confirmed it
to EIR this week, America "has had close discussions
with the Japanese both before and after" all Japanese
visits to Mexico and Latin America.

Any sign of V . S . interference to cool off the Mex

ico-Japan deals will be like pouring oil on a fire, in
terms of V . S .-Mexico bilateral relations. Bad as rela
tions have become, such action by Washington could
make current relations look rosy in comparison .
And there will be little Mexican sympathy for
Japan if it accedes to V . S . pressure . "Does Japan have

� o ask

Washington permission for

everything?" quer

Ied one Mexican official this week .

Washington before he sets foot in Mexico City .
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JAPANESE VIEW

THE U. S. VIEW

The upcoming trip of Prime M inister M asayoshi
Ohira to Mexico is viewed i n Tokyo as a m ission of
vital i mportance to Japan ' s future, as M exico's huge
oil reserves are a possible source of supply for Japan .
Japan ese premiers are not known for their trips
abroad, and very careful preparations are m ade for all
such journies . In the case of M exico , the Ohira trip
will be the culmination o f more than three years of
slow and cautious (many say too slow and too cau
tious) efforts by Tokyo to develop ties with M exico,
by walking a thin line between M exico's demands for
advanced technologies, and American dem ands that
Japan not move in o n the V . S . "backyard."
It should be noted that Japan's opportunity for
successful talks with M exico is a recent development.
I ndeed, the Jap anese alienated m any officials in Mex
ico when the serious talks for expanded ties began
three years ago. At that time, representatives of the
Japanese business group Keidanren m ade the blunder
of opening negotiations with the controversial Mon
terrey private sector in M exico , and went so far as to
suggest that M exico alter its labor laws so as to make
the investment clim ate "more favorable." Naturally,
these Japanese tactics did n ot wash too well .
It was o nly after Japan ' s M i ni stry o f I nternational
Trade and Industry centralized all economic negotia
tions with M exico , includi ng the vital question of
importing oil, that chances for successfu l relations
between the two countries opened up .

There are several factors determining Washington' s
attitude toward the Ohira trip to Mexico at this time.
Foremost on the minds o f Carter administration
o fficials is forcing Japan (and the European countries)
to s ubmit to the policy dictates of Washington by
adhering to the boycott of Iran . Of only slightly lesser
importance to Carter officials is breaking the back of
the "maverick" n ationalism of Mexico, and getting
the Japanese to help in that task .
Sources in Washington rep ort that Carter officials
are considering trying to "kill two birds with one
stone," by linking the issues of Iran and Mexico
during the Ohira stopover at the White House . There
are several options under discussion in this regard.
The first is to argue to the Japanese that, due to the
crisis in the Middle East, Mexican oil has become a
vital part of the strategic "reserves" available to the
" Western alliance," and therefore "bilateral" rela
tions with M exico m ust be subjected to "multilateral,
strategic" considerations. A s part of this option, Mex
ico's refusal to make its oil available for use by the
"Western alliance" must be broken by denying the
country any independent oil-for-technology arrange
ments.
The other option under consideration in Washing
ton is to tell the Japanese that the Carter Administra
tion wil l aid in procuring more oil for Japan from
M exico , in exchange for Japanese compliance with
the sanctions against I ran-a ludicrous proposition
given the disfavor with which Mexico currently views
Washingto n .
Despite these policy "options," h owever, Carter
officials are in fact fretting over what to do. Many
o fficials contacted admitted that the p ressure on the
Japanese may not be sufficient, and keeping Mexico
and Japan apart will not be an easy proposition. One
top American expert on Japan with ties to the State
Department acknowledged that Ohira p lans to raise
the issue of M exico as a snub to Washington, and said
that Carter o fficials will try and insist that discussions
focus on Iran. Other, medium level Carter o fficials
insist that M exico will not even be discussed between
Ohira and Carter , indicating t h ey are either not
briefed on the policy options, or are fearful the Japa
nese will use the issue of Mexico as a snub to Carter.

With the Japanese-Mexican bilateral relations
pretty m uch set to go, the big q uestion mark is what
will happen when Ohira stops in Washington . Japa
nese sources s ay that p ublic opinion in Jap an is run
ning high against the V nited States, angered by the
pressure on Tokyo from W ashington to abide by the
sanctions against Iran . This atmosphere has p ut both
Ohira and Foreign Minister Saburo Okita in a corner,
as their n atural i nclination is to follow 'Washington
policy to the proverbial "T."
Japanese officials h ave let it be known that Ohira's
less-th an-24-hour stop-over in W ashington is largely
a formality, and of secondary importance to the trip
to Mexico . Japanese sources report that O hira plans
to bring up M exico in his talks with Carter, to empha
size the importance he p laces on his visit.
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Mexico: no to
'Pacific community'
by Valery Rush

The widespread reports that Japanese Prime M inister
Masayoshi Ohira will discuss with Mexico the idea of
forming a Pacific Basin Community, has raised a huge
question mark as to the fate of his upcoming trip to
Mexico City. If Ohira sticks to the fundamental issues of
oil-for-technology accords between Mexico and Japan ,
there is little to block a successful outcome of his visit.
Should he choose, however, to raise in a big way the
Pacific Community idea, which is championed by Trila
teral Commission leader and Foreign Minister Saburo
Okita, a failure on the trip is guaranteed.
Mexican officials have been careful up to now not to
publicly reject the Pacific Community idea, choosing
instead to keep a polite "open mind ."
In private, however, M exican officials are strikingly
direct in rejecting the Pacific Basin Community idea.

A Pacific Basin
'community'?
The following are excerpts from a document issued by
the Pacific Basin Cooperation Study Group entitled
"Interim Report on the Pacific Basin Cooperation Con
cept" and dated November 14, 1 979.
Though the document is, for the most part, self
explanatory, readers should note especially the section
dealing with industrial development of the developing
countries. The wording is almost identical to that used
by such groups as the Brandt Commission, which are
seen in Mexico as simple rehashes of already rejected
World Bank policies.
"The Pacific Basin study group, established as a
private consultative council to the prime minister, is a
body to study how to enhance regional cooperation
and harmonious relations within the Pacific Basin
region . The group, chaired by M r . Saburo Okita, then
chairman of the Japan Economic Research Center,
held its first plenary session in March of 1 979. M r .
Okita resigned the chairmanship of the group upon
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One M exican source commented last week that " nobody
here gives the proposal priority or viability ." The m ajor
reason for this, the so urce said, is that it involves the
p articipation of the United States, and appears aimed at
forming a security pact in the Pacific with China.
This Trilateral Commission version o f the plan hasn't
always been the only one in existence .

An old idea
The idea of a Pacific B asin Community has existed
for m any years and is an almost natural outgrowth of the
geography of the reso urce-rich region. With the United
States lining one side of the Pacific and Japan lining the
other , the productive potential exists to develop the
enormous human and m aterial reso urces of the remain
ing nations of the region.
In the post-War period, the Pacific Basin concept has
been a controversial subject, d ue largely to Japan's co
lonial conquest of the region in the 1 930s and 1 940s .
Starting in the mid- 1 960s, however, influential Japanese
policy m akers-typified by the Industrial Structure
Council of the Ministry of I nternational Tra de and In
dustry, and s uch private bankers as M r . Schei N akayama
of the Industrial B an k of Japan-began to seriously
discuss how Japan could "restructure" its domestic econ-

assuming the position of Minister for Foreign Affairs
on November 9, 1 97 9 .

"The Pacific Basin Cooperation Concept"
" For the first time in history, all the prerequisites
are ripe for the creation of a true regional comm unity
in the Pacific Basin region . . . . "
"Such Pacific B asin cooperation should aim at a
regional community composed of internationally
open countries, but it is premised, needless to say,
upon their cultural indepe�dence and political self
determination . Such independence and self-determi
nation must be mutually respected, and therefore
should not bring forth exclusionist nationalism and
protectionism .
Tasks for the Pacific Basin Cooperation
" . . . Since we live in the so-called resource-limited
age today, there are a n umber of possible areas of
strengthened international cooperation among the
Pacific Basin countries in order to tackle the problems
of energy, food and other resources ." Although the
solution of the energy problem requires glo bal coop
eration, and specially cooperation and self-restraint
both by the oil-producing and oil consuming coun-
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omy . They urged the export o f heavy industries such as

Asia must change. There is no room for large industrial

steel and petrochemicals to the developing countries of

projects in the region, he s aid . A Pacific Community

"Knowledge I ntensive" era of computers and other high

source development.

especially Asia, while raising Japan's economy to the
technologies. This became the essential content of discus

must be oriented around raw materials and energy re
I n the Mexican view, the versions o f the Pacific

Community concept now in circulation are little different

sions for a " Pacific Basin Community."
Since that time, h owever, all talk i n Japan of such

from the so-called "North A merican Common M arket"

and discussions of a Pacific Community now l argely

envisioned by many influential A merican policy-makers.

which mem ber countries would be pressured a n d caj oled

are seen in M exico as attempts to gain control of the

American Treasury Department.

energy resources.

l arge-scale transfers of industry h as virtually stopped,

revolve around creating an O ECD-style organization, i n
into tailoring their economic policies to the views o f the
What remains o f the Pacific Basin Comm unity idea is
typified by the report issued late last year by Japan's

Pacific Basin Cooperation Study Group, chaired at that

and "Western Hemisphere Strategic Reserve" strategies
Both the Common Market and S trategic Reserve i deas
hemisp here's raw m aterial wealth-above all M exico's
It should also be pointed out that M exico , aside from

seeing a U . S . -dominated Pacific Comm unity as a direct
threat to Mexico's national sovereignty, also rej ects the

time by current Foreign Minister Okita. The report is

bro ader American strategic goal o f allying with the

o f "nationalism and protectionism" throughout the Pa

the Americans i nvolved in this effo rt, such as those

filled with talk of the need for " free trade" and reductions

cific region-precisely the concepts rejected by M exico

in the GATT treaty as h armful to the nation's nascent
industrial sector.

People's Republic of China. O fficials note that m any of
organizing the new Security Conference on Asia and the
Pacific, are also promoting the Pacific Community idea.

This is also the case on the Japanese side . N omura

Former Am bassador to Japan J ames Hodgson, was

Research I nstitute head Saeki a s one who i s promoting

very explicit on this shift when he said i n a recent

increased security arrangements i n the region led by the

interview that the old Japanese "grandiose schemes" for

tries, it is extremely important for the region's future
development that the Pacific Basin countries on their

part work out a framework for regional cooperation,

not only to advance the exploitation o f petroleum
resources and the utilization of coal, but also to pro

mote expanded use of n uclear power and further

research and development on such new energy re
sources as solar energy . . . "
The advancement of m odernization/industriali
zation of developing countries in the Pacific Basin
region is an indispensable prerequisite for the prosper
ity and stability of a harmonious regional community

within the Pacific B asin . . .

Of course, modernization/industrialization o f the

developing countries could n ot be accomplished j ust

U nited States.

the investing countries aim such investment which
would be welcomed by the recipient countries and that
conclusion of investment protection agreements and

other measures of improving i n the investment envi
ronment be facilitated.

Reviewing monetary problems and improving
financial market conditions.

The international and financial system has been
. maintained o n a managed float system since the col
lapse of the Bretton Woods system . The I M F ' s con-

. cept of substitution account is one approach to this
problem based on a medium- and long-term perspec

tive. Whatever the ultimate approach would be, the
Pacific Basin countries should m ake more realistic

by the emulation of the advanced industrial co untries .

and overall review o n the m onetary problem i n the

unique historical, social and cultural systems, accom

positions but also from an international perspective.

Rather, it would be achieved in harmony with their

panied by balanced development" between the urban

and rural areas. . . .

.

The role of overseas investment in economic devel

Pacific Basin region not only from their respective
At the same time, we m ust n ote that a maj or role

can be played by financial capital m arkets . For exam

ple it is of great importance for facilitating the eco

opment of the Pacific B asin region will become more

nomic development o f the Pacific Basin region that

In order to further facilitate such capital flow

linked to o ther markets such as those i n Hong Kong

important in the future . . . .

among the countries o f the region, it is imperati ve that ·
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the Tokyo market be further i nternationalized and

and Singapore.
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Military Strategy

Britain' s defense
policy : aura of power

by Susan Welsh

The first defense White Paper of Britain ' s Thatcher
government was published April 2. It provides for a 3 . 5
percent increase in real military spending for 1 980- 1 98 1 .
Military spending will continue to rise by 3 percent or
more (in real terms) in each of the following three years,
despite the fact that total public expenditure will fall over
the same period.
The White Paper is the first phase of a policy review
that is due to be completed soon, and will include a
decision on the replacement of Britain's nuclear deter
rent, the Polaris submarine-launched missiles, when the
Polaris becomes obsolete in the 1 990s . Pending decision
on that controversial issue, the White Paper initiates the
"study" of the possible creation of a British "rapid
deployment force" along the lines of that being devel
oped in the United States for intervention in world "hot
spots" . The British Defense Minister Francis Pym also
announced that his government is considering the devel
opment of a chemical warfare capability, reversing the
policy of seeking an international ban on chemical war
fare .
The W hite Paper' s orientation parallels precisely that
of the new U . S . defense b udget, emphasizing the global
"projection of power" through a mobile strike force,
cheap and dirty chemical and biological "deterrence,"
alongside the dismantling of in-depth war-fighting ca
pabi lities as represented by conventional forces, ground
troops, and so forth .
For Britain, this is nothing qualitatively new, b ut a
variation on the "Aldermaston approach" which has
dominated British military thinking since World War I I ,
when Britain was "dethroned" a s queen of the waves.
British policy has been to devote relatively large re
so urces to the military R & D facilities at the ultra-secret
laboratories at Aldermaston, thereby hopefully ensuring
that "whatever anyone else has, Britain has one too . "
44
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This, com bined with political manipulation of the Amer
ican "dumb giant" both inside and outside NATO, was
pres umed to be sufficient to guarantee Britain the mili
tary leverage necessary to achieve its foreign-policy
goals.
The White Paper is emphatic, however, that Britain's
independent "deterrent" m ust be maintained, hinting at
the unreliability of the U . S . "nuclear umbrella." "The
presence of enorm ous destructive power in independent
European hands" is an important insurance against any
"misperception" by Moscow, which might wrongly con
clude that the U . S . might some day waver in its determi
nation to defend Europe with the full force o f its nuclear
arsenal. A fter all, "the decision to use United States'
nuclear weapons in defense of Europe, with all the risk to
the United States homeland this would entail , would be
immensely grave . "
The n e w White Paper continues to reflect the tradi
tionally high investment in m ilitary R&D (taking note of
Soviet R & D advances w hich have "eroded" NATO' s
technological lead in m any areas in the last decade) , with
about 3 1 percent of overall procurement spending devot
ed to it (j ust under £ 1 . 5 billion). But this is now shaped
within the broader framework of the Thatcher govern
ment's austerity budget and deindustrialization policy,
causing what is termed a "redefining of priorities" to
ward such schemes as the mobile strike force. The White
Paper admits that "the scale of our defence effort cannot
be divorced from o ur general economic capability, and
we all know that Britain is going through difficult eco
nomic ti mes . Within these constraints, our task is to get
the balance of priorities right agai n , to restore our def
ence effort to the level needed to give the best possible
guarantee of safety , using the most economical means
available . . . . "
The internal reorganization of Britain's defense
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budget "priorities," however, is strictly seco ndary to the
political goal of achieving what is known as a "new
division of labor" within the North Atl antic Treaty
Organization. As viewed from London and Washington,

will always be ready on seven-days' notice for deploy
ment anywhere in the world. The Royal Air Force's
transport force will probably be upgraded so as to im
prove the armed forces' ability to operate globally, and

this will force West Germany (and maybe eventually

j oint Anglo-American tests will be held during the sum

concept of "confronting the Soviets" globally . If success

equipping merchant ships to carry antisubmarine heli

France) to align with the "rapid deployment force"

mer to improve the "reach" of the allied forces by

ful, this strategy would destroy what remains of detente,

copters.

dation of the European M o netary System, and probably

that Britain is considering equipping its troops with

fracture the Franco-German alliance which is the foun

bring about World War I I I .

T h e NATO " Eurogroup" of defense ministers will

meet M ay 12 to discuss "problems connected with the
creation and preassignment of a so-called rapid deploy
ment force and the participation in it of the bloc's
[NATO's] European countries," said Radio M o scow

April 6, citing reports in the French m agazine

Nouvelles

A tlantiques. West Germany has refused to deploy its
forces outside NATO' s treaty-mandated area, Europe
and the North Atlantic. But pressure is growing from

London and Washington for Bonn to abandon this

position .

The London

Financial Times in an editorial April 3

admitted fran kly that the key to the success of the new

Wh ite Paper will be the incorporation of continental
Europe into its strategic framework:

Britain has more, and more extensive, commit
ments than any other European member of the
alliance: not only the strategic nuclear force and

the defence o f the UK base, but also the defence of

the Cha n nel and Eastern Atlantic as well as the
cen tral region o f the European continent. The

White Paper is now suggesting new commitments
outside the' NATO area .

Too much?

Defence Minister Francis Pym announced last week
chemical weapons such as nerve gas. The main reason
given is the allegation that Soviet troops have used
chemical weapons in Afghanistan, while the United

States recently charged that a leak o f outlawed biological '

warfare toxins in the Soviet Sverdlovsk region led to
widespread livestock deaths.

The Soviet press has angrily rej ected all these accu
sations , charging that the United States and Great Brit
ain are using them to bolster their own chemical and
bio logical warfare capabilities . Reports of chemical war

fare in Afghanistan derive from Afghan rebel sources
which have proved highly unreliable. All are second
hand, and none substantiated by any medical evidence,
according to the London

Observer April 6 .

The Soviet embassy in Switzerland issued a s�atement
April 3 claiming that the CIA is supplying poison gas
grenades to Afghan rebels. Grenades found in rebel
vehicles bore the stam p "made in Carlsburg, Pennsylva
nia, U . S .A . ," the Soviets declared . The new U . S . FY 1 98 1

budget calls for $20 million for the production of nerve

gas, and a projected $ 1 .3 billion will be spent in the next
five years to develop a new generation of chemical weap
ons for U . S . land forces, according to

Newsweek.

No doubt that is a good example to set politically,

Britain' s Chinese mentality

both to the Americans and to the European s . Yet

The British government' s new Defense White Pa

quipped , there must also be questions about the

Chinese syndrome, commented

with existing forces underman ned and undere
money . . . .

The crucial point is that there needs to be yet

per demonstrates that London is suffering from a

Pravda's former

London correspondent v. Ovchinnikov Apri l 7 .

Citing Britain' s intention t o spend millions o f

more alliance consultation about who does what,

pounds on chemical weapons and other m eans o f

the "division of labour . " It m ay well be that Britain

sick fascination for nuclear and chemical weapons

or what the Germ ans have recently taken to calling
is still trying to do too m uch or, to put it the other
way round, the others too little. That is a further
reason why it is essential to settle Britain 's other
problems with Europe. It is time to move on to
more talks about European defence .

While Britain has not yet formally decided to create a
"modest" mobile strike force to operate alo ngside U . S .
forces, several · steps have already been taken in this

mass destruction,

Pravda asked: "Where does this

come from? Could it be that the British Defense
Minister during his recent visit to Peking found
himself in agreement with the theory there that
poor countries have nothing much to lose from war
and suffer much less from it than rich ones?"
Britain is continually trying to prove to its Euro

pean Economic Comm unity partners that it is the
poorest among them ,

Pravda said.

direction. Effective immediately, one parachute batallion
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DatelineMexico

by Josefina Menendez

The church goes political

This "dialogue" h a s g o n e s o
far that, in a demonstration pro
testing the death of Salvadorean
in the land, the Interior Minister has delivered a sharp
A rchb i s h o p Romero, the PCM
warning to the priests
and the clergy m arched side b y
side t o t h e largest a n d most sacred
shrine in the country, the Basilica
of Guadelupe. Aghast, the rest of
or the second time in the cur to the faction o f the "red bishop"
the left termed this a "pilgrimage."
rent administration of President of Cuernavaca, Sergio M endez Ar
However even more astonish
Jose Lopez Portillo, the Interior ceo, who directs Mexico' s so-called
ing than finding the communists
M i n i s te r - t h e m o s t p o w e r fu l "Theology of Liberation" move
and the clergy together in the B a
member o f the cabinet next to the ment in conj unction with the So
sil ica was finding the Homosexual
President-has found it necessary ciety of Jesus.
Front for Revolutionary Action in
to remind the Mexican clergy that
Here in Mexico there is no mis
the front lines of the marchers,
the Constitution prohibits them taking the powerful overtones set
suppo rti n g the PC M ' s demands
from participating in politics, and r i n g i n g by A l a m i l l o ' s c a l l . A l l
for "liberation."
will not be changed .
M exicans recall the "social move
Although this situation might
Two years ago it was then-In ment" called the Cristero Rebel
seem merely humorous, what' s cer
tain is that the debate coming alive
terior Minister Jesus Reyes Her lion, the period of bloody uprising
here is not o n e o f faith agai n st
oles who put a stop to promotors in the late 1 9 208 when priests led
atheism, but a purely political is
backward peasants in assaults on
of the idea of a political clergy.
sue: the attempt by elements seek
This week it was the current the secular, republican progress
ing the destabilization of the Mex
Interior Minister Enrique Olivares oriented institutions of the Mexi
ican government to reproduce an
Santana. His condemnation , mak can Revolution .
Iran-style "religious fundamental
W h a t might surprise many is
ing banner headlines here, invoked
ist" base using any and all "social
Article 1 30 of the Constituti o n , that the theologians of liberation
movements" that are at hand.
which firmly prohibits the Church have a Troj an Horse in Mexico:
It is also, j ust as in the 1 920s,
from taking a political role. "We the M exican C o m m unist Party
tied into oil . At that time U . S . and
will always strive to maintain this (PC M ) . Although the PCM ' s pro
B ritish o i l interests funded the
principle of the Constitution in m otion of a role for clergy in pol
K ho m eini-Iike,
Jesuit-di rected,
violable," he stated . " Priests will itics is not new- Reyes Heroles
not have even the slightest chance was warning against it two years Cristero fanatics in order to force
ago-it has recently reached new
the M exican government to repeal
of political activity . "
H i s April 1 4 statements came heights. This is particularly so with restrictions on foreign oil control
one day before the beginning of a the incorporation of people edu in the country . Now it is the the
ologians of liberation and the "left
conference of the Mexican Epis cated by the Society of Jesus, such
as R o g e r B a r t r a a n d E n r i q u e Jesuits" in the PCM and other
copal Council (CEM), the highest
Semo, i n their national leadership.
parties who make attacks on · the
ecclesiastical body in the country .
Strangely, the PCM now shares its M exican oil development program
The warning followed a particu
l a r ly i n t e n s e week of p o l e m i cs demands with the party of the m o st and industrialization.
Jesuits Porfirio Miranda and
highlighted by dem ands of the sec engrained rightwing tradition in
retary-general of the CEM , Mon the country, the N ational Action Miguel Concha made little attempt
Party (PAN). PAN secretary gen-', to hide the connections, when they
s i g n o r G e n a ro A l a m i l l a , t h a t
priests can and should participate eral Abel Vicencio Tovar declared recently traveled to Iran, met per
in the " social movements" of their April 1 4 that "priests should not sonally with K h o m eini, and re
be banned from politics; they in turned bemoaning the "horrors"
countries, and if this is what is
fact have an obligation to partici of modem life, like industrializa
meant by political activity, they
will do it. Alamilla is closely tied pate in politics . "
tion.

On the eve of a meeting of one of the highest church bodies

F
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Middle East Report

by Robert Dreyfuss

Iraq poised to knock out Khomeini

have crumbled into utter disarray
since the revolution . According to
Iran is no match for their well-trained and equipped
informed military sources, "The
neighbors, whom Khomeini is now provoking toward war.
Iranian Army will not fight on be
half of Khomeini . " Very little of
Iran's equipment is in working or
der, while Iraq has a battle-tested
army with very sophisticated Sovi
a n d a e r i a l d o g fi g h t s a l o n g the et-made weapons.
n entire armed division of Ira
On April 1 0, B agh d a d ' s Al
n i a n tro o p s , n u m b e r i n g up t o
fro n t i e r , v i r t u a l l y every A r a b
20,000 men a n d com m anded b y
country h a s acknowledged Iraq's Thawra ridiculed the U . S .-Iranian
I r a n i a n generals, i s presently i n
leadershi p . Saudi Arabia, Jordan , con flict, calling the break in diplo
Iraq under the sponsorship o f the
K u w a i t , a n d t h e s m a ll e r G u l f matic relations "fabricated" and " a
I raqi govern ment, according to
states have sent messages t o Iraqi n e w chapter in t h e exposed thea
Iranian sources . Its mission: to car
President Saddam H ussein in soli trics between Washington and Teh
darity with Iraq against the Iranian eran . " Khomeini, said AI-Thawra,
ry out the overthrow of the regime
of Ayatollah Khomeini .
kooks. Even Syria and the Pales "is playing the U . S . game" in direct
I r aq, which has bitterly op
tine Liberation Organization h ave coordination with the Camp David
posed the Khomeini regime from
shown signs of w anting to mend powers of Israel and Egypt.
That fact was underscored last
the beginning, has fostered the es
fences with B aghdad, and are dist
tablishment of an exile government
ancing themselves from Iran's rad week with the Israeli invasion of
southern Lebanon. According to
in B aghdad, i n associ ati o n wi th
ical M uslim extremism .
Washington analysts, the Israeli
Prime Minister Shahpour Bakh
move could not be j ustified from
Iraq-Iran parameters
tiar, who was forced to flee Iran
The mechanics of what Iraq any other vantage point except that
w h en K h o m ei n i ' s c o u p w as
launched in February 1 979. Under
eventually intends to be a surgical it was meant to distract Iraq from
procedure to eliminate the ayatol its confrontation with Iran by cre
its um brella, a group of Iranian
lah involve some of the m ost com ating the threat of a second front.
military leaders and political figIn side I r a n , the steady I raqi
, ures opposed to the Khomeini dic
plex and risky maneuvers imagina
pressure has led to panic among the
tatorship has gathered in B.aghdad.
ble.
First, there is the question of ruling clique. M ost of K homeini' s
Iraq' s intention is to defend, by
backing . Iraq is well aware that the closest aides, s uch as President
military force if necessary, the in
Iranian regime is supported, cov B a n i - S a d r , F o r e i g n M i n i s t e r
terests of the nation-state in the
ertly, by Zbigniew Brzezinski's Na Ghotbzadeh, and Ibrahim Yazdi
area against the encroachments of
tional Security Council-and that are specialized agents of the Anglo
the spreading Islamic fundamen
any I r a qi showdown with Iran A merican intelligence services and
talist cancer . The disintegrati o n
would r aise the gravest alarm in the M ossad of Israel . Now, faced
a n d balkanization of Iran under
Washingto n . Worse, it might give with the I raqi challenge, they face
conditions of ever worsening chaos
Washington and Teheran a pretext the difficult task to trying to mobi
has posed a threat to every Muslim
to upset and destabilize the entire lize a population for a war to sup
nation in the region, especially oil
oi l-producing are a . Thus, a key port a hated and incompetent re
rich Saudi Arabia. And Iran has
question is whether in the next days gime . Threats of military action by
open ly p l e dged i t s s u p p o r t to
a h e a d - p o ss i b ly d u r i n g S o vi e t Washington h ave served somewhat
Shiite radical and M uslim Broth
Foreign M inister Gromyko's visit to rally the country behind K ho
erhood elements in various Arab
to Paris April 22-Iraq can get a meini, but they are not enough .
countries.
Since the start of the looming
green light from France and the
As a result, the Iranians have
U.S.S.R.
Iraq-Iran confrontation, with both
respon ded by lashing out against
armies and navies mobilized and
Militarily, Iraq i s far superior t o Iraq with barrages o f propaganda
the I ranian armed forces, which and sponsoring terrorist attacks .
scattered reports of border clashes
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International Intelligence

MIDDLE
EAST
Anglo-American forces
ready Saudi coup d'etat
In a front-page feature yesterday, the

New York Times signalled that a mili
tary coup is being prepared for Saudi
Arabia. The Times' article zeroes in on
"corruption" in the Saudi Royal family,
going after a son of ruling Crown Prince
Fahd, in particular. It is Fahd and his
commitment to the development of the
Arab world, in co operatio n with the
Europeans, that the controllers of the
Times find unacceptable. The newspaper
demands: "The Royal family must ad
j ust ... or face challenges to its author
ity."
The article dangles Iran as an "ex
ample." " Because of differences between
Saudi Arabia and Iran, officials doubt
that corruption could fuel the kind of
broad-based opposition that led to the
overthrow of Shah Mohammed Reza
Pahlevi. Instead ... resentment about
Saudi corruption could conceivably mix
with other factors, including the'>devel
opment of an independent military, to
set the stage for a coup."
According to observers, such an in
dependent military faction would most
likely be led by the pro-British Prince
Abdullah, head of the National Guard
and leader of the Muslim Brotherhood
in Saudi Arabia. The Brotherhood,
which controls Iran under Khomeini,
was a 1929 creation of British intelli
gence's Arab Bureau.
Abdullah is playing a suspicious role
in a scandal over a new British film,
that relates the execution of a(Saudi
princess because of her love affair with
a commoner. Although Prince Fahd is
trying to cool down the uproar that the
film has ignited in Saudi Arabia, Prince
Abdullah is demanding that Saudi Ara
bia im pose an oil embargo on any na-
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tion that shows the film. Yesterday,
Dutch television ignored government
requests and announced it will show the
film. I n the United States, the Public
Broadca �ting System, controlled by the
B r i t i s h <B r o a d c a s t i n g C o r p o ra t i o n ,
which was created and is still run by
British intelligence, has announced a
decision to air the film May 12, one day
after Jimmy Carter's "deadline" for Eu
ropean cooperation around the I ran cri
sis.

EUROPE
Schmidt wan�s freeze
on Euromissiles,
alarms Washington
West G e r m a n C h a n c e l l o r H el m u t
Schmidt has proposed a freeze on the
production of medium-range missiles in
Europe pending the results of arms con
trol negotiations. American sources in
Bonn reacted to the proposal with sur
prise, since this would seem to bypass
NATO's Dec. 12, 1979 decision to pro
duce and deploy the Pershing II and
cruise missile in Western Europe.
Schmidt's proposal followed meet
ings with Soviet ambassador Vladimir
Semyonov, in which Semyonov deliv
ered an invitatio.n for the Chancellor to
visit Moscow. While the Bonn govern
ment denies that there is any connection
between Schmidt's arms offer and the
invitation, government spokesman Ar
min Gruenewald admitted that the arms
issue would undoubtedly come u p at
any Soviet-West German meeting. A
spokesman for the Chancellor's office
declared that Schmidt is presently deter
mining whether a M o scow trip could be
arranged for the late summer.
Meanwhile West German industri
alist spokesman Otto von Amerongen
gave an interview to the daily Die Welt
April 16 in which he qualified his pre-

vio u s statement that U.S. sanctions
against I ran were no longer avoidable.
H e u n de r l i n e d that West Germany
should take no unilateral actions to sup
port the U.S. moves, but act only in
concert with the rest of the European
Economic Commun ity. He ruled o ut
any West German backing for an em
bargo against the Soviet Union. "We will
be in a cold war again."

Soviet ambassador in
Paris warns
Europe against u.S.
Central C o m m ittee m e m b e r Stepan
Chervonenko, Soviet Ambassador to
France, invited himself to a meeting at
the International Diplomatic Academy
in Paris to deliver a blunt warning to
both the United States and Europe. Re
ferring to the destruction of detente by
U.S.-NATO policy, he said, "It is not
necessary to examine in detail the con
sequences of this political shortsighted
ness. Since the U.S.S.R. and the U.S.
are the greatest thermonuclear powers
. .. the destiny of universal peace de
pends on these two powers."
If Western Europe goes ahead with
the controversial medium range missiles
deployment it agreed to under U.S.
pressure, warned Chervonenko, the So
viet Union would increase its own ar
maments in turn. In the meantime, if
the decisio n sticks, the basis for any
arms negotiations is "collapsed."
Chervonenko called the dispatch of
American n aval ships to the Persian
Gulf "a direct threat to the southern
part of the Soviet Union," and urged
the allies to reject American pressure to
hitch their wagon to U.S. policy. This,
he said, would make NATO an "instru
ment for America's global policy."
Chervonenko's themes were echoed
in a Tass release April 14. The Soviet
news agency accused the U.S. of "black-
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Briefly

mailing" Europe into support for Wash
ington's Iran policy. Moscow takes note
of the "confusion and unconcealed irri
tation" in Europe as a result of high
handed treatment on the one hand, and
arm-twisting on the other, by the U.S.A.

French press blasts
'puppet ' Carter for
pressure tactics
An April 16 editorial in Le Monde, the
French daily, attacks U.S. pressures
against European governments, advising
Europeans that they are much stronger
in the face of the U.S. than they seem to
believe. The editorial is entitled "A
Transatlantic Crisis."
"This world is not mono or bipolar
but rather multi-polar, and against the
weakness of the dollar and the collapse
of U.S. productivity, the old continent
is in fact stronger than it believes itself
to be," says Le Monde.
"Actually the United States present
ly needs its allies more than ever before,
and this at the very moment when the
Europeans are more and more con
vinced that the U nited States is n ot
politically credible. . .. It is getting less
and less credible to ask sanctions against
whomever it may be ... Carter is trying
to address himself to the European pop
ulations above the heads of European
governments ... What doubtful means
are those. But who would believe that
the European or French citizen will be
more interested in defending American
interest than the American citizen him
self?
"Detente, with or without Afghani
stan, is fundamental to European soli
darity ... Europe will not try to punish
M oscow. The Atlanticism created in
post-war times is not standing up to the
tensions of the 1980s ... "
On the same day, the newspaper for
northern France, the Republicain Lor-
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rain, reports that Jimmy Carter is noth
ing but a p uppet of the Trilateral Com
mission, that "it is actually the City of
London's oligarchy which has the real
power in the Trilateral Commission,"
and Europe, not the Soviet Union, is
seen as the main enemy.

LATIN
AMERICA

New U.S. provocations
against Cuba
Just a few days after 10,000 people in
vaded the Peruvian embassy in Havana,
an incident the Carter administration
has used in an effort to isolate Cuba in
the region, the U.S. Defense Depart
ment announced it would carry out mas
sive land and naval maneuvers in the
Caribbean region, beginning May 8.
W i t h t h e p a rt i c i p a t i o n o f o v e r
200,000 men a n d women, 4 2 ships, and
350 airplanes, the " Solid S h ield 80"
maneuvers will last for three weeks and
include a provocative landing of 2,000
m ar i n e s on the U.S. N a v a l b a s e at
Guantanamo, Cuba.
Political observers have termed the
Defense Department announcement a
dangerous escalation of the "flight for
ward" mode now characterizing the
Carter administration in various "hot
spot" regions, which could be the prel
ude to "live" military action in the re
g i o n . T he a d m i n i st r a t i o n h a s l o n g
sought an excuse for action against
Cuba, and also to seize Mexico's vast oil
wealth for a Western Hemisphere "stra
tegic reserve."
Cog nizant of the motives behind
Washington ' s provocations, Mexican
President Lopez Portillo announced last
week that he would accept Cuban Pres
ident Fidel Castro's long-standing invi
tation to visit Cuba at the end of july.

• THE ASSASSIN unsuccessful
ly deployed against Indira Gandhi
this week has been linked to Sec
o n d I nte r n a ti o n a l circles o f
George Fernandes, a former In
dustries Minister. The brother of
M rs. Gandhi's assailant was im
plicated in a terrorist bombing
(the "Baroda dynamite case") sev
eral years ago, masterminded by
Fernandez. One day before the
attempted assassination, " 100 in
tellectuals," largely Second Inter
national, gathered to denounce
M rs. Gandhi as "anti-people."
• GUNTER GRASS, West Ger
many's most influential literary
figure, signed a letter to Chancel
lor Schmidt warning him that ca
pitulation to the foreign policy of
the U.S. Carter administration
would lead to thermonuclear war.
M r. Grass appealed to Schmidt
"not to let the A merican govern
ment . .. draw you into a policy
that could result in the destruction
of life on this planet. ... Nobody
is attacking us, nobody is threat
ening us. . ." The letter called for
West German participation in the
Olympics and renunciation of all
sanctions. "These attitudes must
take the place of half-baked dec
larations of steadfastness and loy
alty. ... No nation on earth ...
has a stronger obligation than the
Germans" to prevent world war.
• GENERAL ZIA of Pakistan,

under mounting pressures to ne
gotiate with the Soviet-backed
government of A fghanistan, had
a "chance meeting" with Indian
premier I ndira Gandhi in Salis
bury during celebrations marking
the independence of Rhodesia
Zimbabwe, according to sources.
The meeting is viewed as "a good
omen" in southwest Asia.
• J EAN-PAUL SARTRE,
author of No Exit and Being and
Nothingness, exited from being
into nothingness on April 16.
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Opposition mounts to
Volcker's austerity
by Marcia Merry Pepper and Bonnie Mesaros

On Oct. 6, 1 979 Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker
announced his so-called anti-inflation , tight-credit pol
icy whose implementation has since made good on his
statement to the congressional Joint Economic Com
mittee that "the standard of living o f the average
American h as to decline."
As the result of repeated Federal Reserve interest rate
rises and related administration policies, every sector of
the U . S . economy is now in rapid collapse. The construc
tion trades are virtually all out of work. By conservative
estimate, housing starts are dropping from over 2 . l
million in 1 979 to less than a million in 1 980. Auto
dealers are daily going out of business, and the 68 ,000
auto workers "indefinitely" l aid off April 3, on top of
270,000 already unemployed epitomize the situation ,
across the board, i n heavy manufacturing . Real farm
income is expected to drop by fully one-third nationally
this year; farmers are operating at below production
costs .
The V olcker depression is here.
During the six months since the onset of this collapse,
the national scope and impact of Volcker's policy has
scarcely been reported, with the exception of EIR and a
handful of other periodicals. Even more thoroughly
blacked out of the nation's press is the national picture of
resistance to these policies.
Numbers of institutions and individuals are taking
public action against Volcker and the administration's
depressio n . On April 8 , a special resolution was passed in
the Pennsylvania House of Representatives calling for a
50
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reevaluation of the tight-m oney policy . Albert L. ("Dap
per") O'Neill, the chairman of the Boston City Council,
is expected to introduce a similar measure.
A summary of these actions is presented here. What
stands o ut, even in this limited survey, is the unprece
dented degree of active oppositio n . The question remains
whether this fragmented activity will coalesce into effec
tive political action which can reverse the collapse
policies. On the answer to that question rests the future
of the U nited States of A merica and much of the world.

State government
Legislatures demand more
credit at lower rates
State legislators are now enacting legislation calling on
the U . S . Congress to reverse-or at least reexamine
current tight-money credit policies. To date two state
legislatures, Illinois and Pennsylvania have passed reso
lutions critical of Federal Reserve chiefVolcker's interest
rate hikes . The resolutions point up the threat of urban
disintegration and economic chaos if these interest poli
cies stand. Similar resolutions are pending in other states
and more are expected to be introduced as minority,
trade union and constituency political groups put pres
sure on their state legislators.
EIR
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Farmers ride through a town in Georgia. protesting the farm poliey of Jimmy Carter and Paul Voleker.

I n ILLINOIS, the first anti-Vo lcker resolution, passed
by both houses of the Illi nois State Assembly N ov . I ,
1 979, was endorsed unanimously as the result o f biparti
san action by Democratic and Republican party leader
ships. I n troduced by Chicago ' s black Democratic State
Representative Larry Bullock and 35 cosponsors, the
measure reads in part:
" Be it resolved that the I l linois congressional deleg a
tion requests that Fed Chairman Vo lcker i mmediately
lower interest rate levels and loosen tight credit money
policies . . . or that President Carter accept M r . Volcker's
resign atio n . "
Among the cosponsors of the resolution were repre
sentatives of business, labor, farm , and minority consti
tuencies, as well as supporters of Republican p residential
aspirant Ronald Reagan and Democratic co ntenders
Edward Kennedy and Ly ndon H. LaRo uche. In N ovem
ber, LaRouche, the only presidential candi date who had
called for Volcker's impeachment, issued a telegram o f
congratulations to t h e 1 77 members of t h e Illinois H ouse:
"Today's actions by combined Republican and Dem
ocrati c forces of the Illinois state legi slature m ay prove
to be the spark which leads our n ation fro m the brin k of
a threatened deep recessio n . "
The PENNSY LVANIA H o use o f Representatives , fol
lowi ng the I llinois example, passed a special resolution
on April 8, 1 980 calling for a "reevaluation" o f the
Federal Reserve's credit measures. The resolution was
passed by a margi n o f 1 35 to 38, despite extraordinary
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measures to kill the initiative coordinated by Pennsylva
nia's Rep ublican Governor Dick Thorn b urgh. State
Representative Joseph Zeller (D-Lehigh), who intro
duced the original version of the bill Nov . 1 4 j ust after
the Illinois resolution was passed , led a strong fight for
its adoption .
Zeller is active both as a legislator and as a member
of the I B E W (International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers) in promoting industrial growth in his home
state. Zeller also helped form a commission to investigate
environmental sabotage at the Three Mile Island n uclear
plant in H arrisburg last spring.
The Pen nsylvania bill, House Resolution # 1 54, states
that the "economic and social well-being of Pennsylvania
is dependent upon the availability of a plenti ful supply of
low-interest credit which allows for the continuous
growth o f businesses, agricultural and man ufacturing
concerns that are located in this Commonwealth." It
cited especially the disastrous effects which high interest
rates would have on the homebuilding industry in terms
of jobs lost in the building trades and related sectors.
The bill had languished in the legislature' s Federal
State Relations Committee for several months, where it
was watered down by a faction led by comm ittee chair
man Jeff Piccola (R-Dauphin) . The resolution was finally
scheduled fo r a vote when Zeller, with the support of 25
Republican and Democratic legislators, initiated an ex
traordinary "discharge" proced ure to speed its passage .
When the bill easily passed on the first vote by 1 70 to
3 , Governor Thornburgh' s colleagues insisted that the
National
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tally was not trustworthy because electronic tabulation
machinery had malfunctioned ! During the "retally,"

attempts were made to arm twist legislators into voting
against the bill, but with little effect.
In NEW JERSEY, the "Illi nois resolution" was adopted
by the State Assembly in December 1 979. Sponsored by
Assemblyman Robert Burns (D-Bergen Co unty), the bill
had the support o f trade unioni st " inc\ uding the county
laborers, Steelworkers Local (l2399and Steam fitters #475 .
I n the MARYLAND State Senate, a resolution similar to

the Illinois Bullock resolution is now pending, Senate
Joint Resolution (158 , introduced by B altimore legislator
C larence M itchell III, chairman o f the National Confer
ence of Black Legislators, calls for Volcker's firing i f
interest rates are n o t lowered. In a n unusual move, b lack

community leaders from Washington, D . C . have become
involved in the Maryland fight to get the Mitchell reso
lution passed . Jonas M ilton, former chairm an of the
Washington, D.C. Steering Committee of PUSH (People
United to Save Humanity), Ralph Greene, Secretary of

the Federal Printers Union, and Rev . John S haw, Grand
Master of the International Masons Washington, D . C .

City government
Budget-cutters face
strikes and protests
Volcker's depression is hitting American cities hard.
Cuts in municipal services, transportation, police and
fire protection , and public education are leading to dan
gerous depopulation of once great urban areas . The

escape o f pro ductive industries to suburban locations, or
their collapse, has d ecimated the tax base upon which

cities depended for revenues.
. All this i s leading to opposition to the most visible
cause of the economic collapse: the spiraling interest
rates mandated by Paul Volcker's Federal Reserve.
The most graphic example is New York City. Here,

the Transport Work ers Union (TWU) returned to work
A pril 1 2 after an II day strike-the first in 14 years and

only the second in its h istory . The union was up against
not only a city administration led by M ayor Ed Koch ,

who was promoting the transform ation of the city into a

chapter, have forwarded a special statement to M itchell

replica of M aoist Peking (from which Koch recently

ic Affairs Committee, urging passage o f the bill .

which is carrying millions of dollars in ancient debt

and to Harry M cGuirk, chairman o f the Ho use Eco nom

In CALIFORNIA, 1 2 5 out of 500 members of t h e Cali

fornia Democratic Council signed a resolution last

month urging the repeal o f the Volcker's high interest
measures . In its March meeting, the influential CDC

voted to table the resolution for further study. The
resolution is now circulating among state legislators.
In MICHIGAN in early April, Mary S utter, president of

Democrats for Progress in the city of Melvindale, and

Michael Brow, a former Democratic delegate candidate

from the 78th election precinct in Taylor, endorsed a

strong anti-Volcker resolution which is being circulated

among city and state political layers. The text notes that
the Volcker credit squeeze is triggering the collapse of
Detroit's auto and homebuilding in dustries , along with

Michigan agriculture:

"We as Democrats cal l on o ur presidential candidates

to assume leadership in dem anding an immediate roll

back of the Volcker high interest rates to the 7 percent
level . The economist Milton Friedman is wrong: we do
not need wage and service cuts to industry in order to

control inflation . If anything, these are the very policies
tht have caused a 20 percent inflation rate . . . "

The resolution calls on the Dem ocratic Party to select

returned), b ut also the Metropolitan Transit A uthority,

service. This week members of the TWU will be voting
on their contract while the Koch administration prepares
for the n ext round of negotiations with police and fire

fighters. Unlike the mayor's office, most political observ

ers realize that the budget slashers face serious opposi
tion to any further degree of austerity .
A number of U . S . cities have had, or are about to

ha�e, anti-Volcker-interest-rate resolutions introduced.

In NEWARK, N .J . , the Newark City Council unani

mously passed a motion Nov. 7 similar to the i llinois

State General A ssembly resolution introduced by Dem

ocratic State Representative Larry Bullock Nov. I. The
Newark bill was introduced by Democrat Henry M arti
nez and seconded by Donald Tucker.

In MILWAUKEE, Wisc . , a resolution was passed Nov.

15 in the C ity Council based upon the I llinois mandate.

On Apri l II, the M i lwaukee County Homebuilders held

a 3 ,OOO - person rally at the Fair Grounds. Participating
along with the Homebuilders were the M ilwaukee Coun

ty Building Trades and Realtors . Citing the fact that five

years ago there were 1 5,000 housing starts in Milwaukee

County and today, at current start-up rates, this will
drop to less

than 500 for 1 980, James Elliott, president of

a "presidential candidate committed to industrial expan

the Building Trades Council, demanded:

productive employment. This is the old American way of

these people (Volcker and the administration-ed.) are

sion through cheap credits as the means to expanding
ending inflation and creating jobs."
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"We m ust reverse the h igh-interest-rate p olicy . . . .

out to destroy the American dream . . . . We're going to
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hell in a handbasket. . . . We need to fight for decent
wages , decent profits, and let them know in Washington
that their policies are killi ng the American dream ! "
I n BOSTON, Mass . during late April City Council

Chairman Albert "Dapper" O'Neill will introduce a

resolution to the Council based on the Bullock bill . This
version stated that the nationl consequence o f current
interest rates will include the loss o f 800,000 construction
jobs an d deadly cuts in police and fire protection as states
a�d cities are driven from m oney markets . M assachusetts

the second week in April at Cobo Hall in Detroit to show
support for Senator Riegle's new bill m andating unem
ployment benefit extensions from the current 26 weeks to
39 weeks . Along with Sen . Riegle, Detroit-based Con

gressman Carl Levin, a cosponsor of the bill, and Detroit
M ayor Coleman Young, like Riegle both Democrats,
used the rally as the occasion to attack administration
economic policies.
•

In M arch in Detroit, several hundred Teamsters, mem

bers of IBT local #299, demonstrated against a campaign

has already withdrawn from the bond market as the 20

appearance by Ted Kennedy and particularly against

percent prime rate has m ade it impossible for the public

Kennedy's program for deregulation of the trucking

sector to compete. This, in turn, has led to the shutdown

industry which was identified with the economic de

of 13 public schools i n the city o f Bosto n alone. Boston

struction implied by the administration's overall do

Mayor Kevin White recently announced 500-600 munic

mestic p olicies.

ipal layoffs among nonuniformed city workers, i ncluding
health and hospital employees.
I n WASHINGTON, D.C. one of the most severe urban

austerity drives h as been initiated under Mayor M arion

Barry . Twenty-two schools have been closed and 1 ,000
teachers laid off under budget cuts of $50 milli on . Politi
cal insiders are predicting race riots i n the prisons for the
summer, when 100 guards will be l aid off sim ultaneous
with greatly increased inmate population .

•

On " Save Our Housing Day," April 8, Building Trades

members in a number of M ichigan cities formed the
backbone of anti-high-interest-rate rallies.

•

At the beginning of April, the Wisconsin State Labor

ers Council met to discuss a resolution demanding
Volcker' s resignation and l aunching a statewide labor
rally in M adison to b ack this demand. The resolution
was introduced by local union President Roy Cronin,

In this cotltext Calvin Lockridge, president of the

who endorsed the LaRouche presidential campaign in

resolution calling for immediate reversal of high interest

sion , which ended with a temporary tabling of the reso

D.C. City Council, will introduce later this month a
rates . Supporting Lockridge is the Coalition of C itizens
to Save Washington , D .C . , which sponsored a 50-person

rally against budget cuts in the City Co uncil Chambers
April 1 0 .

the state' s April 1 primary . Cronin also led the discus
lution .

Wisconsin Building Trades executive bo ard members
have individually endorsed the resolution, including:
Darrell Lee, president, Laborers local # 1 40; Don Brandt,
president, I B EW local # 1 95 ; Elmer Kuepel, vice presi
dent, I B EW # 1 95 ; and Roy Cronin .

Labor movement

•

O n April 8 , the M ilwaukee " Save O u r Housing Day"

demon stration drew 3 ,000 p a rtici p a nts . Wisconsin

Building Trades President James Elliot addressed the

Unions lead the way
against Volcker

rally with a harsh attack on high interest rates as the

Action against Volcker' s policy, particularly in key states

of the Illinois state AFL-CIO, predicted "woes ahead for

li ke Pennsylvania and Illinois where the state legislatures

are on record opposing tight money, have received most
of their impetus from organized labor.
For six months, the building trades, immediately
sensitive to the impact of a credit squeeze on the con
struction industry, have been especially outspoken . Now,

with the cumulative effect of Volcker' s policies being felt
in widespread auto and other heavy-industry unemploy

ment, union backing for the extended unemployment
benefits has become a generalized part of labor' s anti
V olcker efforts.
•

Nine hundred United Auto Workers members rallied
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destructic!1 of laborer and contractor alike .
•

In early April Robert Gibson, newly elected president

the labor movement" unless the Volcker measures are
reversed . In his first public address as AFL state presi

dent, Gibson pinpointed the destruction of homebuild

ing and purchasing, and union-busting, as immediate
results of the administration's stance .

In mid-April, Buffalo , N . Y . Teamsters local #37 5 Pres
ident C harles David and Binghamton IBT #693 business
agent John Tarr endorsed a resolution modeled on the
•

Wisconsin State Laborers Co uncil formula denouncing
V olcker and endorsing the Riegle bill.
•

During the Transit Workers Union strike in New York
National
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City, which ended April 1 2 pending further negotiations,

citizens groups intervened effectively against the auster

ity package being promoted by Mayor Ed K och, Gov

ernor Hugh Carey, and the White House. A mass leaflet

a liberalization of seasonal borrowing privileges for the
rural banks to funnel urgently needed cash into the farm
sector . "Agriculture is at the l owest ebb ever," Merlyn

Carls on , president of the N ational Cattlemen's Associa

comparing Volcker and K och' s austerity program to the

tion, told the press , "and that message came across loud

genocidal depopulation of Cambodia by Pol Pot ap

and clear to the Federal Reserve ." A spokesman for the

peared throughout the city . TWU leaders publicly iden

American Agriculture Movement condemned the Cart

as one of "planned shrinkage," and other unionists,

on a fire; they're making it worse."

tified the Koch-Metropolitan Transit A d th ority posture

including State AFL-CIO head Ray Corbett, floated
general strike threats. The 1 00,000 or more citizens group
leaflets which flooded the city are thought by many to

have hastened the end of a strike which Koch originally
announced would be prolonged for months.
•

Three Central Labor Co uncils in New Jersey-Bergen ,

Passaic, and Camden counties-have endorsed a similar
anti-Volcker, pro-Riegle-bill resolution, as has the Ber
gen County Building Trades Council. The president of
the Cumberland County Labor Council, Henry Hill, has
also endorsed the measure, and resolutions are under
discussion before all the councils to establish statewide
hearings on the economic crisis. Hudson County Car

penters executive August Ebel and Bernard Johnson of
the Bergen Carpenters are backing the resolution .
•

On April

1 0,

La Rouche campaign representative

Lawrence Freeman addressed an anti-austerity rally in

the nation's capital which drew representatives of gov
ernment employees, police and teachers .

er-Volcker policies , saying they were " like pouring gas

•

Also in Apt:il, Rocky M ountain Farmers Union Presi

dent John Stenc1 called for a congressional investigation
of the Federal Reserve. Citing the "tremendous econom
ic pressure" crushing farm families in Colorado and
Wyoming, the area Stencl represents, Stencl stated:
"N ow, with record high energy rates creating an

unbearable burden for agriculture farmers and ranchers
are beginning to q uestion their very survival.

"The Federal Reserve Board keeps telling us that

high interest will s low the use of credit . But for the past

30 years , the economic policies of this government have
made agriculture dependent o n credit. If farmers and

ranchers cannot o btain the credit they need at a price
they can afford, they h ave no choice but to go out of
business or cut back productio n . I think it's about time

we find out who the Federal Reserve is serving."
•

On M arch 28 , the American Farm Bureau Federation

formally withdrew its support for the Carter administra

tio n's embargo o f more than 1 7 million tons of wheat
and feed grain shipments to the Soviet Unio n . In repu
diating the embargo , the Farm Bureau -representing

On the farm

more than three million farm families-charged that the
grain trade cut-off was "ineffective and damaging both

Farm organizations
demand probe of Fed
The American farm sector is in acute crisis due to Volck
er's high interest policy and related administration meas
ures such as the Soviet grain embargo . George Stone,

to A merican agriculture and to the nation's economy."

B ureau President Robert Delano pointed to the fact

that Agriculture Secretary Bergland had promised farm

ers that they would not incur losses as a result of the

embargo . "We h ave waited for three months," Delano
said. "It is past the best time to act in keeping this

promise." On April 1 4 , the Commodity Credit Corpora

president of the National Farmers U nion, described the

tion-the federal agency chiefly responsible for interven

" . . . Farmers are operating at below production

amounts o f grain for export-announced that the latest

situation simply in an April 14

Chicago Tribune article:

costs . . . many are threatened with bankruptcy. The most
immediate problem facing farmers, is the cost of operat

ing loans that are as high as 22 percent. . . . "

Dozens of farm associations are in motion against

the Volcker-Carter austerity and credit control policies
that are provoking bankruptcies and production cut
backs.
•

On April 1 0, a group of 1 0 leaders of major farm

organizations con fronted Paul Volcker in his Washing

ton offices , dem anding that the Fed chairman authorize
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ing in the grain markets to b uy and finance sizable
administration policy would be to cease attempts to
mitigate the loss. Immediately, wheat prices fell between

1 0 '/2 and 1 3 '/2 cents a bushel on the Chicago Board of

Trade.
•

On April 4, the Farm Bureau leadership of several

Illinois farm counties held press conferences demanding

appropriate emergency action by the federal government
for the farm sector . I llinois Farm Bureau President Har

old Steel called for President Carter to agree to an
"emergency discussion" by phone or in pers on .
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Not once in the history of this n ation has there been a
condition where inadequate electric power supply with
extended shortages had to be faced by electric power
users -not even in wartime. But today , according to

power w as critical for the economy's health, en vironmen
tal interference and regulation-gone-wild began to stran

gle the utilities. I n 1 968, a utility applying for a construc
tion permit to b uild a n uclear p lant was required to

sobering estimates by the National Electric Reliability

answer about 1 20 questions from the government.

zations,

the United States is facing an "inevitable

be answered had mushroomed to over 700. Estimates by

The shortfall could hit a s early as this year or, a t the

encouraged the development of standardized plants, the

Council (N ERC) and studies done by industry organi
shortfall of electric generating capacity . "

Ten years later the num ber of regulatory questions to
the in dustry indicate that if the government h ad instead

latest, in the mid- 1 980s . It is the result of extraordinary
delays in bringing new generating capacity on line, de

lays caused by environmentalist interference and a grow

questions would number about 200, cutting licensing
delays substantially .

I n the early 1 970s, t h e 700MW H . B . Robinson nucle-

ing, more complex maze o f governmental regUlation.

The end of reliable, adequate electric power will signal
the end to U . S . standards of living and industrial quality.

The U . S . economy' s ability to grow h as been directly

dependent on the shift from burning fossil fuels to the"
production of universally usable electric power. While
total energy consumption growth in the U . S . has aver
aged under 3 percent per year since 1 920, the rate o f

growth in the consumption o f electricity has averaged
6.6 percent per year over the same period, with rates as

high as 8 percent per year over the decade of the 1 960s .
Since the 1 960s, the pacing technology for the rate o f
growth o f electric power h as been nuclear energy . A s
direct electric power production replaced burning fossil
fuels , nuclear power replaced the use of those same finite

fuels in a cheaper, more efficient process to produce

electricity . Between 1 968 and 1 976, fossil fuel plants went
from 233 gigawatts of capacity to 4 1 5 GW, or a 78

percent increase over 8 years . In the same period nuclear

capacity went from 2 . 8GW to 42 .9GW-a

fifteen-fold

increase.
The 1970s destruction of nuclear power
Beginning in the early 1970s, j ust at the point when

Nuclear plant orders and
canceUations since 1970
40
35
30
25

Residential electricity

20
15

Cancellations

10
5
o
1 970

1 975

1 980

Source: Department of Energy.

the oil embargo was to make the point that nuclear
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ar plant was brought into operation in 54 months from

dramatically the government's complicity with the envi

the date o f announcement to fuel loading . Latest esti

ronmental m ovement, essentially agreeing that the "cli

mates from the utilities point to 1 7 year lead times. Due

m ate" of public acceptance for n uclear energy changed

to the unstable economic situation over the past decade,

drastically from the 1 960s . Looking at government fig

load forecasting has become a game of Russian ro ulette

ures, no utility executive in his right mind will believe

for the utilities, and now they are forced to project needed

capacity into the early 1 990s in deciding whether or not

to begin the procedures for building a nuclear power
plant.

there will be a growing, developing nuclear industry by
the end of the century .

How it happened

As is common knowledge, some o f the utilities have

almost given up. Consider the state of nuclear o rders and
cancellations since 1 9 70. One would assume that since
orders remained healthy until 1 974 serious prob lems
would not arise until the mid- 1 980s when the fall-off in
orders from the mid- 1 970s would begin to hit . Over 1 979,
however, eight reactors ready for operation did not
receive operating licenses from the Nuclear Regulator

Load forecasting by the utilities has never been an

exact science, contingent as it is on government policy
that affects economic growth and hence electric power
needs . In the decade of the 1 960s , the ind ustry found
itself caught short as the Apollo space program brought
whole new high-techno logy industries into existence.
But in the past decade the only thing that kept electric
power shortages from already taking place is the

Commission, as the result of hysteria over the Three Mile

slow
down in real eco nomic growth. For example, the map

1 975 and 53 were cancelled, it is clear that many units

shortfalls in the grid area covering the TV A in 1 979. This

be built.

demand growth to 4.7 percent from the projection of 5 .2

Island incident. Since only 1 3 plants were ordered since
scheduled for operation in the early to mid- 1 980s will not
The effect of government " forecasts" is of equally
critical importance in the electrical industry . Especially

when utilities have to plan more than a decade in ad

vance, and unlike steel or shoes, a shortfall due to faulty

predictions cannot be temporarily made up through

imports and government predictions serve as guidelines
for the in dustry .
The trend of government predictions since 1 970 of
needed capacity in operation by the year 2000 shows

published by N ERC in its 1 977 annual report projected

did not materialize because of a drop in peak load
percent made the previous year.
NERC has projected that problems in providing
adequate service are already inevitable; daily the situa
tion is getting worse. During the year 1 978, 55GW of
nuclear capacity experienced some amount of delay, with

an average o f one year per unit. Licensing procedures

alone can now take up to six years, which was the time
needed to co mplete the entire project a few years ago !

N ERC estimates that even i f load growth over the
next decade is only 50 percent of the historical trend of a
ten-year doubling time, the capacity needed to meet this

The government forecasts
nuclear capacity

lowered demand is not likely to be completed on time. Of

the 250G W n ow projected to begin operating by 1 98 8 ,

1 07G W are slated to be nuclear. M o s t of t h e coal capacity

(Gigawatts in commercial
operation by 2000)

of 1 25 G W is under construction, but according to the

1 400

NERC's 1 9 7 8 annual report only 60 percent of the

1 200

under construction .

1000

the coal and nuclear programs forecasted by the utilities

planned nuclear capacity for service during 1 984- 1 988 is
The N ERC report states that "the implementation of

face serious obstacles. It is highly probable that the

800

com pletion of many of these units will be delayed-in

600

to be outright cancellations of some projects . . . . The

400

generating capacity program raises serious co ncerns re

200

some cases for at least three years . Also , there are likely

likelihood of delays in the completions of the projected
garding the adequacy of bulk power supply in the United
States during the next ten years. "
1 972

74

76

Year of forecast

78

1 980

Source: The Atomic Energy Commission, the Energy Research and
'Development Administration, and the Department of Energy.

The im pact of an unreliable and inadequate electric
grid on the economy as a whole is clearly stated by the
utilities . "The overriding concerns of N ERC at this time
are the discernible and disturbing trend s wh ich point to
a future bulk power supply system which will be unable
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Electricity supply deficit: when will it hit?
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to maintain an adequate and reliable electric power
supply for the United States-a requirement which

N ERC believes is essential to m aintain a viable economy
and to provide for the well-being of society ."
In January, the energy committee o f the Computer
and Business Equipment M anufactureres Association

(CBE MA) completed a study entitled " Electrical Energy

in the 80s ." They felt it necessary to assess the future of

the electric power supply system because "electrical en

power generating units the fav o red option fo r new
capacity .
At the time of the 1 5 percent red line, average utility
capacity was 850M W . Today, that average is 1 ,000 M W .

Consequently, when a unit is taken o ut o f service for
maintenance or becomes unavailable, the percentage

reduction in the entire system is greater. The report states
that, in 1 97 8 , General Electric asked Data Resources,

Inc. to do an analysis of the impact if no nuclear plants

ergy is the life blood of the computer. " Current installed

were added between 1 98 1 - 1 985 and only half of the

computer capacity in the United States represents an

President's coal targets were met .

investment of over $50 billion, with a continued growth

The analysis indicated that the nation's reserve m ar

of 1 2- 1 4 percent forecasted, according to the report.

gin would drop to about 1 3 percent under those circum

terized, the business and economic climate o f the U . S . is

ects that electrical energy shortages can be expected by

Some businesses, such as airlines, essentially are helpless

weather is worse than now p roj ected, some regional

"Since every major industry and b usiness is now compu
dependent on the reliable operation of these equipments.

if their computer system network is nonfunctional . "
The report explains that t h e "redline" o r reserve

stances-way below the " redline." The report also proj
1 985, with some regional shortages likely by 1 98 3 . If the

shortages co uld appear in the 1 98 1 - 1 98 3 time period. All

of these proj ections assume load growth to be half of

margin for the electrical utilities is that level of reserve

their historical rate.

mid- l 970s that "redline" capacity reserve was considered

fall of the anticipated m agnitUde would affect the growth

below which brownouts are likely to occur. U ntil the
w be 1 5 percent. After that, the "redline" was placed at

20 percent because economies o f scale had made larger
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The CBEMA report ends by stating that "any short

rate of CBEMA-represented b usinesses by 50 percent."
That is, the fastest growing sector of the economy (comN ational

57

puters and electronic data processing), will be slowed

prices for residential and industrial customers from 1 940

The comp uter and electronics industries represented

Industrial users have always been given a lower per

down by the lack of available electric power!

by CBEMA consume less than 1 percent of total energy
in the United States. As they are the first to point out, the

until the quadrupling of primary energy costs in 1 974.

kilowatt h o ur rate since they are bulk users. The decrease
in cost of delivered power was a function of improve

really electric intensive industries, such as aluminum and

ments in technology and in economies of scale.

other specialty metals, will be hit m uch h arder. The

The transition from fossil fue15 to nuclear continued

aluminum industry has been forced to do research and

the downward price tren d . Even with today's 1 2- 1 4 year

development into new energy so urces on thei r own be
cause they have already experienced shortfalls in electric
power availability .
If, thro ugh some miracul o us act, you co uld keep U . S .

in dustry going despite a lack o f reliable and adequate

lead-time for nuclear power plant completion and the

millions of dollars incurred by utilities in legal fees to

defeat environmental interference, nuclear power is
cheaper than the energy it replaces-oil.
Virginia Electric & Power Company, for example,

electrical power, the labor demands on the economy

announced in M arch 1 980 that even tho ugh the North

way how our economy was able to progress at unimagin

fuel savings are estimated to be $78 million . this will

would be astounding. It also becomes clear in a negative

able rates after the commercial introduction of electrical
energy .
No worker using his muscles alone can pro duce the

energy represented by one kilowatt of electrictiy. In 1 974,

a factory worker used on average almost 48 ,000 kilowatt

hours of electricity-or the energy equivalent of 7 1 5

men . The ability o f industry to substitute technology for
hum an labor was dependent upon one primary para
meter -an exponential ly decreasing cost of delivered
electric power.

This cost trend is shown in the graph on electricity

Anna nuclear Unit 2 will add $46 million to the rate base,
result in a 3 percent rate decrease for V EPOC customers.

But this trend of cost reduction is not immune to the

govern ment' s economic policy decisions, like those o f
Federal Reserve chairman Paul Volcker . In Septem ber
1 979, the Department of Energy released their N ational

Power Grid Study, in which they discuss the fact that the
electric power supply in dustry is the m ost capital inten
sive in dustry in the U . S . economy, requiring one fifth of

all national construction expenditures and one third of
all long-term financing . This means that the industry is

highly affected by the cost and availability of credit for

exp ansi on, and declines in rates of co nstruction and

expansion in general affect the total emp loyment picture
for the country .

The price of electricity
in constant (1975) doUars

In the same study , after reviewing some of the stern
warnings of the recent N ERC reports, the DOE admits

(c:eats per Idlo"aUbour)

that "both public and private utilities are encountering
serio us difficulties in bringing into service plan ned new

14

generation and transmission capacity . . . this situation

could conceivably lead to shortages implying blackouts
and brownouts or managed power curtailments to con

12

s umers . "
I t is difficult t o imagine what life would be like

witho ut reliable, available, and affordable electric pow

er -except for those populations of the developing sector

8

that have virtually no education, no industrial or agricul
tural technology and a life expectancy 25 years less than
the advanced sector.

6

Among the "economic planners" in the Club of

Rome, the Council on Foreign Relations and the United

Nations there is a policy for economic collapse and a

"controlled disintegrati on" of the advanced in dustrial

4

',2
1 940
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societies like the United States to the status of wo rse than

Industrial
citY
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a Third World nation. If the 1 7-year nuclear plant lead
times are reversed right now and power plants are built

.......____---_L
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as fast as possible, power brownouts may be avoided .
75

If not, the coming of a New Dark Age will no longer
be a metaphor, but reality.
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Energy Insider

by William Engdahl

' Civil disobedience' at the D OE
There appears to be very little difference between those
occupying the DOE right now, and those who plan to occupy
it on 'Earth Day. '

On

"Earth Day," April 22, an
antinuclear umbrella group called
C o a l i ti o n fo r a N o n - N u c l e a r
W orId plans t o stage a one- d ay
occupation ("civil disobedience")
at the Department of Energy of
fices in Washington . It may inter
est my friends to know that the
group's organizing and transpor
tation to Washington is being paid
for by . . . the Department of En
ergy.
I f this m a kes y o u t h i n k the
a n t i n u c l e a r m o v e m e n t and t h e
U . S . Department of Energy are t he
same thing-or that, indeed, the
environmentalist movement with
all its fa scist precepts h as been
organized top-down-"':'you h ave the
picture.
In point of fact, " Earth Day"
this coming April 22, with its na
tionwide rock-concert festivities
and the like, would not be possible
but for the Carter administration's
infusion of funds and other aid.
" E a r t h Day" is the a n n u a l
dionysian festival of pot-smoking
sun-worshippers initiated in 1 970
by the late Dame Margaret Mead,
the medievalist "anthropologist,"
who was a professed worshipper of
the ancient Egyptian cult goddess
Isis. Y early since its inauguration,
" Earth Day" h as grown from a
g a t h e r i n g o f a few e x t r e m i s t
"greenies" to the rallying point for
masses of antinuclear zero-growth
drug "freaks" to protest technol
ogy and science in all forms. That
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g r o wt h m u s h r o o m e d a ft e r t h e
Carter administration assumed of
fice, and began to support " Earth
Day . "
T h i s y e a r , Energy Secretary
Charles D uncan has publicly ex
tended a personal endorsement to
" E arth Day, " proclaiming that
"the obj ectives of Earth Day ' 80
are consistent with the objectives
of the Nati o n a l Energy Plan . "
M oreover, the DOE has offered its
offices and personnel around the
country to assist in building events.
A department spokesman in
formed m e that there is more than
$ 140,000 being funnelled out to the
sundry rag-tag radicals for "com
munity organizing and educational
proj ects." On the receiving end are
the organizers of the one-day oc
c u p a t i o n of t h e D O E o ffi c e ,
among others.
This i s not inadverten t . The
environmentalists h ave been taken
into the bosom of the department,
and the administration more gen
erally; t hey now occupy, like a
"termite infestation" in one au
t h o r ' s w o r d s , a v a r i et y o f key
posts. Take Charles Warren , who
i s a member of the White H ouse
Council on Environmental Quality
(CEQ) . Warren, before his Federal
appointment, drafted m uch of the
energy legislati o n introduce d in
California by Gov . Gerry Brown .
Brown , as you should know, be
lieves in "cosmic energy" obtained
thr o ug h " psychic explorati on , "

not nuclear energy for fndustrial
development. Warren, in 1 976, au
thored an article for the m agazine
of the Friends of t}le Earth, a Brit
ish intelligence creation effected
through the Club of Rome and the
Aspen I n stitute, entitled "Cornu
copians vs. Malthusians," declar
ing himself decidedly a Malthu
sian.
Take Amory Lovins, the head
of the Friends of the Earth druid
cult; he is now an "advisor" to the
Department of Energy .
Or, take Denis H ayes, one of
t h e fo u n d e r s o f " E a r t h D ay . "
H ayes, on the strength o f his rad
ical zero-growth advocacy, was
named to head the federal govern
ment's "Solar Energy Research In
stitute" in Colorado, the first non
scientist, as well as the first man
who abso lutely opposes science
and its arguments, to ever head a
government scienti fic laboratory.
He recently proposed in the DOE
newsletter that the entire western
U nited S tates be co nverted i n t o
one, vast, passive solar reflector.
H ayes' s appointment was the
personal initiative o f the Deputy
Secretary o f Energy him$elf, John
Sawhil l . Take John Sawhill. A re
cent president of New York Uni
versity, he was also a recent mem
ber of the Club o f Rome, and is a
current leading member of British
i ntelligence' s Aspen Institute for
Humanistic Studies, the two agen
cies t h at c o mbined resources t o
produce Friends of the Earth.
It thus becomes clear that, on
April 22, when a gaggle o f be
drugged "green freaks" charge
into the office of the U.S. Depart
ment of Energy in Washingto n ,
D . C . t o announce they will spend
the day, no one can credibly say
they don't belong there.
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Congressional Calendar
T rucking deregulation
passes Senate

By a vote of 70 to 20, legislation
to substa n t i a l ly d e r eg u l ate the
trucking industry passed the u . s .
Senate on April I S . While the vote
on final passage of the legislation
was never in doubt, the industry
and the Teamsters union hoped to
pass several amendments which
would · ameliorate some of the ef
fects of radical deregulation. Under
heavy administration arm twisting,
the amendments lost.
Capitol Hill sources pointed out
that Senate passage of the legisla
tion occurred in the same atmos
phere of thuggery that had marked
its introduction . Commerce Com
mittee chairman and the bill's spon
sor, Howard Cannon (D-Nv), is
widely perceived to have changed
his position from anti-deregulation
to pro-deregulation under the or
chestrated pressure of the " Brilab "
scandal which allegedly tied him to
the Teamsters union . However, de
spite the array of a blackmailed
Cannon, the administration, and
Senator Kennedy and his machine
lined up against them, the trucking
industry and the Teamsters were
reported to be making headway in
a last minute lobbying mobilization
to secure passage of key amend
ments by Senators Ernest Hollings
(D-SC), and Warren Magnusen (0Wa) which would maintain some
order and regulation in the indus
try . Recognizing this, the admini
stration pushed the vote on the leg
islation up by 24 hours, leaving
many industry and teamster sup
porters caught out of town because
of travel during the Easter Recess .
That plus the loss of a vital 24-ho urs
in which to mobilize spelled the
critical margin of defeat for dere
gulation's opponents.
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by Barbara Dreyfuss and Susan Kokinda

The M ag n u s e n A m e n d m e n t
which would have forced t h e Inter
state Comm erce C o m m i s s i o n to
continue keeping tight control over
the ability of new firms to enter the
market was defeated by a vote of 56
to 34 . And the Hollings amendment
which would have restored regulat
ed status to the shipment of pro
cessed fo ods (currently, unpro
cessed foods are deregulated and
the Cannon bill added processed
foods to that list) was defeated by a
vote of 47 to 39.
The battle now moves to the
House side where Public Works
Committee Transp ortatio n Sub
com mittee chairman James H ow
ard (D-NJ) has to decide whether
to mark-up the Senate bill or his
own bill which is considered m uch
m i lder than the Senate versi o n .
H o wever, o n occasi o n , H oward
(who was mentioned, but not di
rectly implicated in the Abscam
scandal) has t h reatened to p u sh
complete deregulation of the indus
try-even beyond the Senate ver
sion . With a self-imposed deadline
of June 1 looming before the Con
gress, Capitol Hill observers pre
dicted that the arm-twisting and
b lackmail of the administration will
continue.

I owa Senator opposes
Fed nominee

The growing opposition to the
Federal Reserve Board' s tight
money policy coalesced around a
fight to prevent the nomination of
Lyle Gramley to a 1 4-year term on
the Federal Reserve Board's Board
of Govern ors. Led by Senator John
Culver (D-Iowa) who is facing a
tough reelection fight and whose

state is tottering on the edge of a
Fed-provoked economic disaster,
the battle is drawing widespread
support from Democratic and Re
publican senators alike.
In testimony before the Senate
Banking Committee on April 1 6,
Culver said "the impact of present
government monetary and agricul
t u r a l p o l i c i e s on t h e M i dw e s t
threatens t h e very survival of the
economy of the nation's greatest
foo d producing region . . . mone
tary policy is a highly complex tool
of economic policy and . . . it is not
a tool to be placed under the control
of narrow special interest. By the
same token , the exercise of mone
tary a uthority should not be con
centrated in the hands of a group of
n arrowly focused individuals with
homogeneous experience, philoso
p h ie s a n d i n te l l e ct u a l b a c k 
grounds . "
Culver' s opposition t o Gram
ley, who is currently a member of
President Carter's Council of Eco
no mic Advisors and who was fault
ed for not having small business or
agricultural background and sensi
tivity, was echoed by other mem
bers of the banking com mittee .
Senator Donald Stewart (D-Al), an
early opponent of V olcker's tight
money regime, announced that he
would support Culver and oppose
Gram ley . In an exchange with Cul
ver, Stewart recognized that one
appointment would not change the
make-up of the Fed, but stressed
that this was a political message
that needed sending. Ranking Re
pUblican on the committee, Jake
Garn of Utah, said that he was
leaning in the direction of support
ing Culver because he was tired of
stack i ng the Fed with " l i beral,
n o rt h e a s te r n , H a r v a rd - t r a i n e d
economists . "
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B ritish gold standard

pushed at banking hearings

Senator Jesse Helms (R-NC), a
long-time advocate of a return to
the gold standard , and J . L ouis
Lehrman , advisor to Reagan sup
porter Jack Kemp, testified before
the Senate Banking C o m m ittee
April 16 and urged a return to the
gold standard. Helms, who appar
ently only understands the value of
a gold-backed currency in a mysti
cal way, has fallen into the trap of
supporting Lehrman's proposal for
a rigid fixing of the value of the
dollar, and hence, the amount of
available credit for international
trade, to the amo unt of gold mined
in the world . Such a proposal would
result in a deflationary collapse of
world t r a d e i m m e d i a t e l y , a n d
would iro nically strengthen the
strangehold of .he International
Monetary Fund over credit-starved
nations. Helms is a long time op
ponent of the I M F .
Submitted for inclusion in the
hearing record, was Democratic
Party presidential candidate Lyn
don La Rouche's proposal for a re
turn to the gold exchange standard
which would use gold to settle trade
imbalances between n ations and as
a backing for development bonds
to the Third World, but would not
rigi dly fix the amount o f credit
available in the world to existing
gold stocks.

R euss's next legislative
thrust revealed?

A private dinner meeting be
tween Citibank President W alter
Wriston and 1 5 members of Con-
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gress may provide the key to Henry
Reus s ' s future l egislative g o a l s .
Speaking at a gathering of t h e
Congressional Clearinghouse for
t h e F u tu r e o n " T h e F u t u r e o f
B a n ki n g , " W r i s t o n a d v o c a t e d
complete, unfettered deregulation
of the commercial banking indus
try, saying that "commercial banks
are losing customers to American
Express, M erri l l , Lynch, Pierce,
Fenner and Smith, and the Sears
Roebuck Finance Company be
cause those entities can o ffer serv
ices which regulated commercial
banks cannot. If commercial banks
are to survive, Wriston counseled,
they m ust b e comp letely trans
formed by total deregulation.
H o u s e B a n k i n g C o m m i tt e e
chairman Henry Reuss ( D -W i ) was
the organzer behind Wriston's ap
pearance before the group, the first
in a series of "corporate dialogues"
which the Clearinghouse is spon
soring.
Reuss' s sponsorship o f Wris
ton' s appearance is believed to be
the opening salvo in a campaign to
deregulate banking completely and
allow for unfettered competition
between all credit and investment
entities. In his intro ductory r e
marks to Wriston , Reuss lauded
Citiban k ' s recent circumvention o f
reg u lati ons w hich prevent inter
state b a n king, by opening u p a
credit card center in South Dakota.
Reuss also praised Wriston as !1
modern-day Rothschild .
The inevitable result o f deregu
l a t i o n of t h e b a n ki n g i n d u s tr y
w o ul d be t h e swallowing up o f
small heartland banks which spec
ialize in agricultural and small busi
ness lending by the giants such as
Chase M anhattan and Citibank.
Reuss invited members o f his
Banking Committee to attend the

dinner and contemplate the future
of b an king as Wriston described it.

U nemployment legislation
awaiting action

Congressman Brodhead (D
Mich .) h as introduced several bills
that would extend the length o f un
employment insurance coverage
and give the federal government an
increased role in funding unem
ployment insurance funds . While
Brodhead has endorsed legislation
introduced in the Senate by Senator
Reigle (D-M i) which would extend
the length of unemployment insur�
ance from 39 weeks to 52, he has
also introduced H . R . 6540. This
legislation extends the unemploy
ment benefits to 52 weeks, but also
mandates that recipients be paid
1 00 perce n t fro m federal fun d s .
Aides to t h e Congressman stated
that he included this provision be
cause the unemployment problem
is now a national issue. At the s ame
time, some states are finding that
their funds are running out of m on
ey because of the economics crisis,
which has increased the unemploy
ment rolls.
Brodhead h as also introduced
H . R . 6324 which would eliminate
the changes the Carter administra
tion made earlier in the criteria for
extended benefits . In order to ex
tend benefits , the state unemploy
ment figures had to reach 5 percent.
The administration move ensured
that the 5 percent unemployment
figure did not include those people
currently unemployed, too discour
aged to look for work, or holding
only part-time j obs, thus making it
more difficult to claim the extended
benefits.
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'Carter has no policies'
During a recent discussion on u . s . for
eign policy aired on New York City
cable TV, Hans Morgenthau, a former
presidential policy adviser, and Arthur
Schlesinger, an aide to the late John
Kennedy, ridiculed the current U.S. de
fense posture and Carter foreign policy.
Schlesinger termed the idea of building
a rapid deployment force a "fool's er
rand, a joke," part of an incorrect stra
tegic doctrine known as "flexible re
sponse."
Schlesinger, who supported that
doctrine while Kennedy's adviser, said
the time has come "to repudiate it . . . it
was wrong when McNamara was push
ing it and it is wrong now. We don't
need to build up conventional forces for
some theater deployment."
Morthenthau declared that the entire
policy of the Carter administration is
premised on an "incorrect assumption"
that the Soviets will fight the United
States in some kind of escalating con
ventional war, then a limited nuclear
war. "That is totally wrong. Soviet doc
trine is quite clear, and goes for the
Persian Gulf or anywhere else a shoot
ing war starts. They will fight only one
kind of war with another superpower:
all out, total nuclear war. If there is a
war over the Persian Gulf, it means
World War IlL" The chances of war, he
said, "is absolutely not low because in
competents are now making our P9li
cy."
A startled and defensive Winston
Lord, president of the New York Coun
cil on Foreign Relations and an adher
ent to the rapid deployment force strat
egy, insisted that the United States had
failed "to use the Iran crisis properly"
to build a consensus for "national sac
rifice for energy self-sufficiency." The
U.S. and its allies have failed to develop
a "strategy for the long haul . . . that
goes beyond tomorrow and puts every
thing together."
Morgenthau was more blunt. "I am
ashamed. The world is ashamed of U.S.
foreign policy. The Carter administra-
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tion has no policies, only symbols and
hyperbole. Symbolic action has no effect
on the Soviets and only hurts us with
our allies. The U.S. should keep quiet
when it doesn't have a policy and not
confuse the Soviets. That could lead to
war."

'They cheered Hitler
in Berlin, tOO."
The l l -day New York transit strike
ended on April l l , when Transit Work
ers President John Lawe ordered his
men back to work, pending the outcome
of a rank and file mail ballot vote on a
tentative contract.
According to well placed sources in
the Koch administration, the terms of
the final settlement, had they been of
fered prior to the strike deadline would
have formed the basis for a settlement.
This source and others familiar with
N�w York's peculiar mayor, say that he
viewed the strike as necessary prepara
tion for the next round of austerity
cutbacks iIi city services. "The idea was
to do something dramatic, to get people
to acclimate to a severe psychological
shock," said one individual who speaks
regularly to the Koch "inner circle, "
which includes David Margolis o f Colt
Industries and Felix Rohatyn of Lazard
Feres, the chairman of the Municipal
Assistance Corporation.
"Koch sees himself as a salesman of
austerity. He was deadly serious when
he spoke about New York becoming
like Peking. He really believes that
stuff."
. The lockout was carefully managed
by Koch's crisis management command
center, set up with a grant from the
Federal Emergency Management Agen
cy. All contingency plans were worked
out well in advance. Koch's planners
assured the mayor and everyone else
who would listen that they could crisis
manage the city for as long as it took to
break the Transit Workers union.
The union was slapped with a million
dollar fine and each worker lost two
days of pay for every day on the picket

lines. Koch sat back and egged on the
union, claiming that "New Yorkers
back their mayor in his will to resist the
strike ."
For the first several days, despite
massive traffic snarls on the east side of
Manhattan, Koch appeared to have at
least tacit support for his "project . " But
late last week , the mood began to
change. Some people in Governor Car
ey's office began to pick up signals that
trouble was brewing. " People started
getting damn angry at Koch and his
'
obstinence," said a so urce.
If the strike went on too long, no
one would believe the MT A attempts to
blame the union . Riots, especially in
some of the ghetto areas paralyzed by
the lockout, would have meant that "all
bets are off," said a source who knows
people in Governor Carey's circle.
So late last week, Carey went behind
the back of Koch and produced a con
trac t . K o ch w a s furio u s . " Ed j u s t
doesn't know hoV far h e can push
things. He listens too much to his own
PR," said someone familiar with the
negotiations.
A Koch aide reportedly told a Carey
aide that New Yorkers were still cheer
ing the mayor for his "tough stand."
The Carey aide replied: "They cheered
Hitler in Berlin, too."

Carter advisory group
says, 'don't fight drugs'
The Drug Abuse Council, a Washing
ton-based thinktank that advises the
White House on drug abuse, issued a
report last week calling for public policy
makers to accept , the inevitability of
continued, increasing drug abuse, par
ticularly psychoactive drugs.
According to the Los A ngeles Times,
the report calls for "a basic rethinking
of national goals, policies and strategies
regarding the use and misuse of psy
choactive drugs . . . . To state it plainly,
the challenge facing America regarding
drugs it to determine how best to live
with the inevitable availability of psy
choactive drugs."
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The report dismisses antidrug laws
as useless, and calls for the President
and the Congress to "encourage more
realistic expectations" about what law
enforcement agencies "can do and can
not do abo ut drugs." It urges " new
efforts to remove criminal penalties for
private marijuana possession and use"
a proposal championed by both Senator
Ted Kennedy and Jimmy Carter-and
attacks as an "unrealistic expectation"
the hope that drugs laws can "contribute
substantially to ... social objectives,
such as reducing crime, increasing em
ployment or restoring family cohesion."
The report's authors term a "denial
of history'? any attempt to remove the
use of mind-altering substances from
American society. " Psychoactive sub
stances have been avaihible for use since
the beginning of recorded time and will
predictably remain so. ... Man will un
doubtedly continue to use m uch sub
stances for a variety of reasons: to relax,
to escape, to enjoy, to worship, to de
lude, to destroy."
Finally, the report calls for the cre
ation of a "concerted research program"
to study "the possibility of providing
heroin to addicts as a means of coping
with addiction," a program first pop
ularized in Great Britain.
The Drug Abuse Council has a
straight line into the White House: Its
board members i n c l u d e Dr. Peter
Bourne, the psychiatrist said to have
been responsible for Jimmy Carter's
strange "born again" religion, and an
official White House adviser on narcot
ics until he was forced to resign after
writing a false prescription for quaa
ludes for a member of his staff. Its
director, Dr. Thomas E. Bryant, is Ros
alyn Carter's chief adviser on mental
health issues.

Reagan to head national
unity government?

•

Ronald Reagan is actively considering
naming well-known Democrats to key
Cabinet posts should he be elected Pres-
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ident next November, sources say. Rich
ard Allen, policy coordinator for the
Reagan campaign, has been actively ex
ploring the feasibility of such a mo� e
for the past few weeks. As a first step In
that direction, Allen has recruited sev
eral prominent Democrats to serve on
Reagan's issues advisory committee. So
far, Dr. Ernest Lefever of Georgetown
University's Ethics and Public Policy
Center, and Jeanne Kirkpatrick of the
A me r i c a n E n t e r p r i s e I nstitute h a v e
asreed t o sign on as foreign policy and
defense advisors to the former Califor
nia Governor. According to Lefever,
who describes himself as a "life-long
Democrat," many conservative Demo
crats, p a r t i c u l a r l y the p r o - Z i o n i s t
grouping around the Jackson-M oyni
han Coalition for a Democratic Major
ity, "will definitely be voting, if not
actively campaigning for, Reagan. If
anyone has the ability to forge a bipar
tisan government," continued Lefever,
" it's Reagan. I would not be at all
surprised if he named someone like
Jackson or M oynihan as Secretary of
Defense or some other cabinet-level
post."
Senator Jackson publicly hinted that
he would be willing to serve in a Reagan
administration. Appearing on the April
13 Meet The Press, Jackson said he
would not rule out the possibility of
becoming Reagan's defense secretary.
"If we were truly.in a national emergen
cy," he said, "everyone would want to
.
serve his country where there IS the need
for unity."
A "bipartisan national unity" gov
ernment is being touted by, among
others, Henry Kissinger and James Res
ton of the New York Times. Kissinger
who a few weeks back announced that
he would be more than willing to act as
Reagan's Secretary of State--told the
A merican Society of Newspaper Editors
April 9 that the only way America
could stand up to the Soviet menace
would be through a bipartisan approach
to foreign policy, while Reston, writing
in the April 13 Times, said that a "non
partisan national government (could)
help restore a sense of unity and purpose
in the nation."

COMMONER, the
Citizen's Party's newly nominated
presidential candidate and the na
tion's leading advocate of wind
mills, waterwheels and solar pow
er, has admitted that it would cost
$10,000 to run a toaster for a year.
T h i s p r o m p te d o n e C o l u m b i a
U niversity student t o ask the en
vironmentalist, who spoke there
recently, how he planned to make
solar energy a viable economic (if
not political) option.
• DR. STEPHEN BARDWELL,
director of plasma physics for the
Fusion Energy Foundation, was
presented with the keys to the city
of Flint, Michigan by a represent
ative of the M ayor's office April
10. The FEF is a private, non
profit institution dedicated to the
most rapid possible development
of all nuclear technologies includ
ing fission, fusion, fast-breeder
and magnetohydrodynamic
(M HD) systems. Participants at a
meeting of the NAACP where the
scientist received the award in
cluded Congressman Dale Kildee,
and a regional director for the
United Auto Workers political ac
tion committee.
• JOHN MACY, director of the

Federal Emergency Management
Agency, helped create the " Delphi
Technique"-a method of brain
washing which involves deliberate
misinterpretation of concepts to
mean something close to the op
posite of their original content,
according to an intimate. M acy
helped found the First Future In
stitution with two members of the
Rand Corporation who are usu
ally credited with the D e l p h i
Technique, Olaf Helmer a n d Olaf
D a l k ey . " H el m e r a n d D a l key
wanted the Delphi Technique to
receive the widest possible public
ity and use throughout the U.S.
government and industry, and
founded IFF for that p urpose,"
said the source.
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Facts Behind Terr or

by Jeffrey Steinberg

Hare Krishna: from cult to terrorism
A major arms cache was discovered on premises operated by
a well-known, mystical cult.

Within

the past two weeks a
series of police raids in California
have uncovered m assive stores of
weapons along with enough am
munition to fight a small war. The
c a c h e w a s fo u n d on p r o p e r t y
owned b y the H are Krishna cult.
Police investigations into a stolen
credit card ring in Berkeley, Calif.
had led investigators to the Krish
na m o u n ta i n -t o p r a n c h , " N e w
Mount Kailasa, " 1 5 miles south o f
Ukiah . Since the 1 920s , Ukiah has
been a center for cult activities .
During that period, leading British
intelligen ce k o o k s i n cluding Sir
Aldous Huxley, Christopher Ish
erwood and Lord Bertrand Rus
sell, helped found cult groups in
the Ukiah area. These cults used
peyote, mescaline and other psy
chotropic drugs . M o re recently,
Ukiah was the West Coast head
quarters of the Peoples Temple of
Reverend Jim Jones.
At the ranch, police found an
arsenal of rifles, shotguns, a gre
nade launcher and thousands of
rounds o f a m m u n ition . Several
days later, the same investigation
led police to the El Cerrito gun
shop of Roy Walters, a Krishna
member, where they discovered
nine tons of gunpowder, 300,000
rounds of military type ammuni
tion, and 50,000 copper j acketed
slugs . Police are presently search
ing for three Germ an nati o n a l s
whom they believe t o have been
involved in training the Krishna
cultists in weapons use.
While the Hare Krishna cult
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h a s been e n g a g e d fo r y e a rs i n
criminal activities similar t o this
new stolen credit card operation
and have also been linked to crim
inal vio lence, this new pattern of
evidence strongly in dicates tht the
cult is being molded for terrorist
actions.
The Krishna cult' s orientation
toward vi olence exte n d s back a
number of years . In the m id- 1 970s,
K rishna mem bers were frequently
i nvolved in p h ysical attacks on
other organizations or individuals
who criticized their cult. In 1 978,
five Krishna members were indict
ed in a California court on ch arges
of hiring three mafia hit men to
assassinate Steven Boven, a m an
who had maintained business deal
ings with Krishna members. Fol
lowing an unsuccessful hit attempt,
po lice were a b le to track down
Krishna mem ber Alexander Kilik
who had ordered the hit. T h ey
discovered nearly 1 . 1 pounds of
pure "China white" heroin in his
possession. A Krishna spokesman
immediately denied that Kilik was
a member of the cult and succeed
ed in insulating themselves from
further investigation.
During this same period, the
K ri s h na group b eg a n a recru it
ment drive among prisoners , for
mer prisoners and Vietnam Veter
ans which corresponded to an in
crease of violent attacks against
"o utsiders ." Among those recruit
ed were former Green Beret special
forces personnel and others trained
in assassi nation techni ques .

The Krishna cult was originally
set up in the East Bengal province
of I ndia during the 1 9 20s by a
wealthy family engaged in inter
national commerce . The cult was
initially a tax shelter and a channel
for laundering funds in and out of
the country. Strong evidence sug
gests that from this early period,
the cult was a front for interna
tional contraband, likely including
large shipments of heroin .
Among the current U . S . oper
ational centers of the Krishna cult
are: Houston, Tex . , where the cult
retains a computer bank and com
mercial enterprises shipping "in
cense" and other products in and
out of M exico; Moundsville, W.
V a . , where t hey h ave a second
weapons cache and retain a federal
weapons purchase dealers license;
and Los Angeles, where the cult
owns an entire several city block
square area, suspected of being a
center for drug dealing.
As usual, in response to this
new expose, the H are Krishna have
denied any and all charges against
themselves. The cult officer who
was caught usi ng a stolen credit
card h a s disappeared fro m the
New M o unt Kailasa ranch and a
new director, Tapa nacarya Das
(teacher of austerity) , has b een
brought in to carry o ut the cover
up . In an interview with a New
York Times reporter several days
ago , Das stated: " Well yes, we do
h ave some guns. But the armament
isn 't for ourselves. I want to pro
tect the deity, L o rd K ri s h n a . I
want to protect my God-brothers.
Any bona fide religion can be per
secuted. We' re here to protect our
G od . " . . . People think there's an
other G uyana going on, because
t h is g u y J i m m y J o n es is fr o m
around here . "
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